
jor setback in his crowning campaign.256 Hours
after Lang Vei was overrun, he visited the III MAF
headquarters in Da Nang for a special meeting.
He had sent the Americal Division, the First Air
Cavalry Division, a brigade of the 101st Airborne,
and a South Korean Marine Corps Division to the
ICTZ, but the pandemonium of the Tet Offensive
seemed to have overcome the region. With two
NVA divisions laying siege to Khe Sanh, another
near the Rockpile, another fighting at Hue, and
two more loose in the ICTZ, he did not believe
the Marines were being active enough. Now that
Lang Vei had been lost, he considered a major as-
sault on KSCB imminent, and he took steps to
assert greater control over the situation in the
ICTZ. Westmoreland resolved to send his Deputy,
General Abrams to the ICTZ with his MACV (For-
ward) headquarters, and decided to push once
again for General Momyer's centralized control of
all air assets in Vietnam.257

The Nature of the Ongoing Siege

After the fall of Lang Vei, the NVA began to fo-
cus on Khe Sanh Combat Base itself.258 KSCB

had been subjected to regular bombardment
daily since 21 January, but it intensified as Lang
Vei was overrun, apparently to suppress Ameri-
can fire support for the Special Forces camp.
Next, three companies of the NVA 1O1D Regi-

A mortar impacts near some of the tents still stand-
ing after three weeks of bombardment.

An N14 rocket impacts the combat base during the
period of peak bombardment in late February.

ment moved into attack positions near the Rock
Quarry outpost of 1/9. Their target was a smaller
outpost set up on a knoll in front of the battalion,
manned by one reinforced platoon to guard the
western approach to 1/9. In the early morning
hours, less than a day after Lang Vei had been lost,
the NVA assault began. The Marines were caught
completely off guard and were quickly pushed
back into a small portion of their perimeter, but
managed to hold the NVA off from completely
overrunning the hill until the next morning al-
lowed a relief force to set out, supported by an air
strike. That force found 150 NVA bodies, while
the Marines on Hill 64 had suffered 24 killed and
only had 30 survivors.259

This event is significant because it is the last
time the NVA assaulted one of the Marine out-
posts with the apparent intent of destroying it.26°
From this point on the siege was characterized by
repetitive bombardments, concentrated attempts
to sever the aerial resupply "bridge" supporting
Khe Sanh, and trenching efforts focused on KSCB.
Because the next two months lack any other as-
saults of significance, it is hard to be specific about
the events that followed, but some of the general
aspects of the siege warrant discussion.
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The most immediate concern of the Marines



Two Marines search for indications of NVA mortars
firing on the combat base. The NVA indirect fire
weapons were a very high priority for the Marines
to find and destroy, but they were kept carefully hid-
den. While mortars had to be set up close to the base,
and could sometimes be seen by ground observers,
FAC(A)s were critical for finding the long-range ar-
tillery that fired from far beyond the normal visual
limits of observers on the ground.

was the constant bombardment they were sub-
jected to by the NVA. The North Vietnamese hit
the base almost daily with artillery, rocket, and
mortar fire, so that the Marines never felt com-
pletely secure, and had to live with the constant
threat of death. Incoming aircraft trying to de-
liver supplies and reinforcements, and evacuate
casualties from the base, were fired upon on ev-
ery single attempt. The Marines' problems with
the NVA fire were compounded by the fact that
the NVA artillery outranged the Marine artillery
based at Khe Sanh. The largest American artillery
was 155mm, and could reach only 15 kilometers
from the combat base, compared to the NVA
130mm artillery which could reach almost twice
as far.26' KSCB was supported by the U.S. Army's
heavy 175mm artillery based at the Rockpile and
Camp Carrol 15 and 24 kilometers to the east
respectively, but these guns could reach no fur-
ther west than the Marine guns at Khe Sanh. The
proximity of the Laotian border, meanwhile, gave
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the NVA plenty of places to situate their guns
near the Ho Chi Minh supply route, and imposed
political restrictions on the American efforts to
deal with them. The NVA sought to align their
artillery positions along the long axis of the com-
bat base to simplify their fire control problem.
As a result about two-thirds of the rounds fired
at the combat base flew over the westernmost
Marine outpost on Hill 881S, from a distance of
12-14 miles from the combat base.262 This made
881S a key location for providing the combat
base with warning. Whenever rounds were fired
overhead a Marine would radio back to the 26th
Marines conmund post at KSCB, where a siren
was sounded, giving the Marines at the combat
base a few seconds warning before the rounds
hit. Hill 881S was also important for dealing
with the NVA rocket attacks. The range of the
122mm Katushka rocket was almost equal to the
distance between KSCB and 881 S, which meant
any rockets to be fired from a position along the
long axis of the base had to be set up near the
outpost. Over the course of the siege more than
5,000 rockets were fired from that position,263
which the NVA referred to as a 122mm rocket

The remains of the original sick bay, built above
ground but abandoned at the start of the heavy
bombardments in January 1968.



firebase. In a number of cases the men on 881S
were able to spot the NVA loading the rockets
into launching racks in preparation for a barrage.
The Marines would wait until the racks were fully
loaded, and then call in artillery or close air sup-
port missions to destroy them. In one case they
waited just a little to long. When one A-4 rolled
in to attack, the NVA fired the rockets fired di-
rectly in his face, bracketing the aircraft in its at-
tack dive. By sheer luck the pilot and his aircraft
escaped unharmed, and the ffight spent the rest
of its mission pounding the empty launcher to
relieve their frustrations.264

The Americans set records with the fire sup-
port they devoted to the battle, but they were
not the only ones. In the daily bombardments
the NVA consumed huge amounts of ammuni-
tion, taxing their tortuous overland supply sys-
tem. One the day of peak bombardment, 23
February, for example, some of the rounds fired
did not even have fuses.65 This did not mean that

the bombardment was easy to weather, however,
with 1,307 rocket, artillery, and mortar rounds
counted impacting on or near the base. Twelve
Marines were killed, 51 were wounded, and an-
other ammunition supply point was hit, consum-
ing 1,600 rounds of recoilless rifle and artillery
ammunition in a smaller replay of the first ammu-
nition dump's explosion.266 This was the largest
NVA bombardment of the war to date, surpass-
ing the former record of 1,065 rounds fired near
Con Thien one day the previous July.267 By no
means did the daily bombardment drop off rapid-
ly after the peak, either. That very same day more
heavy artillery was detected moving towards the
combat base, and the following day 130mm guns
joined the fight for the first time.268

The Marines dealt with the bombardment in a
number of ways. They kept their flak vests closed,
and they always kept their eyes and ears open
when moving about, looking for the nearest place
to dive for cover while listening for the sound of

Marines stacking empty 1 05mm artillery casings. The huge pile of empty casings illustrates not only the
immense firepower being expended in the hills around Khe Sanh, but also the incredible logistics demands
of such efforts, all of which had to be supplied by air Many Marines used empty casings filled with dirt to
create additional protective layers for their bunkers.
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not subject to the same range limitations. The
FSCC was ruthless in targeting known and sus-
pected artillery, rocket, and mortar positions, but
very often it was only the eyes of a FAC(A) which
could find the enemy guns. When they did, the
results were deadly for the NVA, whose guns were
not mobile enough to escape, and were very vul-
nerable to air attack when spotted. When the Ma-
rines did enjoy a respite from the bombardments,
they gave at least some of the credit to the air
support they were receiving. After a remarkable
two days without incoming on 20 March, one
Marine chalked it up to "A-Number-one air sup-
port."270

One means of dealing with the stress of constant
bombardment was a macabre sense of humoi
which many Marines expressed on their helmets.
Also on the side of this helmet are the Marine's ini-
tials and the last four digits of his service numbei
to aid in identification.

incoming artillery, rockets, or mortars2® If aware
of incoming rounds, they would adopt a posture
that became known as the "Khe Sanh Shuffle," a
bent-over crouch while running for cover. They
also reinforced their bunkers with anything and
everything they could find—empty artillery shell
casings filled with the red mud of the plateau,
timbers stolen from the Seabees, and even steel
and aluminum cargo pallets stolen from the Air
Force cargo handling team. When bombardments
occurred, however, the Marine artillery men al-
ways tried to fire back, even when they knew the
enemy was out of range. It was considered vital
for the defender's morale for their artillery to be
heard firing back, so that every man would not
have the feeling he was just sitting still and taking
beating, waiting for death to find him.

When enemy positions could be located near
the combat base they were frequently engaged
with counter-battery fire by the Marine artillery-
men, but the preferred weapon for finding and
locating the enemy guns was aircraft, which were
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The most vulnerable aspect of the siege was
the tenuous air bridge upon which the 26th Ma-
rines relied for supplies and reinforcements. Al-
ter the detonation of the ammunition depot in
the early hours of 21 January the combat base's
runway was closed for two days as the Marines

Marines constantly improved their defenses during
the siege. Extensive portions of the trench line were
equipped with overhead cover



Two Marines digging new trench line with picks
even as the siege of the combat base was coming
to an end. The work of improving the defenses was
never considered complete.

rushed to conduct repairs and clean up the hot,
unexploded ordnance scattered everywhere.
Working from just a tiny fraction of the reserves
that had been so carefully stockpiled, the Marines
were happy to welcome the first fixed-wing car-
go transport which landed on 23 January.271 The
combat base and its outposts consumed a huge
volume of ordnance and supplies on a daily basis,
and the daily NVA bombardments were inflict-

The western perimeter of Khe Sanh Combat Base, de-
fended by the 1st Battalion, 26th Marines. Although
in this picture visibility has cleared, the persistent
clouds that made air operations so difficult around
Khe Sanh can be seen in the background.

ing casualties which had to be evacuated and
replaced. Unfortunately, the NVA were equally
anxious to greet arriving and departing aircraft
with rocket and artillery fire. The NVA apparent-
ly had forward observers well positioned to ob-
serve the airfield, because veterans unanimously
state that every single aircraft that landed at Khe
Sanh during this period was attacked by artil-
lery or mortars. Before long, none of the arriving
aircraft came to an actual halt anywhere within
the combat base. While they had formerly taxied
clear of the runway to allow forklifts to unload
their cargos in a process that would take half an
hour or more, now the aircraft landed and turned
around on the runway. To dispense their cargo
the loadmasters unleashed entire pallets from
their restraints so that they simply rolled out of
the back of the taxiing aircraft onto the runway.
Anyone departing Khe Sanh had to run and board
the moving aircraft as it taxied down the runway
to begin its takeoff, passengers on board or not.
Helicopters followed similar procedures, avoid-

Despite the regular bombardments that drove the de-
fenders underground in elaborate bunkers, essential
flight support services were provided continuously. In
the foreground is the airfield fire truck used to extin-
guish fires started by the bombardments, and in the
background are the antennas and bunkers of Marine
Air Traffic Control Unit-62, responsible for coordinat-
ing the many arrivals and departures of aircraft with
as much safety as the enemy situation allowed.
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craft to landings using a ground-controlled radar
approach, but pilots routinely had to violate the
safety standards that normally applied to such
procedures in order to get to the base.

Marines watch the burning wreckage of a KC-130
that crash-landed on the airfield on 10 February.
Piloted by Chief Warrant Officer-3 Henry Wildfang
and Major Robert F. White Jr, the aircraft was hit
by N1'A heavy machine gun fire on approach to Khe
Sanh, igniting the bulk fuel bladders inside. Despite
heavy smoke and flames in the aircraft, the pilots
managed to land the C-130 and got it off the run-
way to keep the airfield open. As the aircraft was
engulfed in flames, the pilots escaped out the cockpit
windows. Three other Marines made it away from
the burning wreckage, but ultimately 8 of the 11
men on the plane perished. The wreckage became
popular among reporters visiting the base to use as
a dramatic backdrop while recording their stories.

ing the artillery and mortar fire by staying con-
stantly in motion. Teams of Marines ran up the
boarding ramps to unload boxes of supplies and
bring casualties on stretchers aboard, so that the
helicopters never had to stop in a running drop-
off and pick-up.272

In February, the situation grew worse for two
reasons. The unseasonably good weather which
had graced the Marines during the last days of
January was replaced by the low-lying crachin
rain clouds, shrouding KSCB in mist. The runway
itself had already been considered marginal due
to the mountain winds that flowed through the
area, but the crachin now made it completely un-
safe to operate there.273 The Marines guided air-
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The second major problem the cargo pilots
had to face at Khe Sanh was enemy antiaircraft
fire. The NVA sought to sever the air bridge at
Khe Sanh, just as they had succeeded in doing
at Dien Bien Phu. To do the job, they brought in
anti-aircraft artillery of up to 37mm, which was
emplaced as close to the combat base and the
aircraft approach corridors as possible.274 Dur-
ing the worst weather, the NVA fired blindly into
the clouds at the sounds of landing aircraft being
guided in by the Marine radar. During the breaks
when cargo aircraft rushed to exploit momentari-
ly good visibility, the NVA were able to accurately
target the large aircraft as they came in low and
slow to land. By the 10th of February, when a Ma-
rine C-130 full of fuel bladders was hit on final ap-
proach and burned on the ground after a heroic
landing, 10 Air Force C-130s had been hit. When
two more were hit on 11 February, General Mo-
myer decided that he had had enough. He issued
a prohibition against any more C-130s landing at
Khe Sanh beginning 12 February. For the deliv-
ery and pickup of personnel and sensitive cargo
at Khe Sanh, the Marines were now dependant on
the smaller C-123K and C-7A transports, capable
of carrying 5 and 3 tons respectively, compared
to the 13-ton payload of the C-130.275

Concurrent with the increasing risk, Khe Sanh
reached its highest logistic demands in Febru-
ary. The Marines could simply not do without
the support of the larger C-i 30s. The Air Force
responded by using three other cargo delivery
techniques, which ultimately accounted for two-
thirds of the cargo it delivered.276 The first was
the Ground Proximity Extraction System (GPES),
in which the cargo pallets loaded in the back of
the aircraft were attached to a "tail hook" that
hung off the back of the cargo ramp. The aircraft



would approach the runway as if about to land,
and level off just two or three feet above ground
level, allowing the hook to catch an arresting
cable stretched across the runway. The arresting
gear would then pull the cargo out of the back of
the plane as it flew down the runway. This meth-
od did not prove effective at Khe Sanh because
the arresting gear, which the Marines had strug-
gled to install under constant artillery and rocket
barrages, had not been sufficiently secured into
the ground. When the first GPES delivery was at-
tempted, the load was pulled from the aircraft, but
it also pulled the arresting gear out of its mounts,
and the entire system went skidding down the
runway. As an alternative, the Air Force tried a
second system, the Low Altitude Extraction Sys-
tem (LAPES). In this technique the aircraft would
fly a similar profile, but deploy a drag chute to
pull the cargo out of the aircraft flying a few feet
off the ground. The problem with this system
was that the drag chute had to be deployed at
exactly the right time, and any malfunction could
result in the cargo landing somewhere other than
was intended. This is exactly what happened on

Once antiaircraft fire proved too heavy for frequent
landings at the airfield and other delivery means
were proven impractical, Khe Sanh Combat Base
was primarily supplied by airdrops from C-130s. A
flat area between the combat base's western perim-
eter and the outpost manned by 1st Battalion, 9th
Marines near the Rock Quarry served as the drop
zone.

9 March, when a load was released late. The nine
tons of cargo, traveling at more than 100 miles an
hour, went skidding off the end of the runway and
into the base's defensive perimeter, demolishing
a bunker and killing one Marine.Another fatality
on 21 February was enough to convince the Air
Force to try another technique, parachute drops
outside the base perimeter. Because of the suc-
cess of this third method, TAPES deliveries were
reserved for only the most sensitive cargo that
could not be risked falling into enemy hands.277

The Air Force crews became quite skilled at
delivering their cargo by parachute drop, being
careful not to repeat the errors of Dien Bien Phu.
There, the French had delivered a significant
amount of supplies to the NVA rather than their
own forces. At Khe Sanh, the drops were made
to a level area between the main combat base pe-
rimeter and the Rock Quarry outpost to the west
held by 1/9. The Marines swept this area for boo-
by traps every morning before any drops began,
and kept working parties ready to recover par-
adropped supplies, usually under NVA harassing
fire. In the cases when the supplies could not be
recovered by dark, the Marines called in artillery
to destroy them, thereby preventing them from
falling into enemy hands. By 15 March, the 852
airdrops made in support of Khe Sanh exceeded
the total number of all drops made in Vietnam
before the siege began.278

Resupplying the outposts was another matter.
Because they were too small for runways and did
not have secure drop zones nearby, the hill out-
posts had to be supplied by helicopter. Much like
at Khe Sanh, these deliveries touched down for
only moments to load and unload, but were still
subject to constant mortar fire. At the outposts
they faced the added danger of heavy machine
guns hidden outside the Marine perimeters. In
order to reduce the risks of multiple landings un-
der fire, the helicopters stopped carrying supplies
from KSCB to its outposts. Instead, the cargo was
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majority of which was by using new and inno-
vative methods. In this respect, air power was a
very critical element of the American victory at
Khe Sanh, and air-centric historians like Donald
Mrozek and Bernard Nalty are entirely correct to
celebrate the importance of Air Force contribu-
tions. When it came to contributions of offen-
sive firepower, however, it will be shown that the
score was quite different.282

The NVA Siege Trenches

Although helicopters like this CH-46 Sea Knight,
shown here on 23 January, were used to ferry sup-
plies to the main combat base, they were most criti-
cal in resupplying the hill outposts, which were too
small for the delivery of supplies and reinforcements
by any other means.

loaded at one of the coastal bases and carried di-
rectly to the hill outposts, bypassing the combat
base. The Marines also developed very sophisti-
cated fire support plans to protect the helicop-
ters as they arrived as the hill outposts.

The 26th Marines FSCC gave antiaircraft posi-
tions a very high priority in targeting, and once a
37mm position was identified, it was repeatedly
attacked until it was destroyed or abandoned.279
By the end of the siege, the Marines reported that
more than 300 had been destroyed, but not with-
out cost. Thirty-three helicopters had been shot
down or permanently disabled over the course of
the siege. The poor February weather also provid-
ed the NVA with concealment to move more AAA
into the area immediately around the base. When
the weather cleared on 6 March, they managed to
shoot down an Air Force C-123.281 Overall, how-
ever, the effort was a success meeting an average
daily logistic requirement of 150 tons of supplies.
As shown in Figure 4, the bulk of these supplies
(72 percent) were delivered by the Air Force, the
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Sometime after the final assault on 8 Febru-
ary the NVA apparently turned to more deliber-
ate means of attacking the combat base. While
the Marines waited for a final assault that never
came, the NVA used the cover provided by poor
weather to dig siege trenches near the combat
base's perimeter. NVA trenches had already been
located more than a kilometer south of the base
on Hill 471, but when the fog cleared on 25 Feb-
ruary, the Marines were alarmed to hear from an
aerial observer that trenches had been dug as
close as 25 meters outside the perimeter. More
than 700 meters of trench appeared to have been
dug the previous night.284

The trenching was ominous because the same
technique had proven very successful for the
PAVN at Dien Bien Phu. The Marines responded
by redoubling their efforts to stop the NVA from

Figure 4. Aerial logistics deliveries to Khe Sanh and
its outposts, by service and delivery mode. 28J



digging any closer or putting the siege trenches to
good use. Artillery and aircraft were concentrat-
ed on the trenches, but they proved frustratingly
hard to destroy, despite a number of creative solu-
tions that were tried. To make matters worse, the
NVA were digging faster than the trenches could
be destroyed. On one occasion they completed
more than 1,700 feet of trench in one night, all
of which was deep enough for a man to stand
up in without being exposed.285 The most effec-
tive solution proved to be abandoning attempts
to destroy the trenches, and instead they were
covered with fire by Air Force gunships that con-
stantly orbited overhead.

Although the Marines expected a massive at-
tack by the NVA, one never materialized. On
the 29 February, electronic sensors detected the
approach of what was suspected to be an NVA
regiment moving from Lang Vei past Khe Sanh vil-
lage. Colonel Lownds put his men on full alert,
and his FSCC targeted the estimated location of

As the NVA dug trenches within 100 meters of the
combat base, Marines kept close watch for enemy
movement that could be targeted by artillery, mor-
tars, or aircraft

the approaching enemy with artillery, mortars,
radar-guided tactical aircraft, and even two B-52s
diverted to drop within 800 yards of the combat
base. Whatever the cause, an attack in force nev-
er materialized. Early the next morning of March,
78 NVA attacked the combat base perimeter at
the southeast sector manned by the ARVN rang-
ers, but they failed to penetrate the lines.286

It was not long after this that the NVA appar-
ently ceased their siege efforts. Robert Pisor
concluded that as early as 6 March, even West-
moreland had decided that the NVA had turned
their attention elsewhere. If this is true, the evi-
dence is not clear, but it cannot be far off. On 9
March,Westmoreland told President Johnson that
there were only 6,000 to 8,000 NVA left at Khe
Sanh, and the next day he reported that they had
stopped repairing their siege trenches. Six more
minor assault attempts did materialize over the
course of March, including one on the night of
the 13 to 14 (the 14th anniversary of the victory
at Dien Bien Phu), 287 but each one seemed con-
centrated on the ARYN lines on the southwest
perimeters (which Lownds regarded as an obvi-
ous weak point), and each was destroyed with
artillery and air bombardment.288

The various air components continued to take
advantage of the improved weather. As the month
wore on, NVA activity declined and the tone of
the propaganda being delivered to the local pop-
ulation changed, now indicating the NVA were
no longer interested in wasting their time on only
6,000 Marines.28' On 21 March, Colonel Lownds
decided to investigate what had happened to the
enemy, and a platoon from B/1/9 was sent Out,
supported by more than 1,300 rounds of artillery.
Combined with close air support, this provided
the company with a continuous shield of destruc-
tive fire. The only sign of the enemy was a few
mortar rounds that were fired at the patrol, which
were quickly silenced by supporting arms.29°
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That same night, there were indications that



the enemy was massing for attack once again,
and one of the ammunition supply points on the
combat base was again hit during a heavy bom-
bardment. The assault, however, never material-
ized, and the enemy activity rapidly faded with
the arrival of an AC-47 gunship.29' In a final act of
defiance, the NVA delivered an uncharacteristical-
ly heavy bombardment the next day—more than
1,000 rounds—but never again gave indications
that they were preparing to attack.

Recognizing that they might be able to gain
the initiative, the Marines began to plan their first
offensive ground operation since the siege began.
A company-sized patrol stepped off on the morn-
ing of 30 March. Fog and low ceilings prevented
the use of aviation support, but more than 2,600
artillery rounds were fired by noon in support of
the attack. The enemy was waiting for the Ma-
rines to come out, and brought them under heavy
fire. The company commander was unable to
back off and employ supporting arms to reduce
the enemy resistance as was the Marine fashion,
because his men were filled with such a blood
lust he could not hold them back from close
combat with the NVA. For many of the Marines,
these were the first enemy they had actually laid
eyes on since the siege began. After returning to
KSCB, the Marines ultimately claimed a total of
115 dead NVA at a cost of 9 Marines killed, 71
wounded, and 3 missing.292 As the enemy with-
drew in the following days, it became obvious
that siege had ended, but the operation would
not be declared officially over until the Marines
had been "rescued" by the Army.

Was Khe Sanh Ever Really Under Siege?
Typical of the men at Khe Sanh were the ex-

periences of 1/3/26 on the important outpost of
Hill 88 iS. Commanded by Captain Bill Dabney;
this unit was probed and invested, but never sub-
jected to any serious assault by the NVA. Daily
bombardment and harassing sniper fire, on the
other hand, inflicted nearly a 100 percent casu-

Gunnery Sergeant R.L. DeAr?nond of I Company 3d
Battalion, 26th Marines on Hill 881S, at the start
of April. The westernmost outpost on Hill 881S was
so isolated and hard to resupply by air that the Ma-
rines were permitted to stop shaving in order to con-
serve water

alty rate from 21 January to 1 April 1968.293 Air
power was a vital component to the defense of
Dabney's position, more than 300 CAS missions
having been controlled by the Marines on the
hill. Despite all of this, Captain Dabney was clear
in his conclusion that Khe Sanh and its outposts
were never really under siege. Since the Marines
were able to reinforce and resupply themselves
with regularity, and could have withdrawn at any
time they desired, Dabney concluded that they
were surrounded, but were not besieged.294 The
notion that Khe Sanh was never under siege was
also advanced by Defense Intelligence Agency
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analysts at the time of the battle,295 and by some
very informed veterans and historians after the
battle. Lieutenant General Krulak wrote that al-
though the appearance of a siege had some politi-
cal advantages for GeneralVo Nguyen Giap, in an
operational sense, "Khe Sanh cannot have meant
more to Giap than a convenient mechanism for
drawing the Americans away from the populated
coastal area."296 He added, "the North Vietnamese
had no intention of undertaking an all-out assault
on the base.... Instead, during theTet period they
elected just to hold at Khe Sanh, keeping pressure
on its hill outposts and shelling the base proper,
while putting their prime offensive effort on the
coastal cities."297 Edward F. Murphy, a historian of
Marine operations in the Vietnam War, described
the NVA operation at Khe Sanh as a "feint."298
Elaborating on this idea, Vietnam veteran and his-
torian Lieutenant General Dave R. Palmer went so
far as to say General Giap "never had any inten-
tion of capturing Khe Sanh. His purpose there
all along had been to divert Westmoreland's at-
tention and resources. Khe Sanh was a feint, a
diversionary effort." 299 Such revisionist interpre-
tations suggest that the NVA never did commit
20,000 men in a deliberate attack on Khe Sanh,
but instead, sought only to commit the minimum
forces necessary to present the appearance of a
siege.The true NVA goal, under this theory, was to
draw combat power away from the coastal plains,
and distract MACV's attention during the Tet Of-
fensive. If one accepts that this was the North
Vietnamese goal, the longer Khe Sanh remained
in American hands, the longer it served its pur-
pose for the NVA.

Dabney stated that Khe Sanh was not consid-
ered a siege at the time, and the word was not
used until after the battle was over.300 This may
have been true on his outpost, but it was certainly
not true for the men who fought the battle, and
the press that was following it. Both sides were
attracted by the analogy between Khe Sanh and
Dien Bien Phu, and the word "siege" was a fre-
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quent part of their exchange on the subject. The
average Marine at Khe Sanh, for example, was
not nearly as thoughtful as Dabney on the sub-
ject. These Marines knew they were surrounded
by an enemy who apparently wanted to get into
the combat base, who was trying hard to sever
their air logistics bridge, and who was keeping
them penned inside.

The issue of NVA intent may never be known
with a high degree of accuracy, but most sources
suggest that the North Vietnamese would have
taken Khe Sanh if significant resistance had not
been encountered. The official NVA history of
the war as translated by Merle L. Pribbenow dis-
cusses the strategic goal of tying down mobile
forces at Khe Sanh that would otherwise be used
to suppress the general uprising in the Tet Offen-
sive, but pairs it with another goal of annihilat-
ing large numbers of U.S. troops in the highlands.
It notes that the NVA was very successful in the
first mission, but that its preparations were inad-
equate and U.S. air power too strong to permit
the North Vietnamese to engage the defenders of
Khe Sanh in a large battle for a decisive victory. 301
This general assessment is corroborated by sev-
eral other official NVA sources.

It is true that the NVA viewed Khe Sanh as part
of a much larger battlefield than the Americans
typically described it. In June 1966, they estab-
lished a new strategic area for their war effort,
the Route 9 Front, which stretched along the
entire northern portion of the ICTZ. The origi-
nal strategic objective of this front was to force
their enemies to disperse into the mountainous
regions where the NVA could attrite them, and
in the process relieve some of the pressure be-
ing applied against the insurgency in the popu-
lated lowlands.302 The NVA were successful in
attracting attention and drawing Marine forces in
the ICTZ westward. The increased contact that
resulted from Operations Hastings and Prairie in
1966, incidentally, was part of what led Westmo-



reland to push the Marines to begin using infan-
try battalions to patrol from the reconnaissance
base at Khe Sanh that same year. Pleased with its
success in enticing forces westward, in Decem-
ber 1967 the NVA issued new instructions for the
front, now under the direction of a new head-
quarters known as B5-T8, located just west of the
border in Laos. In the context of moving the war
into a new phase, the Tet Offensive, the specific
mission for the command was "to eliminate a
large number of American and South Vietnamese
personnel, primarily Americans if the conditions
presented themselves, destroy a part of the en-
emy's defensive line on Highway 9, and to contin-
ue into other areas around Tri-Thien Hue, to draw
in American and South Vietnamese forces from
other battlefields."303 While the relative priorities
of these objectives may seem somewhat open to
interpretation, the plan also included a quota to
eliminate at least 20,000 enemy troops (primarily
American), and specified that it should draw in
two American divisions and the better part of a
South Vietnamese division.304

The NVA divided the Highway 9 front into
two battlefields, east and west. The western one
around Khe Sanh was designated the focus of ef-
fort, committing two of the three divisions at the
NVA's disposal, the 304 and the 325C Divisions
(which had begun operating in the area in 1967).
The Joint High Command then ordered attacks to
begin approximately one week prior to the first
day of Tet with the specific intent of creating a
timely diversion of forces from the rest of South
Vietnam.305 The NVA built some flexibility into
their plan so that if too much resistance was ex-
perienced at Khe Sanh, or the small-scale attacks
in the east on targets like Cam Lo produced un-
expected success, the priority of effort could. be
shifted eastward.306

While the credibility of these official histo-
ries with respect to intent may be suspect, the
deployment of forces to execute such a plan is
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confirmed by NVA logistics documents. These
show that there were indeed two divisions com-
mitted to the region around Khe Sanh, and that
there was at least one more division providing
support from Laos. These documents also show
that the NVA presence peaked in mid-February,
and began a steady decline in early March,307 just
as U.S. inteffigence sources perceived at the time.
Approximately half of the NVA combat power on
the Route 9 front was invested in the attack on
Khe Sanh, totaling as many as 29,000 soldiers in
February (not including rear service personnel).
They were supported by almost 300 heavy mor-
tars, artillery pieces, and rocket launchers, and al-
most 200 antiaircraft artillery pieces.308

The operational plan for B5-T8 at Khe Sanh
was to eliminate the outlying positions around
the combat base, and then surround KSCB itself
and cut off its source of supply. This would either
lure in a relief force which could be ambushed
in its counterattack, or force the 26th Marines to
attempt a break-out, where they could then be
destroyed outside their fortifications.309

According to NVA histories on the battle, the
North Vietnamese never intended to launch
a protracted siege of Khe Sanh Combat Base,
gradually reducing the defenses until KSCB was
forced to capitulate. They instead describe that
"Attacking the enemy outside their fortification
was primary, attacking the enemy when within
their fortifications when necessary and victory
was certain."310 This reveals that a protracted
and costly siege was clearly something the NVA
wanted to avoid. These sources further stress
that "it was imperative to stop supplies [from
reaching Khe Sanh] in order to draw the ene-
my in; if conditions were favorable, then liber-
ate Khe Sanh,"31' clearly showing that capture of
the combat base itself was not a primary opera-
tional objective, although it might be a positive
by-product within reach if the rest of the plan
allowed them to destroy the preponderance of



U.S. forces sent to protect or relieve and Khe
Sanh.

The histories indicate that the seizure of the ac-
tual combat base was only a secondary objective,
but this distinction was lost to the NVA troops.
The NVA histories admit that their soldiers, like
many Americans, began comparing Khe Sanh to
Dien Bien Phu, which is no surprise since partici-
pation in that victory was probably the proudest
moment in the 304 Division's history. While the
NVA command examined the historical analogy
more critically, recognized the American advan-
tages, and determined that even an encirclement
without a deliberate siege would be a difficult
mission to accomplish,312 the point is moot.
Whether or not the NVA intended to conduct a
sustained deliberate siege or merely a diversion
for Tet, there is no doubt that the NVA intended
to destroy large numbers of American troops,
they invested an immense amount of manpower
and firepower for that objective, and would have
accomplished their goal, potentially including
the capture of Khe Sanh, if the Americans had not
resisted so fiercely. Such a strategic victory with
the echoes of Dien Bien Phu could have had a de-
cisive effect on the war, especially if it occurred
simultaneous with the Tet Offensive.

Some revisionist North Vietnamese accounts
attempt to obscure the matter, since no such vic-
tory was obtained. The NVA history on the cam-
paign written in 1987 states,

the Highway 9 Khe Sanh Offensive ended
in victory, completing the mission the High
Command had assigned: eliminating and cap-
turing many of the enemy forces (primarily
the Americans), destroying much war mate-
rial; destroying a large section of the enemy's
defensive line to the west of Highway 9; and
in particular drawing in and tying down an
important force and a large quantity of air-
craft ordnance of the Americans into the
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Highway 9 Khe Sanh area over a protracted
period of time, creating conditions that were
favorable for the entire battlefield in south
Vietnam first of all for (support of) the attack
against the enemy inTri-Thien-Hue.313

This assessment is far from accurate. While the
capture of Lang Vei and the approximately 3,000
casualties inflicted at KSCB and its outposts may
have been significant compared to other NVA vic-
tories in the war against the Americans, the losses
were a small portion of the American force com-
mitted and fell far short of the quota to eliminate
20,000 of the enemy. While the defense of KSCB
did occupy a reinforced regiment of Marines and
a substantial amount of combat power in logis-
tics, artillery, and attack aviation, none of these
assets would have been decisive in other parts
of South Vietnam, where the Tet Offensive failed
in its operational objectives anyway. To say that
this campaign was especially beneficial for the at-
tacks in the eastern portion of the Route 9 Front
also involves some questionable logic; these were
considered smaller, secondary attacks, and were
quickly defeated except for the stubborn resis-
tance at Hue. The NVA certainly did not succeed
in drawing in almost three American and South
Vietnamese divisions, as they planned. The force
sent to relieve Khe Sanh, built around the 1st Air
Cavalry Division, was not sent until April, when
any danger of Tet was well over and the prepon-
derance of NVA forces had already been with-
drawn from the area around Khe Sanh.

The question remains, then, why did the NVA
retire in mid-March without accomplishing their
objectives—because they had been beaten back
in a severe pounding by American air power, or
because the Americans held Out and did not ex-
pose a large mobile relief force, making the NVA
encirclement pointless? Only 1,288 NVA bodies
were reported as visually confirmed killed by air
(KBA) over the course of the operation, but this
does not mean that many more were not killed.



Considering the range from the static Marine de-
fenses at which many air attacks occurred, and
the awesome destructive potential of the B-52,
there was no definite way to observe and quan-
tify the effectiveness of Operation Niagara. In or-
der to measure the effectiveness of air power, the
Americans unfortunately resorted to the ques-
tionable assumption that ordnance expended and
secondary explosions observed was proportional
to the damage inflicted upon the enemy. MACV's
evaluation section applied three different mathe-
matical models to ordnance expenditure reports,
secondary explosion observations, and estimated
enemy concentrations to deduce the number of
NVA killed. The final tally estimated that 28,900
NVA soldiers had been killed or sustained injuries
serious enough to make them combat ineffective.
The report admitted that this was nearly twice
the number of NVA believed to be in the region
in the first place, but explained that the NVA had
been able to partially replace their losses.314 Since
these calculations told them that many NVA had
been destroyed, it was logical for Westmoreland
and many others to conclude that the air power
they had massed for the battle had been decisive.
This conclusion led to numerous triumphalist
claims in the years after the battle that two divi-
sions of the NVA had obligingly presented them-
selves for destruction by air power at Khe Sanh,
just as the Americans designed.

Regardless of what the Americans believed
had happened, the NVA unit histories show that
even if capture of the combat base in a siege was
not the primary goal, American air power had a
large impact on their decision making. The first
phase of the battle was designed to eliminate
the western outposts and open Route 9 to larger
forces, which could then move in and surround
KSCB, to both isolate the base and lay in wait to
ambush any counterattacks. This phase began
with the assaults on the night of 20-21 Januar)
but by noon of that next day, the assault elements
of the 304 Division were withdrawn after suffer-

ing heavy casualties in air strikes.315 When after
three days the Americans proved unwilling to
expose themselves in a counterattack, the NVA
leadership decided to capture Lang Vei, more
completely surrounding Khe Sanh and hopefully
provoking a response. This task was completed
on 7 February,316 but in the process of concen-
trating their forces for this effort the NVA again
suffered heavy casualties. One battalion of the
304 Division was devastated by 13-52 strikes on
6 February. Even the triumphalist NVA account
admits inflicted nearly 200 casualties and caused
such severe morale problems (manifest in deser-
tion and self-inflicted wounds to avoid combat)
that the parent command doubted the battalion
could be used again.317

With Route 9 open, the NVA were able to move
on to Phase II, the close encirclement of the com-
bat base. This phase began on 10 February, with
the NVA committing the bulk of its forces to the
main effort of isolating KSCB and cutting its vi-
tal air bridge, while smaller units were deployed
around the American outposts on Hill 881S and
Hill 861. It was during this phase that the battle
most resembled a siege for the NVA. They settled
into more static positions and dug trenches to-
ward KSCB, and organized several assaults that
were unsuccessful.318 As they suffered severe
losses to American supporting arms, many frus-
trated NVA soldiers came to forget that their true
objective was not the capitulation of the combat
base. The 304 Division's official history stated,
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"The morale of the cadre and troops of the
Division during this period of time began
to exhibit condition [sic] that were based
on practical situations created on the bat-
tlefield. The troops felt that we had the
ability to liberate Khe Sanh so why did the
higher command not order an attack? Why
continue an encirclement day after day and
permit the enemy artillery and airstrikes to
cause mounting casualties we were in



control of the battlefield, and if the higher
command ordered an attack to overrun Khe
Sanh, we could do it. There were those who
asked the question:"Who knows how much
longer the higher headquarters will wait be-
fore giving as a gift to Johnson a Dien Bien
Phu in Khe Sanh?"31'

Even as the political cadre reminded their men
that their mission was actually to draw in as many
Americans as possible, NVA leaders had already
come to the realization that they could not sus-
tain the same level of combat effort, and had or-
dered the withdrawal of the 325C Division to be
refit and redeployed to the central highlands.32°

The casualty statistics in the NVA histories sup-
port the analysis that the NVA were suffering too
heavily for the payoff they were receiving. They
show that by the time the 325 Division left the
area on 7 March, it had sustained 15.27 percent
casualties. The 304 Division, which remained at
Khe Sanh for the duration, suffered more than 38
percent casualties.32 NVA casualty reports con-
firm this, showing that the collective forces near
Khe Sanh sustained 33 percent casualties during
this period. 322 Of note, according to the NVA the
majority of these casualties were inflicted by air
power. In the 304 Division, 59 percent of com-
bat casualties came from bombs. One of its regi-
ments, which sustained only 37.8 percent casu-
alties from air strikes during mobile operations,
saw that percentage rise to 62.3 percent during
the encirclement.323 Interrogations and captured
NVA documents from the battle showed that they
feared American air power above all else.324

The NVA were ready to call Phase II complete
by March 31st. Although their official history sug-
gests a high degree of satisfaction with "Phase
Ill—Attacking the Enemy Relieving the Siege (1
April to 7 May 1968),325 it should be noted that
the relief effort was begun by the Americans only
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when NVA movements indicated that they had
lost interest in the siege. When that relief effort
began, the NVA no longer had sufficient forces in
the area to destroy an American counterattack, as
they originally planned.

While it may never be known with certainty if
the NVA intended to conduct a sustained, delib-
erate siege with the intent of forcing Khe Sanh
to capitulate, and were therefore defeated by air
power, at the time the Americans had every rea-
son to believe that another Dien Bien Phu was
being attempted. The political stakes for both
sides were just as high, and the intensity of the
bombardments and antiaircraft fire attempting to
sever the air bridge left little room to underesti-
mate the enemy effort. Even Lieutenant General
Krulak, who warned Westmoreland that nothing
would be gained by holding the base, and who
afterwards described the NVA attack as a diver-
sion, admits to calling it a siege at the time.326 The
defenders of Khe Sanh fought the battle as a siege,
preparing for an imminent assault, and seeking
only to survive inside the base, while aviators and
artillerymen searched for and attacked the enemy.
The NVA were foiled in many, if not all, of their
objectives because the American plan did not
play to NVA strengths as the enemy had hoped.
The NVA plan, meanwhile, did play to American
strengths, just asWestmoreland had hoped, and as
a result large numbers of NVA died, and the de-
fenders of Khe Sanh were safe. Even if conserva-
tism requires that the terms "siege" and "victory"
be avoided when describing the outcome of this
battle for theAmericans, despite revisionist claims,
the NVA were indeed defeated. NVA plans were
foiled by the Marines' ability to remain in a sanc-
tuary and suspend mobile operations until enemy
forces in the area had been significantly reduced.
Air power was the key element in destroying en-
emy forces and convincing them to withdraw be-
fore they had obtained their objectives.
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OPERATION PEGASUS AND THE
RELIEF OF KHE SANH

Preparations for the relief of Khe Sanh had be-
gun only days after the siege was finally initiated,
on 25 January 1968. Westmoreland had sought
the battle as a means of introducing more combat
troops to the area, and must have been relieved
that the NVA had decided to take the bait and
present themselves for destruction by air power.
The relief operation, code-named Pegasus, was
designed to capitalize on the imminent destruc-
tion of the main NVA combat divisions around
Khe Sanh by sweeping through the area with mo-
bile forces to destroy what NVA remained. The
planning for this operation, however, had to be
put on hold when the Tet Offensive erupted just
a few days later on 30 January. The MACV staff
was soon consumed with fighting that battle, and
forces which had been moved north to estab-
lish new firebases for offensive operations in the
northern ICTZ were diverted to the more imme-
diate task at hand. By 16 February, with Tet under
control, planning resumed for the follow-through
at Khe Sanh.327

As has already been shown, by the second
week in March Westmoreland decided that the
enemy had "given up, his attempted repeat of
Dienbienphu an abject failure."328 On 10 March,
COMUSMACV convened a conference in Phu Bai
where he made a number of fundamental chang-
es to facilitate not only an operation to clean up
the NVA around Khe Sanh, but also to set the
stage for his planned follow-through into Laos.
The first thing he did was to reorganize the ma-
jor combat units in I Corps to increase the Army's
supervisory role in this key area of operations.
Where the 3d Marine Division had formerly run
the war along the DMZ, answering directly to III
MAE, Westmoreland now took the MACV(FWD)
headquarters he had sent earlier in the battle and
converted it to a new organization to run the war
in QuangTri province and most ofThuaThien for
III MAE This headquarters, known as Provisional
Corps Vietnam (PCV), was to be commanded by
Lieutenant General William B. Rosson and had

three major ground combat units: the 3d Marine
Division, and the Army's 1st Air Cavalry and 101st
Airborne Divisions.

Westmoreland explained the move by stat-
ing merely, "In essence, PCV was established to
provide closer supervision over the growing U.S.
forces and combination with the Vietnamese
forces in the northern area."329 In view of his
dissatisfaction with General Cushman before the
siege began, and his continued frustration with
1st MAW in the single management controversy,
however, it is not surprising that MACV inserted
an Army general as the immediate commander of
the northern war effort. Despite this, Cushman
kept his hands in the pie, for the operation con-
tained more Marines than soldiers, and depended
on the Marines more heavily than the air caval-
ry, for whom Operation Pegasus was named.331
Cushman and Westmoreland immediately agreed
that opening Route 9 should be the priority for
this new unit so that Khe Sanh was no longer
dependent on air logistics, and Westmoreland set
a target date of April 1st for the operation to be-
gin. 331 To call Pegasus a relief operation, then, is
incorrect, because planning was not even com-
pleted and the operation was not scheduled to
start until after Westmoreland and his staff had
decided that the battle had been won.

Westmoreland made two other key decisions
on 10 March. He decided to overrule the objec-
tions of the Marines and implement Momyer's
plan for the centralization of air control by des-
ignating the 7th Air Force as the single manage-
ment authority for air operations.332 It will be
shown that this decision had little effect on the
battle because it was not fully implemented for
several more weeks (by which time the NVA ef-
fort had declined even further), because the Ma-
rines figured out ways to circumvent direct Air
Force control, and because the system that was
implemented contained key compromises. The
other decisive action Westmoreland took that day
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Figure 5. Command relationships between major units and headquarters of the I Corps Tactical Zone dur.
ing (and after) Operation Pegasus

was to request 206,000 more troops from Presi-
dent Johnson to win the war. Putting this request
in the context of the other decisions indicates
even more clearly MACV's viewpoint that victory
at Khe Sanh had allowed him to "turn a corner"
in the war. Unfortunately for Westmoreland, the
request was perceived somewhat differently by
President Johnson, who eight days later finally
announced that Westmoreland would finally be
coming home to the United States.333

Operation Pegasus was initiated on 1 April, as
Westmoreland had directed. The westward at-
tack to reopen Route 9 and clear the NVA from
the region around Khe Sanh began from forward
bases set up near Camp Carroll, the Rockpile, and
Ca Lu, where the 1st Air Cavalry could rapidly
spring westward in heliborne assaults. For six
days before the attack began, one squadron of the
Air Cavalry roamed up and down Route 9 by air,
looking for any signs of NVA activity that could be
located and hit with artillery, tactical aircraft, or
one of the 10 B-52 strikes that had been set aside
for daily support.334 On 1 April, the main ground
force, the 1St Marine Regiment, advanced west-
ward along Route 9, supported by elements of the
1st ARYN Division. The 2d Squadron of the 7th
Air Cavalry Regiment (2/7 Cay) conducted sup-
porting heliborne attacks into numerous landing
zones paralleling the Marines' westward advance
in what was the largest combined U.S.-SouthViet-
namese offensive of the northern provinces dur-
ing the entire war.335 From the start, poor weath-
er restricted the effectiveness of tactical aviation,

since on most days the weather did not even im-
prove to the basic helicopter flight requirements
of 500-foot ceilings and 1-1/2 miles visibility until
the afternoon.336 Fortunately, enemy resistance
was light, since only the 304th Division remained
in the area, covering the withdrawal of the other
NVA units. The NVA force now consisted of ap-
proximately 12 battalions, but they either could
not, or chose not to coordinate anything larger
than company-sized operations.337 As the 2/7 Cay
approached Khe Sanh, it used its air mobility to
spearhead the final attack, reaching the perime-
ter on 7Apr11, but by then the enemy was essen-
tially gone. If there had been a siege, it had been
long over. As Captain Dick Camp, a Khe Sanh vet-
eran who had the added perspective of serving
as the division commander's aide during Pegasus,
put it, "the Army's 1st Cavalry Division claims it
broke the siege by throwing numerous aggres-
sive airmobile assaults into the hills overlooking
the combat base. In reality, the enemy broke the
siege by leaving."338

The NVA departure was expedited by the ac-
tivity of the 26th Marines, which had technically
also been transferred into Operation Pegasus by
the operation order. The Marines were anxious
most of all to seize the initiative and settle some
scores. They also wanted to avoid the appear-
ance that they would be rescued by the Army,
a misconception that is reinforced even today
not only by Army veterans, but also by Marines
who insist on calling the NVA effort at Khe Sanh
a siege. General Cushman ordered the Marines
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to take the offense, later explaining, "The situa-
tion warranted it, in that the enemy was defeated
and had begun to pull Out. I therefore wanted no
implication of a rescue force or breaking of the
siege by outside forces."339

On 4 April, three days before the arrival of the
2/7 Air Cay, 1/9 attacked southward to seize Hill
471, which turned out to hold one of the last
pockets of enemy resistance. The attack was halt-
ed until after an air and artillery bombardment
softened the defenses. G/2/26 attacked toward
Hill 558 on 6 and 7 April, and met similar results.
The artillery and air preparation took two full
days to achieve the desired effects due the limit-
ed availability of aircraft and constant check fires
for helicopters interfering with artillery missions.
Both of these problems were likely the result of
the final approach of the 2/7 Air Cay, whose high
density air operations must have wrought havoc
with the already saturated airspace and fire sup-
port coordination system at Khe Sanh. After two
days of air and artillery preparation, the Marines'
outward attack was resumed on 10 April. The
NVA that remained rapidly withdrew. 340

As the "relief" forces of Operation Pegasus ad-
vanced westward and reached Khe Sanh with
little resistance, General Rosson apparently de-
cided that there was little reason to waste any
more time there. Even though Route 9 was not
to be successfully opened until 12 April, air sup-

port was rapidly reduced, as shown in Figure 6.
Only 45 Arc Light strikes and a total of 1,625 tac-
tical aircraft sorties were devoted to support the
operation because Rosson saw additional effort
as a waste and wanted to open a new offensive
to seek out any NVA that might be hiding in the
A Shau valley to the south.341 General Cushman
supported this idea, wanting to keep the enemy
off balance,342 and Westmoreland was won over
on 10 April. As a result, when Operation Pegasus
came to an end on 15 April, the 26th Marines
were continuing to find pockets of NVA in the re-
gion around Khe Sanh, and control of the region
was never entirely regained from the enemy. u

Khe Sanh After Operation Pegasus

When Operation Pegasus ended, the final tally
was 1,304 NVA killed at the expense of 125 U.S.
and ARVN killed, 853 wounded, and 5 missing.344
With such numbers Westmoreland could claim
that his victory had been complete, but the ques-
tion remained about what activity the U.S. would
pursue in the region. Westmoreland clearly saw
opportunities to use the base for future opera-
tions against the NVA sanctuary in Laos, as he
had originally planned long before the siege ever
began. President Johnson's 23 March announce-
ment that Westmoreland's time as COMUSMACV
would soon be over, however, doomed this vision,
as his subordinates began to take more active roles
in planning. General Cushman, for example, saw

Figure 6 Daily attack sorties devoted to operations around Kbe Sanh, by service and type.
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this as an opportunity to withdraw his Marines
from the vulnerable outpost, the same course of
action he had argued for before the battle ever
took place. At Cushman's urging, Ca Lu became
the main base of operations in northwest Quang
Tn province, which was more suitable because it
was out of range of the NVA artillery in Laos, was
closer to the coast bases, and was not subject to
the horrible crachin weather which had limited
air support so much at Khe Sanh. Although Khe
Sanh was no longer the main outpost, however,
Westmoreland refused to completely close the
combat base while he was in charge of MACV
Among other things,Westmoreland did not want
the American citizens wondering exactly why so
many lives had been lost to hold Khe Sanh, only
to surrender the outpost at the end of the battle
anyway. As a result, approximately 1,000 Marines
continued to operate out of Khe Sanh as their
main base of operations in the highland region
for the next several months, until Westmorland fi-
nally turned over command of MACV to his dep-
uty General Creighton Abrams, on 11 June. The
very next day, Abrams ordered the combat base
to be abandoned and destroyed to prevent its
use by the enemy. His motivation may have been
his desire to switch to a more mobile defense
of the region that retained the initiative, a move
that was now possible because of the increased
numbers of army troops in the ICTZ to assist the
Marines. He may also, however, been influenced
by a March visit to Washington, D.C.346 Coincident
with Westmoreland's exasperating request to
President Johnson for more troops, and Johnson's
negotiations with the North Vietnamese at Paris,
the visit must have made it clear that an expan-
sion of the war into Laos was very unlikely.

In the meantime, the task of finding and at-
tacking the NVA left in the region by the early
conclusion of Operation Pegasus fell to the Ma-
rines. Even in the final days of Pegasus, they
were engaging in some hard-fought battles, but
the waning COMUSMACV interest in the region
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was causing some problems. As Figure 6 shows,
Westmoreland's conclusion that the enemy had
been beaten at Khe Sanh meant that the Marines
suffered from a considerable decrease in air sup-
port. 7th Air Force, the new centralized air man-
agement agency, was looking for other decisive
points to concentrate air power, and the Marines
would now have to depend solely on the sup-
port of the 1st Marine Air Wing. The attack they
launched on Hill 881N on April 14th was a test of
the Marine air-ground team under the new limita-
tions of the new single management plan.

Hill 881 North had been an enemy stronghold
for a long time. It was the place where the Ma-
rines met the fiercest resistance during the Hill
Fights on 1967, it was the place where the Ma-
rines of 1/3/26 were engaged in a bitter battle on
20 January 1968, only to be recalled to 881S as
the siege began, and it was the place from which
the NVA had launched so many rockets and as-
saults on the other outposts over the course of
the siege. On 10 April, the rest of 3/26 moved to
Hill 881S to reinforce India Company, which had
held the hill for the duration of the siege. The
battalion began patrolling, and discovered a huge
network of abandoned NVA trenches that came
as close as 300 meters to the Marine perimeter.348
Khe Sanh could never be secured until 881N
had been cleared of the enemy, so the Marines

A convoy heading to Khe Sanh after Route 9 was
finally opened on l2April. The road had been closed
for more than eight months.



of 3/26 set out with the goal of killing as many
NVA as they could to discourage any continued
presence. Expecting that the enemy would seek
close engagements to deny the Americans the
standoff needed to employ their heavy firepower,
the battalion planned for the Marines to avoid en-
tangling engagements, and withdraw once con-
tact was established so that air and artillery could
be brought to bear.349

As another test of the Marine air-ground team
under the limitations of single air management,
the attack was a great success. After two hours
of air and artillery preparation, enemy resistance
was relatively weak, and as the Marines attacked,
the NVA abandoned their primary fighting posi-
tions. An NVA force estimated to be a company-
sized element attempted to make a stand at its
secondary defensive positions, but it was again
hit by a combination of air support, artillery, and
recoilless rifle fire. The enemy retreated, but was
subjected to a pursuit by fire, under constant ha-
rassment of artillery and air attacks that prevent-
ed any possibility of counterattack. Ultimately
the Marines recorded 106 NVA dead at a cost of
6 Marines killed and 32 wounded. The follow-
ing day, Pegasus was officially terminated and the
26th Marines was replaced at Khe Sanh by the
1st Marines. 3/26 abandoned Hill 88 iN, having
accomplished its mission of driving the enemy
from that area.35°

With the official end of Operation Pegasus on
15 April, the Marines still had plenty of work to
do. To begin with, the NVA had withdrawn from
contact, but maintained some interest in Khe
Sanh. That very day, for example, the base was
bombarded by 306 NVA rounds. 351 The 1st Ma-
rines, who had marched westward to open Route
9 before taking responsibility for KSCB, now held
operational control of six infantry battalions, two
of which were veterans of the recent siege (1/9
and 2/26). The operation was named Scotland
II, emphasizing that the goal was merely to con-

tinue the destruction of NVA around Khe Sanh,
which had brought the 26th Marines to Khe Sanh
in the first place under Operation Scotland. In
the sequel offensive, the Marines mopped up en-
emy forces with mobile and flexible forces using
a maximum of artillery, air, and other supporting
fires. 352

In this effort, Khe Sanh ceased to serve as a
true combat base. On 5 May, the logistic pipe-
line which ended at Khe Sanh was closed down.
As a result, all support came from Ca Lu either
by helicopter delivery directly to the supported
unit, or overland along Route 9. The NVA force
quickly recognized this vulnerability and began
to increase its activity along the tortuous over-
land road, with company-sized ambushes and
larger attacks beginning 14 May. Many of these
were broken only with the heavy mobile fire sup-
port of Marine CAS.353

At the end of May, III MAF intelligence con-
firmed what was becoming apparent to the Ma-
rines around Khe Sanh: two regiments of the fresh
308th Division had infiltrated into the region to
fill the vacuum created by departing American
units. The NVA leaders were so interested in
large-scale operations that they even ordered a
new road built, entering QuangTri province from
Laos. Fifteen kilometers south of Route 9, it ran a
parallel track from the west to allow the NVA to
feed forces into the region, even as the Marines
advanced from the east.354 Under Scotland II, the
Marines were having a hard time keeping the en-
emy at bay, but close air support was an impor-
tant part of what success they enjoyed.

The 4th Marines arrived to join the 1st Ma-
rines in Operation Robin, countering the enemy
buildup in a drive to clear the NVA from the jun-
gles south of Khe Sanh. Air support remained an
important part of this strategy. When Robin was
initiated on 2 June, it had been preceded by 219
tactical air sorties and 30 B-52 sorties targeted on
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the NVA control nodes, dumps, and troop con-
centrations. Air support was also critical in stop-
ping at least one battalion counterattack.355

The end came rapidly once Westmoreland was
finally relieved as COMUSMACV to assume duties
in Washington as the Chief of Staff, U.S.Army on
11 June. The next day, III MAF headquarters pub-
lished a new concept of operations which includ-
ed Abrams' and Cushman's plan for abandoning
Khe Sanh in favor of mobile operations.356 One
week after assuming command of MACV, Gen-
eral Abrams ordered Operation Charlie to finally
evacuate and destroy the combat base.357 Ideally,
the Americans sought to depart without reveal-
ing their intent to the NVA, and without leaving
the American people wondering why they had
fought such a bitter battle to hold a combat base
which was abandoned a short while later. Once
planning began, however, the word soon got out,
and the press, already hypersensitive about any
issue relating to Khe Sanh, was quick to publish
the information. The story broke in the Balti-
more Sun on 1 July. Fortunately for the Marines,
as 1/3/4 began dismantling the combat base, ar-
tillery and tactical jets were able to prevent the
NVA from succeeding in an attempt to block the
withdrawal. The last Marine unit withdrew from
Khe Sanh by helicopter on 11 July.358

The operations conducted around Khe Sanh
from 1 April to 11 July 1968 are important not
only because they reveal much about the think-
ing of top leaders on both sides of the battle,
but also because they demonstrated the contin-
ued value of close air support. In the dynamic
situation of maneuvering ground forces, the Ma-
rines were supported primarily by Marine avia-
tors, and there were no failed attacks due to air
support. Even when the 7th Air Force substan-
tially reduced its commitment and held unprec-
edented control over Marine aircraft as a result
of the single management decision, the Marine
air-ground team continued to operate under its
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A Marine of the 3d Battalion, 4th Marines looks out
at the empty runway after the combat base was dis-
mantled. Since there was no longer a need to make
repairs to the runway surface at the deserted base,
the effects of NVA bombardment can still be seen.

doctrine of close cooperation, and continued to
enjoy excellent results.

Control of Air Support Operations
at Khe Sanh

Before taking a more detailed look at the con-
tributions the various services made to the bat-
tie of Khe Sanh, it is important to understand
the means by which air support was targeted
at the enemy, and controlled in its attacks. The
two institutional approaches to air warfare each
produced different command and control ar-
rangements, and created an enormous amount of
interservice conflict, which reached its culminat-
ing point even as the 1968 battle of Khe Sanh
was being fought. Because this conflict revolved
around the 7th Air Force's attempt to unify both
Air Force and Marine fixed-wing aviation assets
in Vietnam under one command and control sys-
tem, it became known as the single management
controversy.

The Single Management Controversy
For all operations in the ICTZ in 1967, the pri-

mary air control system was the Marine Air Com-



mand and Control System (MACCS) provided by
the 1st MAW The highest echelon of this system
was the Tactical Air Direction Center (TADC), lo-
cated at the Wing Headquarters in Da Nang. This
organization was responsible for forming and
writing the plans for future operations, as well
as the production of the daily air tasking order
(ATO) and supervision of its execution. In charge
of various command and control detachments to
provide air defense, radar surveillance, and air traf-
fic control was the Tactical Air Operations Center
(TAOC). Of more direct relevance to the support
of ground forces were the five Direct Air Support
Centers (DASC5) of 1st MAW. These organiza-
tions served as the primary links between the
ground units and the aircraft which supported
them. Generally, they were collocated with the
Fire Support Coordination Centers (FSCCs), the
ground units' nerve centers for artillery; mortar,
and air support. The DASCs processed requests
for air support from the various ground units,
and passed them up the MACCS system, ensuring
that they were prioritized by the FSCCs. When
these requests finally reached the TADC, they
were "fragged" to the various supporting aircraft
units. This was first done informally in a warning
order, called a "frag" order because it was based
on partial, or fragmentary, information. The frag
order was disseminated the night before the mis-
sion was to be flown, to give the various squad-

rons time to anticipate their tasking for the next
day. Overnight, the "frag" was formalized in an
AirTasking Order (ATO), which would include all
of the details of the mission, including call signs,
numbers and types of aircraft, on-station times,
ordnance to be carried, and ground unit to be
supported. The ATO was published daily, taking
effect each morning, and incorporating requests
for air support made just 11 hours earlier. More
immediate requests for support were serviced by
sorties kept in reserve for that purpose, known
as alerts. Unlike the Air Force system, which

The interior of a Marine Dire ctAir Support Center in
Vietnam. Each board on the wall was used to track
the sorties devoted to a particular mission area. The
mission numbers, call signs, aircraft types, and mis-
sion times were noted with grease pen to allow the
seated controllers to monitor and direct each mis-
sion. The fixed-wing CAS flights were recorded on the
two boards to the right.

Drrecl Command

- — — -Air Request and Direction

1st MAW
TADC

r---

______

I I I I

FSCC FSCC FSCC FSCC FSCC
TAOC DASC t5tMARDIV DASC t5tMARDIV DASC 3dMARDIV DASC 3dMARDIV DASC 26th MarineS

(Southern) (Nonhern) (Southern) (Northern)

Numerous air Chu Lai Du Nung Phu Bai Dong Ha Khe Sanh
surneillance,

detenne, und traffic
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Figure 7. Interface between the Marine Air Command and Control System agencies of the 1st Marine Air
Wing and its supported units (1st and 3d Marine Divisions).
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managed only fixed-wing ffights, the Marine ATO
included all Marine fixed-wing and rotary-wing
flights for each day.

Once the TADC published the ATO, each
squadron was responsible for making sure its air-
craft got airborne with the specified ordnance on
time. After departing the airfield and being rout-
ed to his tactical operating area by the air traf-
fic control units of the TAOC, the mission com-
mander established radio contact with the DASC
of the unit he was tasked to support. The DASC
then provided both updated mission information,
and deconflicted the flight path of that aircraft
from the other aircraft, artillery fires, and mortar
missions in that area. Finally, the DASC put the
aircraft in contact with a forward air controller,
either on the ground or in an observation aircraft,
who assisted the attacking aircraft with deliver-
ing its ordnance at the time and place most criti-
cal to the supported ground unit's operations.

All the airspace above III MAF's ground area of
operations was controlled by a DASC, facilitating

Two Marines maintain the communications cables
at a DASC work station. As the primary interface
between the Marine Corps' air and ground forces,
the DASC required an extensive communications
capability
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the delivery of air support anywhere within the
ICTZ. In southern I Corps, there was a DASC col-
located with both the 1st MAW headquarters and
1st Marine Division Headquarters at Da Nang.
The southern half of the 1st MARDIV's area of
operations was controlled by another DASC at
Chu Lai. For the general support of the 3rd Ma-
rine Division there were two additional DASCs:
one at the division headquarters in Phu Bai, and
a second at the division's forward headquarters
at Dong Ha.359 In order to meet the increased
demands of the growing battle at Khe Sanh, on
23 January, a third DASC was established at the
Khe Sanh Combat Base, collocated with the 26th
Marines FSCC.36°

The existence of a separate Marine air com-
mand and control system within the ICTZ had
been a point of dissatisfaction within the Air
Force in Vietnam for some time before Khe Sanh.
The 7th Air Force was the primary subordinate
command responsible for MACV's air operations.
Since the commanding general of this organi-
zation was charged with the supervision of all
MACV air operations, it is easy to understand that
Air Force leaders did not appreciate the fact that
III MAF was essentially operating its own air force
to fight its own distinct war in the ICTZ. This
was considered in contradiction to the principle
that an air commander should have the ability to
mass his forces at the decisive time and place on
the battlefield, just like a ground commander. The
Air Force, therefore, saw the arrangement as ineffi-
cient at best, but the Marines saw no such contra-
diction because they enjoyed unity of command
throughout the ICTZ and believed air power was
always subordinate to ground warfare.

The Marine Corps defended the existence of
a separate air force in ICTZ through its doctri-
nal establishment as a combined arms team, with
a ground combat element dependent on an in-
tegral air combat element. A comparison of the
Army and Marine structures in Vietnam (Table



1) reveals much behind this argument. In short,
the Marine Corps, with approximately one-third
more men per infantry battalion, 20 percent less
artillery support, and 75 percent less integral he-
licopter support, needed 50 percent more fixed-
wing air support.361 By Marine Corps doctrine,
there should have been one Marine Air Wing de-
ployed to Vietnam to support each Marine Divi-
sion. With just one reinforced Marine Air Wing
actually there they were getting by, but they were
not about to voluntarily surrender control of their
assets to a joint air management system.

The Marines were anxious to preserve the in-
tegrity of their air-ground team not only because
their doctrine called for it, but also because they
had a right to benefit from an air wing that was
squeezing more support from the aircraft it had.
The Marine divisions were getting more support
out of fewer aircraft because the 1st MAW flew
each aircraft two times per day, while the 7th Air
Force sortie rate was maintained at only 1.1, sav-
ing aircraft readiness for surge operations at the
commanding general's discretion.362 In effect, the
Marines were getting 50 percent more air sup-
port with only half the aircraft. It would seem
that if the Air Force argument for single manage-
ment was based on efficiency, the Marine Corps
had a lot more to offer under its own system. To
the Marines, designation of Operation Niagara as
a critical joint air effort should have elicited an in-
creased sortie rate Out of the 7th Air Force, rather
than a renewed effort to impose a less efficient
joint air management system.

Unfortunately, General Wiffiam "Spike" Momy-
er, the Commanding General of the 7th Air Force,
focused on the latter course of action. Momyer
had assumed command of the 7th Air Force in
July 1966, and there are indications that one of
the reasons he was appointed to the job was be-
cause he had a tenacious and abrasive person-
ality which could win interservice disputes in
Vietnam.363 To Momyer, MACV's identification
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of Khe Sanh as an opportunity to annihilate the
NVA with air power also represented an oppor-
tunity to put new urgency behind the Air Force
push for single management. Before Niagara be-
gan, Momyer declared to an Air Forces Pacific sur-
vey team, "If the battle of Khe Sanh develops, it
may be the event to get the air responsibilities
straightened out like we had them in Korea and
World War II." 364 As soon as planning for the cam-
paign began, he renewed his demands for adopt-
ing the unified system. His initial attempts suc-
ceeded in convincing Westmoreland that the step
was necessary for the proper execution of Opera-
tion Niagara, but Westmoreland would not make
such a politically contentious step without the
approval of his own boss, CINCPAC,Admiral U.S.
Grant Sharp. Westmoreland submitted a letter of
intent to adopt to the new system to Sharp just a
week before Niagara was to begin. Influenced by
Marine Lieutenant General Victor "Brute" Krulak,
the Commanding General of Fleet Marine Forces
Pacific who had been kept well informed of the
debate by Generals Cushman and Anderson, Ad-
miral Sharp immediately put a halt to Momyer's
scheme. In the two months it took to resurrect
the plan, the Marines and Air Force found a way
to reconcile their differences enough to begin
the application of air power in Operation NIAG-
ARA. As an interim solution, they implemented a
more detailed version of the geographic separa-
tion that had already existed in the ICTZ, as is
detailed later in this chapter.

When single management was imposed, some
of the Marines' fears were realized. In his debrief
on the battle, Colonel Lownds said,

The time of request for an on-call mission
just about doubled. We got an echelon of
command imposed between us. We had to in-
crease our hours from 12 to 16 hours and also
pull guys off radios and let guys double up on
radios just to take care of the paperwork in-
volved.... If you wanted a pre-planned strike



you could have it the next night following the
night you put it in as a TPQ strike—in other
words, 48 hours afterwards.... Air should be
more responsive than 48 hours! At Khe Sanh
the enemy didn't stand still and wait for you
to hit him. 365

Lownds also felt that single management was
the primary causal factor for what turned out to
be a near-catastrophe. On 5 April, as the Marine
units began to advance out of their perimeter,
radar controlled aircraft were directed to drop
ordnance on a hill that had recently been occu-
pied by 1/9. Lownds explained that the target
had been submitted 48 hours prior to the attack,
but when 1/9 moved onto the hill the next day,
the target request was cancelled. Unfortunately,
the cancellation was dropped by one of the many
echelons that now had to process it, and the at-
tack was allowed to continue. Miraculously, not
one of the 24 bombs dropped on the Marines
was properly armed, so they escaped harm for
the most part.366 Lownds, the commander of the
supported unit in this campaign, was clearly un-
impressed with single management. He had to
devote greater effort to a system that was consid-
erably less responsive than the old one, and with
it came the potential for disasters he had not had
to worry about before.

General William W "Spike" Momye? US. Air Force
(pictured here as a lieutenant general in 1964),
was the commander of the 7th Air Force and Gen-
eral Westmoreland's deputy commander for air op-
erations. Momyer had long advocated centralized
control of air forces, and was an opponent of the
Marine Corps'independent operational control of its
own air assets. Momyer saw Operation Niagara as
an opportunity to finally achieve his plan.

Table 1. Comparative strengths of US. Marine and Army infantry divisions in Vietnam, and the air support
they could expect to receive based on assigned air assets, from Shulimson, The Defining Year, 508.

Army Division Marine Division

Authorized Strength 17,116 men 20,736 men
Transport Helicopters 479 1 38

Observation/Attack Helicopters 184 30
Fixed-Wing Aircraft 132' 80

Sorties of fixed-wing air support per
battalion per day 4 6

*Equivalent number of aircraft that would be maintained for the support of each Army division by the 7th Air Force at a 1.1 daily
Sortie rate to meet their joint service agreement.
**Halft/Je aircraft maintained by the 1st MAW to support the two Marine Divisions in Vietnam. These aircraft were able to generate
more sorties per battalion than the Air Force because they were flown at a 2.0 daily sortie rate.
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Admiral US. Grant Sharp Jr served as GINCPACfr0in
1964 through the battle for Khe Sanh. General West-
moreland answered to Admiral Sharp, who was in
command of all US. forces in the Pacflc theatei so
Westmoreland could not implement Momyer's plan
for single management without Sharp's concur-
rence. Sharp had resisted such centralized plans that
would have detached Marine air forces from the op-
erational control of III MAF since the Marines first
arrived in Vietnam and delayed the imposition of
single management several months. This forced the
Air Force and Marine Corps to find another way to
cooperate against the enemy at Khe Sanh.

Fortunately, the negative impact of single man-
agement on the support of Marines at Khe Sanh
was mitigated by several factors. First, although
single management was officially adopted on
March 10th, the new system was not implement-
ed until 31 March, just 15 days before Operation
Niagara and the siege of Khe Sanh gave way to
Operation Pegasus and the evacuation effort.
Next, since III MAF and the 1St Marine Air Wing
owned the bulk of the forces occupying the air-
fields in the ICTZ, they were the air support pro-
viders closest to Khe Sanh. Geographically, this
made Marine squadrons the most efficient units

for the 7th Air Force to task with close air sup-
port missions near Khe Sanh. Finally, even when
the watered-down version of single management
went into effect, the 1St MAW and individual Ma-
rine aviators found ways to circumvent the sys-
tem to provide the Marines at Khe Sanh with the
support they needed. On an institutional level,
1st MAW frequently diverted aircraft or added
new missions that were never listed on the 7th
Air Force ATO. This was in addition to the 12
attack aircraft kept in an alert status 24 hours a
day, ready to take off within 10 minutes of being
called, so they could immediately fill any needs
not being met by aircraft that were currently
airborne.367 Once airborne, some Marine avia-
tors also took it upon themselves to ignore the
new air control procedures. Rather than work-
ing through a more convoluted system that might
or might not ultimately put them in contact with
Marines in need of support, these aviators sim-
ply checked in with the Marine air controllers
at Khe Sanh who they knew needed their sup-
port. By devoting assets to an air support reserve
and instituting other "work-arounds," the Marines
retained some of the flexibility of the MACCS to
make up for the Air Force system's inability to in-
corporate ground requests made less than the 50
hours before the ATO was published.

In summary, the single management controver-
sy and its effect on the battle of Khe Sanh is often
overstated. Although the single management of
aviation assets within Vietnam was the subject of
heated debate which resulted in a fundamental
change of air command and control during the
battle for Khe Sanh, Operation Niagara largely
became an excuse to put a new twist in an on-
going interservice dispute, and the adoption of
single management had a limited effect on the
Marines at Khe Sanh. This was largely true due
to Marine efforts to preserve the air-ground team
by countering the imposition of the system and
mitigating its effects, something they would not
be so successful at later in the war. A study of air
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support at Khe Sanh, however, should focus on
a more detailed analysis of the two systems that
coexisted during most of the siege.

Management of Air Assets Under Dual
Command and Control Systems

For the vast majority of the battle of Khe Sanh,
the Marines were not subject even to the diluted
version of single management, but rather to the
pre-existing system. Two distinct air command and
control systems had been in effect in the ICTZ for
some time. This condition had been considered
tolerable, if not ideal by the Air Force, for several
reasons. To begin with, the systems provided con-
trol for aircraft coming from two command struc-
tures, serving as conduits to successfully get both
types of aircraft to the same battle area. Once
in the area, conflicts were minimized to a large
degree because the two different DASCs (the
USAF DASC-Victor and USMC DASC-Horn) each
supported different ground units which usually
operated in distinct subdivisions of the ICTZ.368
As long as there were Army units within the ICTZ,
therefore, DASC-Victor provided interface and
control of aircraft (usually Air Force) supporting
those units in their specific operating areas, while
DASC-Horn provided the same functions for the
Marine divisions. Another move that helped min-
imize conflict was that each of the services as-
signed a full colonel, an officer with maturity and
perspective of the larger battle, to supervise the
activities of its DASC on an equal footing with the
partner/competitor agency. 369 Over tinTle, as addi-
tional units were moved into the ICTZ, the com-
plexity of the MACCS increased, as illustrated in
Figure 7. ByJanuary 1968, there were two subor-
dinate DASCs supporting the 1st Marine Division
in the southern part of the ICTZ, with two other
DASCs supporting the 3d Marine Division in the
North. Even with four Marine DASCs, as long as
the different divisions continued to occupy differ-
ent areas of operation, as was natural for units of
that size, the overlapping coverage of the two air
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command and control systems was minimized, as
was the potential for conflicts. In effect, the sys-
tems remained geographically separated within
the ICTZ, which facilitated functional separation.
Operation Niagara changed all of this.

The problem with Niagara was that it sought
a decisive concentration of air power from all
of the services in the relatively small airspace
around Khe Sanh. If each of the services was at-
tempting to provide support for the same battle,
it seemed that there would have to be a central

The crew of an F-4B Phantom of Marine Fighter At-
tack Squadron-i 15 scramble to get airborne. Each
of the three Marine fixed-wing air groups in Vietnam
constantly kept four aircraft in an alert posture on
the group's "hot pad." With the aircraft readied for
takeoff and the crew dressed and waiting nearby in
an air-conditioned trailem a section of two aircraft
could get airborne in 10 minutes to answer any im-
mediate needs for close air support. Once the first
two aircraft launched, the next two would increase
their readiness to assume the 10-minute alert.



air control authority for two reasons. First, sup-
port would have to be deconflicted to ensure
that there was not a redundant application of air
power. Of more immediate concern, a single sys-
tem could prevent two aircraft from attempting
to occupy the same airspace at the same time,
causing a coffision. These concerns were exactly
what brought such immediacy to the single man-
agement argument that General Momyer had
been advocating for months. In the meantime,
however, airspace conflicts on the first day of
the battle made it clear that an interim arrange-
ment would have to be reached, so 7th Air Force
representatives met with the Marines in Da Nang
on 22 January and developed a compromise so-
lution.37° The result was a miniature version of
the geographical deconfliction that had served
the ICTZ so well up to that time. In effect, the
airspace around Khe Sanh was divided into a se-
ries of zones, each controlled by a different DASC
responsible for coordinating the attack of targets
identified within its zone.

The ground and airspace around Khe Sanh
was divided into several different regions, as il-
lustrated in Figure 8. The three zones closest to
Khe Sanh (indicated by areas A and B on the fig-
ure) included the immediate battle space around
the combat base and its outposts. These were
the areas where the fire support integral to those
defenses, including mortars and 105mm howit-
zers, could be used to influence the close battle
and defeat attacks by the NVA. This was also the
area where all of the Marines were deployed in
outlying defensive positions, or were likely to be
deployed in patrols at one time or another. As
such, the 26th Marines were quite properly un-
willing to turn over control of this airspace to
another agency. To do so would have meant that
the Marines would not have had final clearance
authority on any air drops or artillery missions
fired in close proximity to their own troops. It
would also have meant that they would have had
to seek permission from another agency before
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they could fire emergency missions essential for
the defense of their own perimeters. By own-
ing the air and ground space in areas A and B, the
26th Marines could exercise unrestricted control
of all maneuver units fighting in this area, as well
as all air strikes and indirect fire missions execut-
ed in support of those units. The agency respon-
sible for this coordination was the 26th Marines
Fire Support Coordination Center. The FSCC ex-
ercised control of aircraft in that zone through a
fifth DASC added to the ICTZ, which was collocat-
ed at Khe Sanh Combat Base. The FSCC could also
request the support of long-range Army 175mm
artillery batteries stationed further east at the
Rockpile, as well as Air Force, Navy and VNAF sor-
ties, but any additional support provided within
areas A and B, came strictly under the control of
the 26th Marines.

Immediately to the east was another zone (re-
gion C in the figure), left under the control of the
26th Marines' higher headquarters, the 3d Marine
Division. The 26th Marines did not require con-
trol of this zone because there was a decreased
likelihood of NVA forces operating in this area, and
the Marines had no outposts in this area. Leaving
this zone to higher headquarters meant that the
3d Marine Division could conduct ground opera-
tions, artillery missions, and air attacks there with-
out bothering the FSCC at Khe Sanh, which was
already task-saturated and had little interest in this
area. The 3d Marine Division exercised fire sup-
port coordination over this region, like the rest
of northern ICTZ, through its own FSCC at the
division headquarters in Dong Ha. Air control was
provided by DASC-Bravo, also at Dong Ha.37'

The final divisions of airspace around Khe
Sanh were controlled by the Air Force, indicated
by regions D and E on the figure. This control
also extended to the airspace over Laos. This
region lay beyond the reach of most artillery in
the ICTZ, and only very rarely contained friendly
forces, in the form of small reconnaissance pa-



trols. Since this region was beyond the reach of
Marine supporting arms and there was no danger
of inadvertently attacking Marine maneuver units,
it was divided into a set of free fire zones, and re-
linquished to the Air Force to fight its deep battle
of attrition at its own discretion, and without the
need for coordinating or deconflicting with the
26th Marines. Air missions were coordinated
by an Airborne Battlefield Command and Con-
trol Center (ABCCC, or "A-B-Triple-C"). This was
a C-130 configured with a command and com-
munications suite which would orbit over Laos,
and essentially functioned as an airborne DASC.
ABCCC was in contact with the 7th Air Force
headquarters near Saigon, and also with a small
detachment of Air Force personnel on the ground
in Khe Sanh. During periods when the ABCCC
retired, control of missions in the Air Force zones
was relinquished to the USAF's DASC-Victor, so
that there was always some extension of the Air
Force command and control system to supervise
its zones, 24 hours a day.

Even though there was a geographic separa-
tion of air control responsibilities in the airspace
around Khe Sanh, the services were attempting
to win the same battle, and they shared infor-
mation and assets. The 7th Air Force operations
center was the central collection point for tar-
get information in the region, and targeted most
of the strikes in the outer zones, but the 26th
Marines FSCC often submitted requests for air
strikes on targets it identified in the Air Force's
free-fire zones, which were then controlled by
ABCCC. If the 26th Marines obtained informa-
tion on imminent threats to the combat base or
its outposts which proved beyond the immediate
capabifities of Marine aircraft, they could also re-
quest the diversion of 7th Air Force sorties from
less important targets in the Air Force zone. If
any particular zone lacked a concentration of
worthy targets and had extra sorties available, the
control agency could contact the controller of an
adjacent zone, and send the extra aircraft to that
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region to be directed against more promising
targets. As a result, Air Force aircraft frequently
found themselves attacking targets in the Marine
zones under Marine control, and Marine aircraft
often found themselves directed to work in the
outer free-fire zones by ABCCC. Navy aircraft
were technically under the domain of the 7th Air
Force, but found themselves working for either
control agency.

Despite their success at circumventing in-
terservice disputes, there were also problems
with these command and control arrangements,
and with the geographic division of responsibili-
ties. The 26th Marines, for example, complained
that feedback on the conduct of missions con-
trolled by ABCCC was nonexistent, making it
difficult for the defenders of Khe Sanh to figure
out if threats they identified had been destroyed,
which was vital for an accurate picture of enemy
capabilities and intentions.372 The FSCC bunker at
Khe Sanh was also too small to allow the Marine

Figure & Airspace divisions in the vicinity of Khe
Sanh for Operation Niagara, January 1968. illustra-
tion from Bernard Nalty, Air Power and The Fight For
Khe Sanh (Washington, 1973), 75.



DASC detachment to be truly co-located. With
the control of aircraft around Khe Sanh placed in
the hands of air wing Marines located in a bun-
ker 75 meters away, communication often broke
down when KSCB came under heavy attack,
since telephone wires were sometimes broken
and messengers could not travel back and forth
under heavy bombardment. Unfortunately, this
was just the time when the DASC needed an ac-
curate battle picture the most. Fortunately, space
was made for the Marine DASC in an Air Force
bunker. There the DASC Marines benefited from
a host of special amenities rarely seen by other
Marines at Khe Sanh, but they fostered a better
common air picture for the two services in their
attack and support operations.373 This controller-
level interservice communication and under-
standing was especially critical because the Air
Force rotated the majority of its personnel out of
Khe Sanh after one week of duty at the combat
base.374 The experience of the Marines who were
there for the duration of the siege provided con-
tinuity which increased the situational awareness
of the Air Force controllers.

Targeting of Air Support Assets
at Khe Sanh

Targeting is the process by which the enemy
is detected, located, identified, and prioritized for
attack. The NVA hit by air strikes around Khe
Sanh were subjected to the same targeting pro-
cess that was used for all of the other support-
ing arms, centralized in the 26th Marines FSCC.
Once targets were located, the FSCC decided
which of the supporting arms was best suited
to attack each target. For example, an extensive
enemy position which had to be destroyed com-
posed a better target for a B-52 raid than a mortar
attack, but a hilltop about to be assaulted by a
company of Marines required more discriminat-
ing weapons. When all other factors were equal,
often geographic considerations dictated which
supporting arms would be used. The NVA delib-

erately placed most of their artillery just beyond
the range of the Marine artillery, which meant that
only air power could be targeted against them.
The heavy 175mm Marine artillery based at the
Rockpile and Camp Carrol was most frequently
targeted to the north, northeast, and east of Khe
Sanh, in the heart of their range capability. The
105mm artillery based at Khe Sanh was used to
engage targets closer to the combat base, as long
as the maximum ordinate (peak of their trajecto-
ry) was below the 14,000 altitude at which many
of the air support aircraft were controlled.375

Air power was an especially critical weapon
at Khe Sanh for several reasons. Artillery was
not very well suited for the destruction of large
enemy targets close to the combat base or its
outposts, or for heavily reinforced defensive posi-
tions. Every artillery round fired from Khe Sanh
also had to be delivered to the combat base by
the tenuous air logistic chain, putting more air-
craft and Marines at risk. Additionally, a single air-
craft could attack with more ordnance in a more
concentrated punch. A single 500-pound bomb,
for example, delivered only slightly less high ex-
plosive mass than a whole battery of six 155mm
howitzers. A single aircraft carrying several dozen
of these bombs, therefore, had more destructive
firepower than several battalions of artillery.

The targeting effort at Khe Sanh was run by
Captain Mirza M. Baig, the regimental Target In-
telligence Officer, whose job it was to mix art
and science to find the enemy. The science in
the process started with an incomplete picture
generated by electronic intercepts, visual sight-
ings, and other information, to generate a picture
of where the enemy was known to be. Then, a
thorough knowledge of enemy doctrine and
tactics was used to fill in as many of the gaps as
possible, and create a more complete picture of
what the enemy was doing. In essence, Baig was
responsible for connecting the dots to reveal the
big picture. Here the art of targeting became in-
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creasingly important, as the targeteers had to use
their intuition to try and divine what the enemy
intended to do, how he would do it, and when he
would do it.

To start building the picture, targets were iden-
tified in several ways. The most accurate was for
a forward observer or forward air controller to
visually spot the enemy. The thick vegetation and
elusive nature of the enemy at Khe Sanh made the
detection of significant targets by ground observ-
ers in the fixed defensive positions at Khe Sanh
a rarity, so aerial sightings by reconnaissance and
observation aircraft became particularly impor-
tant. Although still limited by the vegetation and
NVA camouflage and deception techniques, the
movement of large combat units into the region
around Khe Sanh was accompanied by unavoid-
able concentrations of people and equipment
which often betrayed their own presence. Visual
searches for the enemy were also more produc-
tive when the NVA began firing artillery at KSCB.
Although the NVA went to great lengths to con-
ceal the locations of their artillery, they had to
expose them at the time of firing.

Less reliable than visual spottings were elec-
tronic intercepts, which could give away enemy
dispositions in one of two ways. First, the actual
intercept of radio transmissions by two or more
locations could be triangulated to determine the
location from which they emanated. Second, the
analysis of the content of transmissions could
reveal information, such as unit identification, lo-
cation, and intent. Even when not decipherable,
the volume of traffic could be used to estimate
the size and activity of enemy units. Electronic
intercepts were less reliable than visual spottings
because the location techniques were not as pre-
cise, and transmissions could be easily manipu-
lated for deception, but they helped complete
the picture when combined with other sources
of inteffigence.

There were other, more creative solutions that

attempted to make use of the Americans' techno-
logical advantage over the NVA. One of these was
the Anti-Personnel Detector (APD), which began
to contribute to Niagara at the start of the op-
eration in January. 376 This system was mounted
in a UH-1E helicopter and flown over the jungle,
where it could detect very minute concentrations
of urea in the atmosphere. The urea was theoreti-
cally generated by human sweat or urine, and it
was believed that the APD could reveal the pres-
ence of large concentrations of NVA soldiers that
would otherwise have remained hidden in the
jungle. Unfortunately, the validity of the concept
was never proven in combat around Khe Sanh,
and the lack of other evidence led the Marines
to conclude that the APD was just as likely to be
set off by troops of monkeys and other natural
sources as it was by battalions of enemy soldiers.

Early in the battle, before the NVA took actions
that revealed their presence in force, the 26th
Marines had little idea where the enemy actually
was. During this stage, Captain Baig had to de-
pend heavily on the few visual sightings and elec-
tronic intercepts he had and was forced to rely
on his intuition more than science. During this
stage many air strikes and indirect fire missions
were targeted on likely and suspected enemy
locations—place where the enemy could be—
rather than known enemy positions. These mis-
sions were known as harassment and interdiction
H&D fires, because the destruction of enemy as-
sets was too much to be hoped for.

The targeting situation was improved to a large
degree after the enemy was discovered in force
between 20 and 23 January. In order to accom-
plish the objectives of Operation Niagara, howev-
er, the Americans could not merely wait for NVA
units to reveal themselves in their final assaults
where heavy U.S. firepower would be useless in
close combat. The destruction of enemy combat
power around Khe Sanh required the Americans
to locate the elusive enemy formations and de-
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pots dispersed in the jungles around Khe Sanh.
A Niagara intelligence center was set up as an ad-
junct to the 7thAir Force headquarters atTan Son
Nhut Air Base near Saigon. There, a special team
of photo interpreters and analysts was assembled,
including specialists brought in from the United
States. Despite the huge volume of information
processed, however, visual and electronic intel-
ligence proved frustratingly unproductive.377 On
18 January, General Westmoreland decided to
take a significant step toward locating the enemy
so that Niagara could be successful.

Up until that time,Westmoreland had kept the
electronic barrier component of the McNarnara
Line as one of his most closely held secrets. The
barrier system, code-named Muscle Shoals, con-
sisted of a network of acoustic and seismic sen-
sors which could be dropped by aircraft to moni-
tor the enemy. The Air Force had used the sensors
to monitor movement along the Ho Chi MinhTrail
since October, but the project had still remained
highly classified. While the increasing volume of
traffic southward along the trail in November and
December were part of the intelligence that led
Westmoreland to chose Khe Sanh as his conven-
tional battle ground, very few people knew the
actual source of that intelligence. Within the five
thousand men assigned to the 26th Marines, for
example, only one officer had ever even heard of
the program. Now that Westmoreland had cho-
sen his decisive battleground, he made the deci-
sion to change all that and risk compromising
Muscle Shoals so that he could bring air power to
bear against the enemy.378

In the few days after Westmoreland made his
decision on 18 January, 250 sensors were dropped
in various locations around Khe Sanh. The Air
Force used the infrastructure that had already
been developed for monitoring the McNamara
Line and the Ho Chi Minh Trail by adding another
aircraft to the daily mix that orbited above Khe
Sanh. Its purpose was to collect the data from

the sensors and instantly relay it to a surveillance
center in Nakhom Phanom,Thailand. There, the
emissions were compared to a signal library to
determine exactly what the sensors were detect-
ing. From there, the intelligence was relayed both
to the 7thAir Force targeting cell, and back to the
26th Marines FSCC in Khe Sanh, where the data
was used for targeting supporting arms. It did
not take the Marines very long at all to abandon
their program of shot-in-the-dark harassment and
interdiction fires when this new intelligence be-
gan to identify NVA troop concentrations.379

The system had its shortcomings. By the end
of January, 316 sensors had been deployed, yield-
ing 99 targets, but the exact locations of the air-
dropped sensors were typically 200 to 1,000 me-
ters from where they were thought to have been
dropped. This problem was discovered when
repeated attempts to use sensor reports to attack
up to 150 point targets a day yielded few positive
results.38° The Marine's division commander was
well aware of their lackluster performance, stat-
ing, "The results were better than H&I fires, but
that is saying very little."38' Instead, the sensors
came to be regarded as trend indicators to predict
attacks and put defensive fire plans into action.382
Like other inteffigence sources, Muscle Shoals was
sometimes used as the sole source of targeting
data when there was a complete absence of other
indicators, but the sensors were ultimately only
trusted when their reports could be confirmed by
other, independent sources.383

Even so, the sensors were credited with be-
ing the predictors of major attacks on 5 February,
the night of 29 February through 1 March, and
21 through 23 March. In each of these cases, the
FSCC was able to divert air strikes and other sup-
porting arms to sensor-located targets, and the end
result was that no significant attack ever reached
the Marine perimeters.384 For this reason, Colonel
Lownds considered the sensors to be well worth
the $1 billion-dollar price tag.385
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The use to which this targeting intelligence was
put was another matter all together. It is one thing
to detect, identify; and locate your enemy, but it is
another entirely to destroy him. To accomplish
this, the 26th Marines sought to bring the maxi-
mum firepower to bear in the form of supporting
arms. Defensively, fire plans were not used to try
and prevent the enemy force from reaching the
Marines' perimeter wire, but instead to prevent
him from escaping or being reinforced once he
had committed to an assault—in effect trapping
the NVA between a rock and a hard place. To
fragment and isolate the enemy, a three-sided box
of fire and steel was set up, which was open on
the side closest to the Marine defenses. Three
artillery batteries fired continuously to form the
first three sides of the box, trapping the enemy
against the Marine defenses. Then a fourth bat-
tery began firing to close the open end, and as the
first three batteries kept up continuous fire, the
final battery would sweep its fire up and down
the inside of the box like a piston within a cyl-
inder, so that there was no way for the enemy to
escape the destruction. This box became known
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as the primary box, because another was soon
added. Heavy 175mm artillery was sometimes as-
signed to fire linear patterns parallel to the two
sides of the box at a distance of approximately
500 meters. To close the end of the secondary
box furthest from the Marine defenses, aircraft
under radar control would drop their bombs in
linear patterns. The secondary box was designed
to destroy any NVA units which might attempt to
reinforce or assist the unit caught in the primary
box. To accomplish this, the three sides of the
secondary box would be shifted inwards and out-
wards, like an accordion.386

The use of primary and secondary boxes in de-
fensive fires represented the most ideal combina-
tion of supporting arms—the massing of many dif-
ferent types of firepower with decisive, synergistic
effects. In most cases, however, firepower could
not be massed to that degree, or the targets located
were judged not to warrant such an expenditure.
It is in these cases, where the effects of the various
supporting arms could be individually observed,
that close air support can best be evaluated.



THE DEEP AIR BATTLE AND THE B-52

Captain Mirza M. "Harry" Baig, the Target Infor-
mation Officer assigned to the 26th Marines at
Khe Sanh, was perhaps the single most impor-
tant individual when it came to directing the
massive fires support available to the Marines for
use against the enemy. He classified the battle
into three phases of combat. The first was the
attrition of enemy forces by a nightly schedule
of artillery, radar-controlled aircraft, and B-52 mis-
sions. In daylight hours, those enemies that sur-
vived and exposed themselves became targets of
opportunity in the second phase: attack by artil-
lery and aircraft under the control of forward ob-
servers and forward air controllers. Only those
enemies that escaped the saturation bombings
and detection by forward observers made it to
the third phase of combat, face-to-face confronta-
tions with the Marines at or near the perimeter
of the combat base. Of the three phases, Captain
Baig declared the first to be by far the most im-
portant and effective, and he gave the lion's share
of the credit to the massive firepower delivered
by the B-52s.387

The vast majority of personnel involved in the
defense of Khe Sanh during the 77 days of siege
who remarked on the support of the B-52 shared
Baig's opinion, describing them as the single most
decisive factor in the successful outcome of the
battle. The most significant feature of B-52 sup-
port was the sheer mass of firepower that these
huge aircraft could deliver, operating around the
clock to apply constant pressure on the NVA forc-
es around Khe Sanh, annihilating those that could
be located and targeted in sufficient time. B-52s,
delivering their bombs under the code name
Arc Light, were responsible for 60.3 percent of
the total bomb tonnage dropped at Khe Sanh.388
The wide acclaim for the B-52, combined with
this data, is somewhat problematic to the the-
sis that the Marine doctrine of close air support
was a critical element of the battle, and has also
lead to the conclusion of Bernard Nalty and oth-
ers that the unspecific application of air power

was critical without further comparative analysis.
A closer look at the facts, however, reveals that
these observers may have been overawed by the
destructive power of the B-52. If Khe Sanh was a
victory of air power, the B-52 was certainly a very
visible champion, but the Stratofortress' effective-
ness was also subject to significant limitations.

Air Support Provided by B-52s

The B-52 was an enormously destructive weap-
on. Designed for strategic bombing, each aircraft
carried a payload of 60,000 pounds of bombs. The
typical Arc Light sortie delivered this ordnance
on one square kilometer of terrain, achieving
full dispersion with a mix of 250-, 500-, and 750-
pound bombs, although destructive firepower
could be further concentrated by using a smaller
number of heavier bombs.389 Although designed
as a strategic weapon, the B-52 was used on an
operational and tactical level in the Vietnam War
and in subsequent conflicts. In the region around
Khe Sanh, for example, as early as the fall of 1966,
B-52 raids had been conducted on NVA targets
detected by 0-1 birddogs during Operation Tiger-
hound.39° The use of strategic bombers in these
roles was somewhat problematic. To begin with,
all of South Vietnam was considered within the
bomb line, today known as the fire support co-
ordination line. This meant that any bombing
A B-52D dropping its payload, which could include
as many as 30 tons of bombs.
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operations conducted within this area had to be
coordinated with friendly units responsible for
those areas, as well as the government of South
Vietnam, to ensure that they would not endanger
friendly forces or the civilian populace.39' The
clearance for such missions was therefore sub-
ject to the approval of ground forces under pro-
cedures much more similar to close air support
missions than strategic bombing missions in en-
emy territory, which needed little more than the
approval of the U.S. national command authority.
The additional clearance requirements were met
with great resistance by the U.S. Air Force's Stra-
tegic Air Command, the agency responsible for
the employment of B-52s in all strategic missions,
from nuclear deterrence of the Soviet Union to
helping win the war in Vietnam. Even before the
B-52s were used on targets in South Vietnam, SAC
had refused to turn control of its strategic assets
over to MACV or CINCPAC to facilitate bombings
of targets in Laos and North Vietnam. Instead, tar-
geting was controlled by SAC and its leadership
in Washington, D.C.,which maintained operation-
al control over all B-52s, even those deployed to
Thailand and Guam which regularly flew missions
in support of the war effort in Vietnam.392 SAC
considered this arrangement beneficial in two
ways. It kept the bombing of North Vietnam un-
der the tight control of the President and the rest
of the national command authority, which chose
to modulate such bombing in response to the
changing international political conditions under
which the war was fought. It also allowed SAC to
keep all of its bombers ready for the defense of
the U.S. if needed, while spare sorties could still
be made available to service targets selected by
CINCPAC and COMUSMACV to help win the war
in Vietnam.

Upon assuming command of the 7th Air Force
in July 1966 and becoming Westmoreland's Dep-
uty for Air Operations, General Momyer was re-
sponsible for advising COMUSMACV on the most
effective employment of all assets at his disposal.

Momyer was opposed to the use of B-52s in tacti-
cal support roles. He considered this a waste of
their massive firepower, which he thought would
be more effectively used on North Vietnam's war-
making capability. Momyer thought the B-52s
should only be used to achieve tactical objectives
in emergency situations, or in other special cir-
cumstances which deserved their attention.393
As he developed the plans for Operation Niagara,
Momyer saw just such a situation developing. En-
visioning the upcoming battle of Khe Sanh as an
opportunity to draw the NVA into easily targeted
concentrations, Momyer saw Niagara as a way of
using the B-52's to achieve tactical and strategic
objectives simultaneously. By using the firepow-
er of the B-52 to destroy large NVA units massed
around Khe Sanh, Momyer would both protect
the Marines, and attrite the enemy combat power
which usually proved so elusive for airpower in
this guerrilla war.

The desire to employ B-52s within the ICTZ
brought some complications since the Air Force
now had to cooperate with III MA1 which not
only had a better awareness of the enemy within
the ICTZ, but also had veto authority over any
bombing mission conducted within its that area
which could endanger its ground troops. For this
reason, the target selection and clearance proce-
dures for Arc Light strikes around Khe Sanh were
very similar to the procedures for close air sup-
port missions. The 26th Marines Fire Support
Coordination Center would select most targets,
sometimes based on targets of opportunity de-
tected by the subordinate battalions, but more
often based on a variety of larger-picture intelli-
gence sources, such as radio transmission inter-
cepts and Muscle Shoals sensor reports. The 26th
Marines provided 90 to 95 percent of all target-
ing for the B-52 strikes,394 but the requests for
B-52 support were stifi submitted up the chain
through the 3d Marine Division FSCC, III M.AF
headquarters, and ultimately to MACV. At Ton
Son Nhut Air Base, near Saigon, Westmoreland di-
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rected that a special operations center be set up
in an empty hanger adjacent to the 7th Air Force
headquarters. There a special "red watch" was es-
tablished and manned 24 hours a day, always un-
der the supervision of either Westmoreland, Gen-
eral CreightonAbrams (his deputy), or Lieutenant
General William Rosson (his Chief of Staff). This
watch center for monitoring Operation Niagara
passed each B-52 support request to Westmore-
land, who personally approved every mission.395

This request process took some time to com-
plete. The 26th Marines had to submit their initial
request at least 15 hours prior to the desired time
on target (TOT) for the attack, and most often had
to adjust the TOT to fit a preset schedule of TOTs
that the Air Force had established for that particu-
lar day. Once a flight of bombers was assigned to
the mission, the process could be abbreviated if
the target needed to be changed, but the expedit-
ed procedures still required at least three hours'
notice before the attack was to be made.396 The
Air Force, however,.was reluctant to short-cut its
15-hour procedure, and on at least one occasion
General Westmoreland himself had to intervene
to divert B-52s to help destroy an NVA concentra-
tion poised to attack Khe Sanh Combat Base.397
Ultimately, the time required to process and ap-
prove targets for attack by B-52s was one of this
weapon's main limitations in the battle for Khe
Sanh. The B-52 could only be effective if targeted
against an enemy which remained in place for at
least three hours, or whose position three hours
in the future could be predicted with some de-
gree of accuracy.

Of course, the need for accuracy should not
be overstressed with a strategic bomber capable
of destroying virtually everything within a square
kilometer. The B-52s at Khe Sanh were normally
scheduled in flights of three. They would fly in
an echelon formation, laying a continuous stream
of bombs in a target box one kilometer wide and
three kilometers long. To facilitate this, the ter-

rain around Khe Sanh was divided into a grid of
one-kilometer square boxes, each with an identi-
fication number. With this rather blunt weapon,
the targeteers merely had to predict which grid
square the enemy would be in during the time
on target, and pass a series of four-digit numbers
to the attacking aircrew via the fire support coor-
dination process.398 The terminal guidance to the
aircraft in the delivery of its ordnance was usually
accomplished through a ground-based radar sys-
tem, although aircraft could also drop using their
sophisticated onboard navigation systems.

To support Operation Niagara, Momyer had
about 24 B-52s available on a daily basis. Once
he notified III MAF that he was making these sor-
ties available to meet the impending threat to
Khe Sanh beginning on 16 January, the Marines
were quick to take advantage of them. Although
III MAF technically maintained the authority to
direct attacks on any targets within the ICTZ,
General Cushman's staff immediately gave pri-
ority for these missions to the 26th Marines so
they would be used around Khe Sanh, just as
Momyer intended.399 The Air Force General must
have been disappointed, however, with some of
the first targets against which his bombers were
used. In the first few days, while Operation Ni-
agara was still in the "seek" phase that would pre-
cede the "destroy" phase, and before the enemy
had yet revealed himself in strength, the Marines
sent bombers on 12 large raids. These raids were
against targets based on human intelligence col-
lected by Bru scouts, aerial photographs, or radio
intercepts, but lacked any strong proof of NVA
presence.40° The Marines were apparently not as
efficiency-minded as Momyer when it came to air
power, and were willing to send the newly-avail-
able assets against any target that might present
a future threat to KSCB if better targets could not
be found.

Once the enemy began to reveal his pres-
ence in force around 20 January 1968, the tar-
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gets against which the B-52s were targeted were
probably much more to Momyer's liking. Just
one such strategic target was identified shortly
afterward, on the eve of the Tet Offensive. Radio
intelligence revealed the presence of what West-
moreland was convinced was "the north Vietnam-
ese headquarters controlling forces around Khe
Sanh, if not the entire region." Located just across
the border in Laos, Westmoreland suspected and
hoped that Giap himself would be among the
NVA leadership assembled there. Deviating from
the normal practice of having the 26th Marines
select a target for one of the regularly scheduled
B-52 strikes,Westmoreland ordered that the Stra-
tofortresses be concentrated to deliver a paralyz-
ing blow to the NVA command system. Thirty-
six B-52s were sent out in the single largest air
strike of the war to date, dropping 1,000 tons of
ordnance on the suspected headquarters loca-
tion. That same evening, the strike was followed
by another composed of nine more aircraft, de-
signed to catch NVA troops and medical person-
nel, as well as any survivors of the first raid. The
radio signals emanating from that location did
cease as a result of the raid,40' and an official NVA
operational history on the battle, while notably
silent on the matter of casualties, noted that the
Campaign Command Headquarters was hit and
forced to move, leading to a problematic gap in
command and control.402 Unfortunately for West-
moreland's hopes, Giap apparently escaped harm,
far off to the north in Hanoi monitoring the final
preparations for the let Offensive.

As noted before, such high-level attempts to
influence the battle and the war were not the
norm. The vast majority of the B-52 missions
were requested by the 26th Marines to attack tar-
gets they had selected. In order to meet these
needs, the Air Force drew upon two SAC bases in
the theater. B-52s were provided by the 41 33rd
Bomb Wing at Anderson Air Force Base in Guam,
and the 4258th Strategic Wing, located closer to
Vietnam at U Tapao Air Base in Thailand. To pro-

vide relatively continuous coverage, these aircraft
were scheduled to arrive on a three-plane cell
once every three hours, although the actual times
on target were varied in order to avoid a predict-
able pattern that the NVA could better defend
against. After the first week of February, 26 ad-
ditional B-52s were deployed to KadenaAir Force
Base in Okinawa. Although this deployment was
in response to the capture of the U.S. Navy sig-
nals intelligence ship Pueblo by the North Kore-
ans, by 25 February it allowed SAC to increase
its support of Khe Sanh to one three-plane cell
every 90 minutes. Actual times on target contin-
ued to vary between one and two hours to mini-
mize their predictability for the NVA.403 Another
change was made in the last week of February
from a three-aircraft cell arriving every 90 min-
utes to a six-aircraft cell every three hours. While
the overall sortie contribution remained relatively
constant, this created a more devastating concen-
tration of firepower on a more irregular schedule
which was harder for the enemy to predict. The
increased interval in B-52 support also forced
the Marines to save the Arc Light strikes for only
the most appropriate targets.404 This last point
is important because under the more frequent
schedule of support there had been wasted ef-
fort noted. Rather than send the bombers home
without dropping bombs in instances when the
Marines had not found any known or suspected
enemy concentrations, they had resorted to tar-
getingArc Light's on very minor enemy positions,
like single machine gun nests, or even positions
where the enemy was merely likely to be, like
intersections of trails and streams.405An infantry-
man would have no complaint about sending a
B-52 to attack any enemy squad he might have to
face, but this was exactly the kind of wasted ef-
fort and overkill that Momyer feared was sapping
the Air Force's power to win the war on a strate-
gic level. While the increased concentration of
sorties apparently reduced this waste, it also had
an adverse effect on Arc Light responsiveness,
providing support on a less flexible schedule and
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essentially adding three more hours to the mini-
mum response time. On 2 March, Westmoreland
reacted by directing the 7th Air Force to develop
a procedure for handling requests that would al-
low a more rapid diversion of Arc Light strikes,
which was accomplished.406

At the beginning of the Khe Sanh campaign,
the delivery of bombs by B-52 was restricted to
targets more than 3,000 meters from friendly
troops. The reason for this is that the huge vol-
ume of bombs delivered from high altitudes cre-
ated a great danger to U.S. and allied troops near
the Arc Light targets. Other forms of air attacks
were not subject to the same restrictions. Radar
controlled attacks by tactical aircraft, for example,
were allowed to attack targets as close as 2,000
meters from friendlies, and visual attacks by tacti-
cal aircraft under the control of forward air con-
trollers were permitted to attack as close as the
actual destructive radii of the weapons they were
dropping.

While the Americans learned some valuable
lessons about the potential of B-52s in tactical
operations at the battle of Con Thien, just four
months before Khe Sanh, the NVA had arrived
at some equally valuable conclusions. The NVA
had already adopted the tactic of getting as close
as possible to U.S. positions to try and deny the
Americans the advantage conveyed by support-
ing arms. At ConThien, the NVA determined that
once they got within 3,000 meters of U.S. troops,
they were rarely attacked by B-52s.407At Khe Sanh,
therefore, they were quick to try and exploit this
vulnerability; moving close to U.S. positions to
avoid the devastation caused by a B-52 attack.408
This tactic was observed by the Marines defend-
ing the hills around Khe Sanh,40' and apparently
became known to COMUSMACV.

Westmoreland decided to try and deny the
enemy any sanctuary that unnecessary safety re-
strictions created. On 13 February he wrote to

CINCPAC asking for a wavier to the 3,000 meter
restriction, emboldened by the knowledge that
during Con Thien a B-52 had mistakenly dropped
its payload 1,400 meters from friendlies without
any adverse effects. In order to validate the tech-
nique, permission was granted for a test strike
on a target box known as Khe Sanh Red 207, the
closest edge of which was just 1,200 meters from
the Marine defenses on Hill 88 iS. The test was
successful, although even precautions, which
included having the Marines take cover dur-
ing the attack, could not prevent some of them
from getting nosebleeds from the concussions of
the bomb detonations.41° After the test, Admi-
ral Sharp agreed that a wavier was a worthwhile
risk, and on 18 February he reduced the mini-
mum safe distance for B-52 missions to just 1,000
meters.411 The use of B-52s on "close-in" targets
became an accepted tactic, although it was gener-
ally reserved only for emergency situations. For
the rest of the campaign, there were a number
of occasions when targeteers took advantage of
that reduction, ordering Arc Light strikes close to
the new minimum safe distance. There is even
one case when B-52s delivered ordnance just 900
meters from friendlies, although it is not clear
whether this was entirely intentional.

The reduction in standoff was important for
several reasons. First, it reduced the sanctuary
that the NVA had been given from this fearsome
weapon and increased the utility of the B-52 for
fighting the NVA at a more critical stage of the
battle. With the reduced standoff the B-52s could
now be targeted at NVA who had actually been
observed as specific locations by human eyes on
the combat base and its outposts, not just on ra-
dio emissions or sensor reports. In addition, it
allowed the B-52s to attack the NVA as they were
concentrating for attacks on the Marine posi-
tions. Finally, it placed these attacks within the
observation of human eyes, so that their effects
could be more accurately judged. The testimoni-
als on these missions are impressive. Captain Bill
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Dabney, commanding the key defensive position
on Hill 88 iS, stated,

we had the B-52s and they were awesome
when they turned them on. You know, we
figured we could handle anything that came
in close if they could break up the attack.
And they damned sure could break up the
attack if you could give them a target. And
in terms of responsiveness, they were fairly
fast. I mean to the point where I remem-
ber one time we reported some movement
and noise and apparently lights on a ridge
directly south about 1100 to 1200 meters
away. And it was less than—now this is a
hazy recollection—but I bet it was less than
two hours before we had an Arc Light. And
if you've ever been within a click of two of
an Arc Light, it's pretty awesome in terms of
what it can do to an enemy formation that's
massed for attack.412

The B-52 had admirers at all levels. A lance
corporal defending the perimeter of KSCB itself
remarked,

The air power displayed was incredible.
There were constant bombing runs by all
kinds of fixed-wing aircraft. By far the most
impressive were the B-52 bombing runs.
The ground would actually rumble under
our bodies as we lay in a bunker while the
bombs erupted around our perimeter. I of-
ten wondered how the NVA withstood the
constant pounding.413

The enemy seldom attacked KSCB itself in
force, so it was rare that B-52s were targeted close
to the combat base. On exception was on 29 Feb-
ruary, when a possible enemy buildup was sus-
pected near the garbage dump and French plan-
tation house to the south. Since sensors detected
movement on two axes toward the base, the 26th
Marines requested the emergency divert of a
B-52 strike to these relatively close targets, and

got approval.414 Colonel Lownds reported, "This
was the only time that the kids on the lines told
me.. .that they actually saw bodies being thrown
into the air." Colonel Lownds concluded that the
strike broke up an attack by what was probably
an NVA regiment,415 and NVA sources confirm
that an assault (probably by the 9th Regiment of
the 304 Division) was launched and defeated that
night.416 The paradox of gauging B-52 effective-
ness, however, was that the destructive firepower
of these bombers seldom left much definitive
evidence to quantify what they had actually ac-
complished.

Even more important than the American ob-
servations, therefore, are the NVA reactions to Arc
Light strikes. All evidence indicates that the B-52
was a particularly feared weapon. Westmoreland
was quoted as saying, "We know, from talking to
prisoners and defectors, that the enemy troops
fear B-52s, tactical air, artillery, and armor. . . in that
order,"417 and stated that captured documents in-
dicated that NVA units had suffered a 20 to 25
percent desertion rate due to the soldiers' fear of

An aerial photograph of the area around Khe Sanh
combat Base, located in the lower right and circled
in pen on the original photo. The linear patterns of
light spots are the result of B-52 strikes. The land-
scape around the combat was heavily scarred by the
heavy bombardment.
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A B-52 strike was impressive, not only for the sheer destruction it created when it seemed to obliterate an
entire valley or ridgeline at a time, but also for its suddenness. In the foreground, two Marines can be seen
watching the strike from inside a sandbagged trench.

U.S. air power.418 The diary of one soldier killed
in the battle reflected that while moving south-
ward under the pressure of American air power
to replace casualties in the 304th Division, three
hundred men had deserted rather than face the
feared B-52.419 The 304 Division's official history
acknowledges that one of its battalions was so
devastated by a B-52 strike that subsequent de-
sertions and self-inflicted wounds to avoid com-
bat caused the NVA leadership to doubt that the
battalion would be of any further use at Khe
Sanh.42° In March, an NCO assigned to the same
division wrote, "Here the war is fiercer than in
all other places. . .All of us stay in underground
trenches.. .We are in the sixtieth day and B-52s
continue to pour bombs... this is an area where
it rains bombs and cartridges. Vegetation and ani-
mals, even those who live in deep caves or under-
ground, have been destroyed."421

One reason why the B-52 was so feared was
not only the unbelievable destruction it caused,
but also the fact that the obliteration of several
square kilometers of terrain was seldom accom-

panied by any warning. As one private first class
at KSCB observed,

A B-52 strike was truly awesome. There
would be no hint of a strike arriving until
the bombs exploded. The bombs fell in a
staggered pattern. First one bomb, then an-
other to the right and front of the first ex-
plosion, then another to the left and front
of the second explosion, and so forth. The
bombs created a long pattern of craters,
churned up earth, and blasted trees. After
the bombs had exploded, I would be able
to hear the planes. They produced a weird,
low moaning that lasted until they were out
of range. I never saw the planes, since they
bombed from a great height.422

A first lieutenant related an occasion when the
Marines were warned of a strike about to be de-
livered outside their lines:
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It was still overcast at the appointed time,
1700, and we all looked up into the sky.
Nothing. But three or four minutes later,



we heard this eerie sound—a bubba-bubba-
bubba sound... Suddenly, the whole ridge-
line exploded from one end to the other...
It was a sight to behold, a mountain blowing
up right in front of us.423

Also describing an Arc Light strike, General
Rathvon Tompkins, the commanding general of
the 3d Marine Division, added, "It was as if a little
part of the world suddenly blew up from no ap-
parent cause."424

When the enemy could be detected at suffi-
cient distances from friendly lines, and obliged
the American by staying in the same positions for
a long enough time, the B-52 could certainly be
a fearsome weapon. It is unlikely, however, that
the enemy was in fact frequently so cooperative
in the battle of Khe Sanh.

Limitations of the B-52s

The effectiveness of B-52s in supporting the
ground battle of Khe Sanh (which was never sur-
passed throughout the war) was bound by three
fundamental limitations: the predictability of
their attacks, their three-hour response time, and
the inability to attack targets closer than 1,000
meters from friendly troops. With regard to the
first, Robert Pisor offers several pieces of evi-
dence gathered from NVA sources indicating that
the enemy may have used communications inter-
cepts or sources inside the U.S. air command and
control system to help them anticipate and avoid
B-52 strikes. Even if that ultimately proves to be
untrue, it is clear that they managed to exploit
the predictability of the B-52 attacks to reduce
their losses,425 and that U.S. air planners had to
take active steps to reduce this predictability.

The last two limitations, responsiveness and
stand-off from friendly troops, have already been
explained, including the measures taken to miti-
gate each one. Despite such measures these limi-
tations remained fundamental obstacles to use of

B-52s in close air support, since by definition this
involved the delivery of weapons in close prox-
imity to friendly forces, requiring detailed integra-
tion with the fire and movement of those forces.
The B-52 was not a weapon for the resolution of
dynamic pitched battles fought by the ground
commander, although it did reach its peak utility
by attacking known and suspected enemy con-
centrations around the uniquely static defensive
positions of Khe Sanh. The only deconfliction
with "maneuver elements" required at Khe Sanh
was in the opening stages of the battle when the
26th Marines FSCC deconflicted proposed strikes
with the positions of long-range Special Forces
patrols tracked by an Army captain attached to
its staff.426 In any situation more dynamic than
Khe Sanh, the B-52 could not have been as ef-
fective a weapon. This conclusion is not only
supported by prominent historians of the battle
like Ray Stubbe,427 and by NVA sources which in-
dicate a 40 percent reduction in the percentage
of casualties inflicted by air strikes in the mobile
stages of this battle,428 but also by the campaigns
which followed. Captain William Dabney, the
commander of the defenses on Hill 881S and
an ardent fan of the B-52 as a "close air support"
weapon at Khe Sanh, had the benefit of serving
as an advisor to an ARYN operation in the same
region three years later. During Operation Lam
Son 719, MACV attempted to use B-52s in a simi-
lar role with maneuver forces, but found that the
increased number of firebases made clearance of
these missions prohibitive. As a result, the B-52s
were forced to bomb more than eight kilometers
from the key battles in an effort to avoid hitting
friendly troops.429

The fact that B-52s were not true close air sup-
port aircraft does not negate the popular claim
that the Stratofortress was the decisive weapon
of the battle. There are also, however, no con-
crete facts to support this claim. The testimonials
of Marines awed by the destructive firepower of
B-52s in the hills around Khe Sanh reflect obser-
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vations on a minority of missions. Only 23.1 per-
cent of the B-52 sorties flown in support of Oper-
ation Niagara were classified as close-in missions,
where their effects could be readily observed.43°
Even so, as noted in Colonel Lownds' testimony,
the Marines were awed by the destructiveness of
the Stratofortress on terrain, not because of the
effects observed on enemy weapons and equip-
ment. While the procedures developed at Khe
Sanh for the close-in tactical employment of B-
52s undoubtedly contributed to the American
success at Khe Sanh, and improved the utility of
the Stratofortress later in the war, especially the
critical conventional battles of 1972,431 there was
no quantification of their effectiveness even in
the most highly observed of their missions,which
were a distinct minority.

Even today, there is only one quantitative mea-
sure of B-52 effectiveness in the battle for Khe
Sanh based directly on known casualties inflicted.
The official NVA campaign history reports that
the 325 Division sustained 4 percent of its casual-
ties due to B-52 strikes while in bivouac or move-
ment, 18.8 percent of its casualties due to air (as-
sumed to be tactical air strikes) or artillery while
in bivouac or movement, and 63.1 percent of its
casualties "wounded in action" (a statistic which
likely includes the effects of some B-52 and some
strikes by tactical aircraft). More impressive for
the B-52, the 304 Division reported that its suf-
fered 20 percent of its casualties to B-52 strikes
while in movement, and 77.4 percent wounded
in action. Most other casualty samples suggest
that about 60 percent of those casualties classi-
fied as wounded in action were inflicted by air
strikes of one form or another.432 If these sources
are to be trusted, they do suggest that in some
cases the B-52 could inflict an impressive amount
of damage in the deep battle, but they do not
prove that the B-52 was the decisive weapon of
this campaign.

Even this information was unavailable to the

Americans at the time, so it remains to be shown
why numerous senior officers, especially within
the 7th Air Force and MACV staff which planned
Operation Niagara, endorsed the contribution
of the B-52 as an unqualified success. They had
several reasons to arrive at this conclusion, but
unfortunately none of them are grounded in solid
facts. More than half of the Arc Light sorties deliv-
ered at Khe Sanh were not only outside the range
of ground observers, but were also delivered at
night and during periods of heavy cloud cover,
making aerial bomb damage assessment impossi-
ble. This was part of a larger trend in the Vietnam
War. As one Air Force historian has determined,
aerial photographic analysis could only accurate-
ly interpret the results of about 7 percent of the
Arc Light missions. For the Khe Sanh campaign
specifically, Air Force BDA officers reported that
the total confirmed B-52 destruction for Niagara
was only approximately 270 defensive positions
and another 17 weapons positions.433 The offi-
cial assessment for Operation Niagara (shown in
Table 2), however, does not give the B-52s credit
for the confirmed destruction of a single enemy
soldier, vehicle, or structure. The difference may
be the result of a questionable BDA technique:
the counting of"secondaries."

A "secondary" is the sympathetic detonation of
highly explosive materials in a target area caused
by the "primary" detonation of the actual bombs
themselves. A secondary explosion is generally
accepted as proof positive of a very successful
bombing attack because it cannot occur unless
the bombs are properly targeted and dropped on
enemy materials. Unfortunately, the counting of
secondaries as a measure of bombing effective-
ness was flawed. To begin with, the reporting of
secondaries in air combat was roughly analogous
to the "body count" which became so infamous
during the Vietnam War. For a Stratofortress crew
flying more than 20,000 feet above their target,
there was no way to measure the effectiveness
of their attack other than to look for secondar-
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ies. Every combat mission debrief solicited some
measure as to the success of the mission, leav-
ing the aircrew with nothing but the reporting of
secondaries to personally justify their efforts and
quantify their success. Even more vexing was the
fact that even well-intentioned B-52 aircrew could
not be entirely accurate in their observations. Ray
Stubbe points out for example, that these crews
were not informed about artillery missions being
fired into their target grids at the same time they
were conducting bombing attacks. Aircrew ob-
serving the detonations of artillery rounds could
easily mistake them for secondaries generated by
their own bombs, and often did.434 The result is
that aviators would report secondary explosions
as proof that they had destroyed enemy war ma-
terials, when in fact there was no evidence of any
such success.

There were very clear cases when accurate
secondary reports clearly proved the destruction
of enemy war making potential. In late February,
for example, B-52s were diverted to attack two
NVA ammunition dumps which had been locat-
ed. Explosions were seen in the target area for
40 minutes after the bombing ended—very clear
evidence that an ammunition stockpile had been
accurately located and destroyed.435 Other than

that, however, there is no report on how much
ammunition was destroyed, what personnel may
have been killed at the same time, or exactly what
impact this had on the enemy's ability to attack
Khe Sanh. When the 7th Air Force, therefore, re-
ported that B-52 crewman had observed 1,382
secondary explosions and 108 secondary fires
during Operation Niagara,436 this statistic, which
represents only 25.2 percent of the total obtained
by all air attacks, should be regarded with suspi-
cion in terms of both quantity and quality of ob-
servation.

The next problem with evaluating the ef-
fectiveness of the B-52 was the lack of positive
bomb damage assessments. While there were
a number of instances when the Muscle Shoals
acoustic sensors listened to target areas when
bombs and artillery were delivered, and heard
NVA screaming as a result, this was neither a
frequent occurrence, nor a necessarily accurate
means of assessing damage. Since there were no
reconnaissance patrols sent out from the combat
base for the vast majority of the siege, there were
few opportunities to actually observe the results
of bombing missions. The sheer destructiveness
of the massive bombings made what few op-
portunities existed nearly as futile, since the evi-

Table 2.MACV Cumulative Bomb DamageAssessmentfor Operation Niagara,from MACVEvaluations Me?n-
oranclum, 'An Analysis of the Khe Sanh Battle,"5 April 1968, TABA.

7th Air Force B-52
Navy!

Marines
Total

SecondaryExplosions 2215 1362 1128 4705

SecondaryFires 1173 108 651 1932

PersonnelKBA 650 638 1288

Trucks (Destroyed/Damage) 204/37 49/15 253/52
Gun Positions (Destroyed/Damaged) 135/18 165/25 300/43
Bunkers (Destroyed/Damaged) 216/19 67 5/80 891/99
Structures (Destroyed/Damaged) 564/52 497/106 1061/158
Tanks (Destroyed/Damaged) 4/0 5/4 9/4
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dence was annihilated or buried, as was several
square kilometers of jungle and earth around it.
This, therefore, is the paradox of measuring B-52
effectiveness at Khe Sanh: in cases where it was
effective, it left no positive proof.

The most common reason that B-52s were giv-
en so much credit for the victory at Khe Sanh,
therefore, was that expected enemy attacks nev-
er materialized. There are several cases where
Muscle Shoals sensors gave clear warning of im-
pending attacks, which failed to develop afterArc
Light and artillery missions were used to inter-
dict them. On a macroscopic scale, however, this
logic is flawed. To say that the interdiction of B-
52s was the decisive factor in winning the battle
because it prevented an attack by more than two
NVA divisions which had massed to strike Khe
Sanh is flawed. Most fundamentally, this conclu-
sion is voided by the fact that there is no definitive
evidence that the NVA ever meant to seize Khe
Sanh in the first place. Throughout the battle, the
Marines waited for a major combat assault on the
combat base which never came, and the enemy
eventually faded away into the jungle. There are a
number of historians and officers who were pres-
ent at the time who believe that this was purely a
matter of Giap's choosing, and that Khe Sanh was
merely a cleverly executed deception designed
to draw U.S. forces and attention away from the
coastline in order to increase the success of the
Tet Offensive. It has already been shown that the
truth is probably somewhere in between, and un-
til more trustworthy North Vietnamese records
about the battle become available and prove oth-
erwise, it would be best to assume that the NVA
were only willing to sustain limited casualties in
their encirclement of the combat base.

In summary, although a large number of wit-
nesses were clearly impressed with the firepower
delivered by the B-52 at Khe Sanh, there is no de-
finitive proof that this was the decisive weapon
of the battle. Perhaps the most credible partici-

pant of the battle with respect to this matter is
Captain Baig, the officer responsible to targeting
the enemy. Unfortunately, he obviously fell guilty
to some dangerous assumptions when he stated
that the reason why the 26th Marine's supporting
arms were so effective was that

Tonc's revelation of the concept of opera-
tions, prior and detailed knowledge of the
NVA methodology, the requirements of siege
warfare,and the lessons of Dienbienphu and
Con Thien, gave the inteffigence and target
team all the information we needed to plan
the nature of the supporting-arms counter-
measures. Though on occasion I had cause
to question the accuracy of my assumptions,
nevertheless events tended to prove that we
were correct.. .. But some of the credit must
go to General Giap and the NVA. They gave
us a good fight, and in the process they de-
stroyed themselves. A man and a force, both
known as past masters of guerrilla warfare,
infiltration techniques, and siege tactics,
were finally revealed as stolid, rigid, inflex-
ible, and unbelievably foolish opponents.437

With the benefit of considerable hindsight,
what is now revealed as a rather triumphalist as-
sessment suggests that Baig's endorsement of the
B-52 as the most significant weapon of the battle
should be balanced by the viewpoints of other,
well-qualified, participants. None other than his
fellow targeteer, Major James Stanton, the 26th
Marines Assistant Fire Support Coordinator, held
a more balanced point of view which shows a
little more respect for Giap as the talented strate-
gist history has shown him to be. Stanton stated,
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One school of thought has it that the NVA
opened the siege in order to fix a reinforced
regiment of Marines in an unimportant cor-
ner of the country and oblige us to divert
thousands of sorties away form the real Tet
objectives, such as Hue City and Saigon. That



is a legitimate observation from a strategic
point of view. Another school of thought
has it that we wanted to be there because
Khe Sanh lay astride their major infiltration
route from North Vietnam. In fact, they were
going around us, but if we had been able to
patrol actively out of the combat base, we
would have been able to wreak havoc on
the infiltration routes. So this school of
thought feels that the NVA pinned us inside
Khe Sanh to relieve pressure on the infiltra-
tion routes.438

While Stanton proposed some pretty big ques-
tions about the conventional celebratory conclu-
sions at Khe Sanh, one thing is clear. It is by no
means certain that the application of massive air-
power, especially by the battle's conspicuous and
favored champion—the B-52—won the day Just
as important, the unique conditions that allowed
the B-52 to be employed in the first place, like a

static defensive position under a large scale con-
ventional NVA assault, would seldom, if ever, be
replicated.

Even if it is assumed that the destructive poten-
tial of the B-52 was fully realized at Khe Sanh, it is
not the whole story. At the time of the battle, the
tactical air attacks which are so often overlooked
by historians were actually a well-known comple-
ment to the B-52. As noted earlier,Westmoreland
pointed out that the statements of NVA prison-
ers and defectors revealed that "enemy troops
fear B-52's, tactical air, artillery, and armor.. .in that
order [emphasis added] ." ' showing that the en-
emy had a great respect for this dimension of air
power. Perhaps a greater compliment was indi-
rectly paid by the great advocate of the B-52 at
Khe Sanh himself, General Momyer, who declared
in his analysis of the battle, "In addition to the
fighter strikes, B-52s also made a significant im-
pact on the enemy's efforts [emphasis added] ."°
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RADAR CONTROLLED TACTICALAIR SUPPORT

For purposes of analysis, it would be conve-
nient to categorize the air support provided
at Khe Sanh into two groups: deep air support
(DAS) provided by the strategic bombers of the
Air Force, and close air support (GAS) provided
by tactical aircraft of the Marine Corps. Reality; of
course, defies such academic simplification. Both
services, for example, "crossed the line" between
DAS and CAS when it came to their contributions.
Another matter which significantly obscures a
comparison of the contributions of the two ser-
vices was their use of ground-based radars to pro-
vide terminal guidance to both deep and close air
support sorties. In fact, approximately two-thirds
of all bombing missions over Khe Sanh, DAS and
GAS, were controlled by these radars.441 Both the
Air Force and the Marine Corps provided such
systems to support the battle, increasing the ca-
pability of the United States to apply air power
in the defense of the outpost. The Marine TPQ-
10 system, however, was a more accurate and
responsive system developed in anticipation of
such battles, while the Air Force MSQ-77 Skyspot
was a reaction to unforeseen shortcomings which
could not match the performance of the TPQ-10
and the Marine Air Support Radar Teams (ASRT's)
that ran it.

The Marine Air Support Radar Team
andTPQ-1O

The Marine Corps developed its air support
radar in response to a critical vulnerability identi-
fied during the conduct of close air support in
previous wars. Close air support, primarily ex-
ecuted through the visual acquisition of targets
or reference marks, was dependent on favorable
weather conditions to be effective. Low visibility
or low cloud ceilings often made targets difficult
or impossible to observe from the air, rendering
them safe from air attacks with any degree of
accuracy. For an organization as dependent on
the heavy firepower of air support as the Marine
Corps was, this meant that poor weather condi-

tions could bring an entire operation to a halt,
and make the Marines vulnerable to enemy at-
tacks. With the improvement of radar technol-
ogy, the Marine Corps experimented with several
techniques to solve this problem. One idea was
facilitated by the development of the A-6A In-
truder, an all-weather attack aircraft. This heavy
tactical bomber carried an onboard radar for nav-
igation and the attack of fixed targets during ad-
verse weather conditions and nighttime. In order
to adapt this system for attacks on fleeting tar-
gets in dynamic battles where GAS was needed,
friendly forces were equipped with radar reflec-
tors. Since these reflectors could be easily spot-
ted by the A-6 radar, a forward air controller could
give the aircrew a direction and distance to offset
their attack from the radar reflection in order to
hit the enemy. This technique was attempted at
Khe Sanh in November 1967, when a reflector
was installed on Hill 881S. Unfortunately, that
particular reflector proved incompatible with the
A-6 radar, 442 rendering this particular technique
ineffective at Khe Sanh.The system was later im-
proved by providing the ground FAG with a radar
beacon which transmitted on a frequency visible
to theA-6 radar. RABFAC (Radar Beacon Forward
Air Control) missions were successfully executed
later in the siege and the rest of Vietnam War, as
well as during the Persian Gulf War of 1991, but
the system only allowed A-6s, providing only a
small minority of the air support sorties available,
to deliver GAS in poor weather. Another system
was required to harness radar technology and al-
low any aircraft to be directed in a "blind" attack
with a high degree of accuracy.

That technology was manifest in the TPQ-10
air support control radar. The story of its devel-
opment was a feat of enough significance that in
his seminal work First to Fight, Lieutenant Gen-
eral Victor Krulak classified it as one of the great
examples of the Marine Corps' innovative nature,
along with the development of landing craft and
amphibious tractors for World War II. The idea
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aircraft the capability to deliver weapons from
higher, safer altitudes with great accuracy, regard-
less of darkness or poor weather.443 The capability
was the result of both individual and institutional
commitments to exploring all opportunities for
improving the quality and dependability of air
support for Marine operations on the ground.

A static display of the AN/TPQ-1O system at Point
Mugu, California, in 1962. In the foreground is the
precision tracking radar and in the background on
the right is the control van. The van was originally
nicknamed a "heli-hut" to emphasize that the entire
system could be moved around the battlefield by he-
licopter Inside the open door of the control van, two
Marines of an Air Support Radar Team can be seen
seated at the monitors, as they would be when guid-
ing an aircraft to a computed release point to put its
bombs on target. The static display also includes an
A-4 in the background on the left, which is signifi-
cant because theA-4 was designed only for bombing
in daylight and permissive weather conditions. The
TPQ-1O, howevei could be used to put ci Skyhawk's
bombs on target day or night, and in any kind of
weather

of such a ground-based air support radar evolved
from a brief Marine experiment in guided missile
technology in 1950,when officers assigned to the
test unit saw potential not for guiding missiles
to a target, but for guiding aircraft to the proper
positions in the sky to release their bombs on
targets they could not see. Since such a capabil-
ity would allow continued air support of ground
battles during nighttime and poor weather condi-
tions, the potential advantages were immediately
apparent. The first version of this system was the
MPQ-14. After achieving hits with errors of less
than 50 yards in tests, the system was deployed to
Korea in July 1951, where it provided Marine CAS

The TPQ-10 was the replacement for the Kore-
an War's MPQ-14. This radar was capable of track-
ing most aircraft up to 35 miles away, although
aircraft equipped with radar beacons could be
tracked up to 50 miles away. The radar was de-
signed to provide steering information to any at-
tack aircraft to guide it to targets identified by
the FSCC. The radar's computer tracked the air-
craft, then used its speed and altitude to calculate
a proper release point to hit the desired targets
with the specific ordnance being employed. The
radar operator then passed steering commands
to the pilot by voice over the radio to get the air-
craft to the proper release point, and told the pi-
lot when to drop his bombs. With certain types
of aircraft (such as the A-4, A-6, and F-4B) the
TPQ-10 could actually be electronically linked to
the aircraft autopilot, so that once the pilot gave
his consent, the ground crew could steer the air-
craft and drop its ordnance without talking to
the pilot.444 In essence, the TPQ-10 extended the
TACP's positive control of aircraft, which usually
required the aircraft to be in sight, to non-visual
conditions. With this system, even at night and
in poor weather the TACP could be sure not only
that ordnance would be delivered on target, but
also that it would not be accidentally dropped on
friendly troops.

The TPQ- 10 and its ground crew, known as an
Air Support Radar Team (ASRT), were part of a
Marine Air Support Squadron (MASS). The ASRT
was designed to work in close conjunction with
both a DASC and its supported FSCC, where it
could have timely situational awareness to sorties
available, as well as the ground scheme of maneu-
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ver and ground commander's needs. At the start
of 1968, there were two MASSs inVietnam,which
maintained a total of five ASRTs. Two ASRTs sup-
ported the 3d Marine Division at its Dong Ha
headquarters, while a third supported from Phu
Bai. For the 1st Marine Division one ASRT was
located at Da Nang, while a second was based at
Chu Lai. It was this last team, ASRT-B (pronounced
"as-rat bravo"), which was moved to Khe Sanh on
16 January 1968 with its associated TPQ-1 0, just
as the NVA attack on the combat base appeared
imminent. The electronics van which housed the
radar operators and the bulk of their equipment
was converted into a reinforced sand bag bunker,
and was operational by 20 January, the very eve
of the siege .' The TPQ-1 0 remained in operation
throughout the entire siege, even after a direct hit
on the roof of the van by an NVA rocket. In the
first month alone it guided more than 4,200 sor-
ties, delivering 20,000 tons of ordnance on 2,880
targets.446

From first day of operations, the TPQ-10 was
able to direct aircraft in attacks closer to friendly
lines than the B-52. WhileArc Lights were initially
restricted to attack outside 3,000 meters, theTPQ-
10 was certified to guide attacking aircraft as close
as 1,000 meters from friendly troops. From the
start, the Marines made every effort to reduce this
limitation. As early as 29 January, the 3d Marine
Division had begun arranging for the delivery of
a more accurate X-band radar to its most critical
outpost, the combat base at Khe Sanh.447 Once
installed, the improved TPQ was able to control
aircraft in to significantly closer distances. Under
the standard operating procedures, 500-pound
bombs could be dropped as close as 500 meters
from friendlies,while 250-pound bombs could be
brought as close as 250 meters. These decreased
restrictions reflected the fact that the accuracy of
the radar was no longer considered a limitation,
only the destructive radius of the bomb detona-
tion itself. Strikes as close as 500 meters became
routine, and under extreme circumstances the

ASRT even controlled attacks on targets just 35
meters from friendly lines.448

The support of the TPQ-10 proved critical at
Khe Sanh, especially during the crachin of Feb-
ruary, which brought thick, low-lying clouds that
blanketed the ground like fog for days on end.
In one 24-hour period alone, 18 February, ASRT-
B controlled Marine Corps, Navy, and Air Force
aircraft to deliver 480 tons of ordnance on 105
targets. By the end of the campaign, ASRT-B con-
trolled nearly 5,000 missions.449 As stated by the
Assistant Fire Support Coordinator of the 26th
Marines, "integration of the ASRT (ground sup-
port radar team) [sic] and Marine Corps fire sup-
port coordination apparatus was a brilliant but
overlooked accomplishment which saved our
bacon many times during low visibility.. .when
other close air support couldn't be used."45°

The TPQ-10 was instrumental in controlling
attacks in a number of ways besides replacing
the visual close air support techniques that were
possible only in daytime and clear weather condi-
tions. The TPQ, designed to guide attacks on tar-
gets which could not be seen because of darkness
or heavy weather, could also be used in attacks
on targets that could not be seen because they
were hidden by jungle, or because they were too
far from Khe Sanh. In this way, the TPQ-10 was
used to guide aircraft to attack targets identified
by spotter aircraft and sensors. The ASRT was
frequently employed in controlling such deep air
support missions, and the Khe Sanh FSCC was in-
novative in maximizing its effectiveness in such
efforts. One technique used when B-52s were
not available or when there was insufficient time
to get approval for a new Arc Light target all the
way through Saigon, became known as the "Mini-
Arclight." The idea was to combine the other fire
support assets and mass their attacks in a single
devastating strike to mimic the destructiveness
of the B-52. Under this technique, ASRT-B guided
attack aircraft (usually A-6s) against area targets
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1,000 meters long and 500 meters wide, while
artillery was fired to deliver its rounds (with tra-
jectories deconflicted with aircraft flight paths)
simultaneously at a single TOT Although the
ordnance massed was lighter than that of an Arc
Light, and the target box attacked was smaller,
the result was a more flexible and responsive at-
tack which could be delivered closer to friendly
lines.451 A mini-Arc Light could be coordinated
in about one hour's time, and was considered so
successful that the 26th Marines FSCC took it one
step further. To attack an even smaller target area
of just 500 meters by 500 meters, a "Micro-Arc
Light" would be coordinated and executes just 10
to 15 minutes after the target was identified.452 It
can be seen therefore, that the ASRT was respon-
sible for increasing the responsiveness, and there-
fore the effectiveness, of the deeper air battle.

Mini- and Micro-Arc Lights were not restricted
to deep targets, like the "major NVA headquar-
ters" obliterated in the second week of February
with 152 five hundred-pound bombs dropped by
six Marine jets and 350 artillery rounds. During
the height of the enemy attack, a nightly average
of 3-4 mini-Arclights and 6-8 micro-Arclights453

Two A-6 Intruders flying low and level in a tight
tactical formation near Khe Sanh. Such formations
would be used when under TPQ-1O control to mass
the bombs of both aircraft on the target coordinates
put into the radar's computei as when conducting a
"micro-A rclight" mission.
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were directed against enemy siege works being
dug only 500 to 1,500 meters from the combat
base perimeter.

The TPQ-10 was also used to guide aircraft in
other creative fire support plans. The primary
and secondary boxes, for example, were both
means of systematically covering pieces of ter-
rain with destructive fires to support offensive
and defensive operations. Since the objective
was to isolate, entrap, and destroy enemy that
were within those boxes, the pilots had to deliver
their ordnance at precise locations and on pieces
of terrain without the benefit of visually distinct
targets or aiming points. The easiest way to do
this, regardless of the weather conditions, was to
have the ordnance delivered under TPQ-10 con-
trol, which could do so reliably without the bene-
fit of visual reference points. This technique was
credited with preventing a reserve battalion from
joining to support the assault battalion in the at-
tack on Hill 861 on the night of 5 February. As a
result, the hill was successfully defended, despite
the enemy battalions wasted in the effort.455

The innovation practiced by the 26th Marines
FSCC in its fire support planning spread to the
men of ASRT-B. No ballistic tables had been de-
veloped for the delivery of napalm under TPQ-
10 control, so ARST-B and the FSCC worked to
obtain permission to develop their own tables.
Tests were conducted against more distant tar-
gets where safe deliveries could be confirmed
by a FAG's visual observations. Once the ASRT
developed its own tables for the accurate deliv-
ery of napalm by low-flying aircraft, the defend-
ers of Khe Sanh were able to tactically employ
it at night, and in other circumstances when vi-
sual control was impossible, adding to the arsenal
available for their defense.456 As the Air Officer
for the 26th Marines summarized, "I cannot imag-
ine what would have happened at Khe Sanh if
we had not had ASRT-B. They were always 'up,'
always on target and always innovative."457



Such endorsements of theTPQ-10 were not un-
common once its value was proven at Khe Sanh.
Colonel Lownds himself was more impressed
with the contributions of the ASRT missions than
he was with the less flexible and discriminate
firepower of the B-52, stating,458 "Anything but
the highest praise would not be enough."459 Gen-
eral Krulak also considered it a "major factor in
meeting the needs for round-the-clock fire sup-
port of the base,"46° and agreed with the assess-
ment that TPQ-10 guided support was of greater
importance than B-52 missions.461

The Air Force MSQ-77 Combat
Skyspot System

Ground radar control of attack aircraft was not
a capability unique to the Marine Corps, since the
Air Force had a similar system in Vietnam about
a year and a half prior to the siege of Khe Sanh.
In his memoir, General Momyer claimed that this
system was modified from a gun-laying radar used
by the Army Air Corps in Italy during the Second
World War. He asserted that the technique was in
regular use during night and poor-weather mis-
sions for the remainder of World War II and the
Korean War,462 suggesting that the Air Force val-
ued and preserved this capability. If this was true,
however, it is hard to explain why the Air Force
lacked such a system in the humid, rainy climate
of Vietnam until late in 1966. Most Air Force his-
torians, including Bernard C. Nalty, John Schlight,
and John J. Sbrega, point to the loss of the A Shau
Special Forces Camp in March 1966 as a "wake-
up call" for the Air Force in Southeast Asia when
it came to the requirement for an all-weather ca-
pability. During this incident ceilings of 300 to
500 feet severely constrained the ability of the
few 0-1 FACs and fighter bombers that could get
below the weather to support the defense of the
isolated outpost.463 The swift fall of the camp was
on Westmoreland's mind when he later contem-
plated the air defense of Khe Sanh.464 It likewise
motivated the Air Force to fInd new ways to en-

sure that its tactical air power would not be ren-
dered useless by poor weather.465

Sometime before the fall of A Shau, Momyer's
predecessor as the head of the 7th Air Force,
Lieutenant General Joseph H. Moore, visited 1st
MAW and saw the effectiveness of the TPQ-10.
He urged the Air Force to develop a similar capa-
bility, which it did by adapting a training system
known as the MSQ-77 Skyspot. This system was
designed to track aircraft during training sorties
and score simulated bomb drops on U.S. cities by
predicting the point of impact of their bombs.
This system was reconfigured to control aircraft
in attacks prior to March 1966, but the disaster
which occurred at A Shau gave new urgency on
the program. Once converted to a system known
as Combat Skyspot, it was less mobile than the
TPQ-10, but had longer range and provided a sim-
ilar capability.466 The MSQ-77 could track beacon
equipped aircraft up to 150 miles away, and by
1967, five sites in Southeast Asia provided cover-
age for all of South Vietnam, Route Package I just
north of the DMZ, and most of the Laotian pan-
handle. Later additions in Laos allowed coverage
of Route Package VI, north of Hanoi.467 The Air
Force was quick to make use of the new capa-
bilities provided by this system, whose benefits
were obvious in the poor Indochinese weather.
By the end of the war one quarter of all strike
missions had been controlled by the MSQ-77. By
the end of 1966 Combat Skyspot became the pri-
mary means for directing Arc Light strikes, since
there were few targets large and radar-reflective
enough to be detected by the B-52s onboard sys-
tems.468

Combat Skyspot was not as accurate as the
Marine TPQ-10, yielding only a 72-meter circular
error probability (CEP) in testing. For this rea-
son, MACV prohibited the use of the MSQ-77 to
control missions closer than 1,000 meters from
friendly troops without the explicit authorization
of the ground commander. Requested deviations
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from this standard sometimes brought attacks
within 500 meters of friendlies.469 This was still
a far cry from the TPQ-10, however, whose miss
distances were typically less than 50 meters, es-
pecially when one considers that the main cause
for such errors was imprecise target location fed
into the targeting system, rather than limitations
within the radar equipment itself.47° The first his-
torian to document the battle stated that at Khe
Sanh the TPQ was always within 40 meters of the
target on the first drop, and that there was virtu-
ally no error after adjustment. To ensure that the
system was able to consistently deliver this high
degree of accuracy it was shut down for one hour
of daily maintenance, and calibrated twice week-
ly.47' As has already been shown, this precision
allowed the TPQ-10 to control attacks on targets
as close as 35 meters from friendly positions. The
accuracy deficiencies of the MSQ-77 are perhaps
best summed up by an Air Force major who was
one of the few from his service to spend any time
at all at Khe Sahn, as a liaison officer. His conclu-
sion was that close-in air strikes would have been
impossible in bad weather (which persisted for
much of February) without the TPQ-10.472

The use of the MSQ-77 in it specific applica-
tion at Khe Sanh was subject to additional limi-
tations which further decreased its effectiveness
compared to the TPQ-10. Both systems tracked
aircraft with radial coordinate systems, the accu-
racy of which declined as range from the radar
increased. The closest MSQ-77 site was 27 miles
away from Khe Sanh, at Dong Ha, while the Ma-
rines moved their TPQ-10 to KSCB itself to maxi-
mize its accuracy and responsiveness. In terms
of the latter aspect, this also gave the TPQ-10
significant advantages. The TPQ-10 was located
adjacent to the FSCC bunker at Khe Sanh, allow-
ing targets to be rapidly changed in reaction to
changing defensive priorities. Requests and di-
rection passed to the Dong Ha Skyspot, however,
had to negotiate the interface between two com-
mand and control systems (Marine and Air Force).

Since most of the Arc Light missions were also
MSQ-77 controlled, the limited responsiveness
of the B-52, whose targets could not be changed
less than three hours before the attack even with
rapid approval from Saigon, further reduced the
Skyspot's responsiveness.

During the defense of Khe Sanh, the Skyspot
was troubled by other problems. Its remote loca-
tion made it difficult to rapidly manage unfore-
seen airspace conflicts. The Combat Skyspot
was only capable of handling one flight at a time,
which meant that the operator was unable to
monitor other aircraft which might be flying near
the aircraft under control. With such a tenous link
to the other control agencies at Khe Sanh, MSQ-
77 operators were also denied the instantaneous
face-to-face communications that co-location at
Khe Sanh would have enabled. These shortcom-
ings resulted in conflicts between tactical aircraft
and B-52s.473 For a system which had so many lim-
itations, the Combat Skyspot operators at Dong
Ha apparently had their hands in too many pies,
controlling attack aircraft, multi-role fighters, and
B-52s. At times they had so many more aircraft
waiting for direction than the system could han-
dle that some aircraft ran low on fuel and had to
jettison their bombs without ever attacking the
enemy.474 In the high intensity battle of Khe Sanh,
perhaps it would have been better if the less ac-
curate and less responsive MSQ-77 was paired
solely with the less responsive and less discrimi-
nating firepower of the B-52.

Conclusions

Ground-based air support radar systems
provided the Marines of Khe Sanh with an all-
weather, day or night, and long-range capability
for directing air attacks on almost any target de-
tected. This capability was instrumental in im-
proving the flexibility of employing forces both
in the deep and close air battles at Khe Sanh. The
TPQ-10, however, was a more accurate and more
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responsive system which had been developed Vietnam. The Air Force MSQ-77 Combat Skyspot,
and proven well in advance of the battle of Khe in contrast, was a reaction to unforeseen short-
Sanh. This system was a product of the close al- comings in Southeast Asia which was inspired
liance between air and ground power in Marine by the Marine system, but which still lacked the
doctrine and practice, and a proactive effort to accuracy and responsiveness of a Marine ASRT
maximize GAS effectiveness before the war in equipped with the TPQ-1O.
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CLOSE AIR SUPPORT

While the tactical jet aircraft that provided
the true close air support for Khe Sanh could
not match the bulk firepower of the B-52s, they
were decisive contributors to the defense. For
every B-52 that arrived over Khe Sanh, 10 tactical
aircraft were also on hand to provide support.475
The cumulative effect of the ordnance they de-
livered was less than that of Arc Light missions,
but these 22,000 sorties filled a significant gap
left by the air support of the B-52 because the
tactical aircraft engaged in CAS were more re-
sponsive, flexible, and precise. They could be
used not only to attack NVA at very close ranges
to friendly troops, but also to conduct attacks on
fleeting targets and in other dynamic situations
that supported the Marines' ground campaign for
the defense of Khe Sanh.

Visual GAS

While some of the bombing missions flown by
B-52s and radar-guided tactical aircraft were in
relatively close proximity to friendlies, and were
integrated into the defensive "scheme of maneu-
ver" at Khe Sanh, they seldom qualified as GAS in
its traditional, and most effective form. This was
the delivery of ordnance on targets which have
been visually acquired by the attack aircraft, or vi-
sually marked for the attack aircraft by a forward
air controller (FAC). The common characteristic
of these attacks, regardless of what the pilot could
or could not see, was that they were conducted
under the control of a FAG. The advantages of
this technique are numerous. First of all, under
visual GAS, the pilot of the attacking aircraft was
in direct communication with the ground unit he
was supporting. Unlike the other systems of air
support, which relied on the passage of target in-
formation through extensive command and con-
trol systems, visual GAS allowed final coordina-
tion based on battlefield events as they occurred.
Even a moving target could be attacked if it could
be identified to the pilot. There was no more re-
sponsive way to direct aircraft attacks, since the

fire support was coordinated and directed at the
lowest level—between the aircrew and the ac-
tual maneuver unit being supported. The B-52,
even when described as a GAS weapon, was on
the opposite end of the spectrum, primarily due
to its extensive targeting bureaucracy. While un-
der exceptional circumstances, like the detection
of a large enemy unit by theater-level intelligence
assets, the B-52 could be retargeted in just a few
hours, this was indeed the exception. The units
which directly engaged the enemy did not en-
joy this level of responsiveness. The FAG on Hill
88 iS, for example, was permitted to submit up to
eight targets each day for destruction by B-52s.
He received no response from the fire support
coordination system or air control system indicat-
ing whether or not he would receive the request-
ed support, and simply had to wait for the next
day, when the entire region around the target
would either erupt in a wall of explosions with-
out warning, or remain completely untouched.476
When this FAG had a target of any importance, he
could not afford to wait for the next day to see if
it would be hit or not, so he had to depend either
on radar-directed GAS attacks, or if the target was
fleeting, upon visual GAS missions under his own
control.

In addition to the obvious benefits conveyed
by the immediate responsiveness of visual GAS
missions, in combination with the larger volume
of tactical aircraft sorties providing more com-
plete coverage, this characteristic made it impos-
sible for the NVA to predict and avoid tactical air
attacks, as they did with the B-52. The accessi-
bility and responsiveness of tactical GAS aircraft
were not the only reasons they were preferred by
maneuver units. A final advantage of conducting
final coordination at the lowest level was that this
mode of support was the most accurate. It could
be tainted by no other errors than the skill of the
aircrew and FAG, the aircraft's bombing accuracy,
and the tactical manner in which they were em-
ployed. Significantly, each service's approach to
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close air support had an impact on each of these
factors, producing a wide variation in results.

The tactical aircraft that supported the 26th
Marines in visual GAS missions came from all
three services. While this complicates a compar-
ative study by making it difficult to assess their
individual contributions, it does provide an op-
portunity to examine the relative performances
of the various services engaged in the same task,
side by side. Before going on to a qualitative com-
parison, however, the quantitative data should
be addressed. Unfortunately, no comprehensive
summary of solely visual GAS missions has been
found, and the manner in which aircraft of the
various services were put to use in the mixed
missions around Khe Sanh makes it unlikely that
such data exists or could be extrapolated from
existing data. As a starting point, however, the
contributions of all three services in terms of sor-
ties and tonnage dropped is available.

As can be seen in Table 3, Marine tactical air-
craft contributed a smaller portion of the total
tactical sorties than the Air Force, but delivered a
higher proportion of the ordnance. The Marines
were able to deliver more ordnance with fewer
sorties for several reasons. To begin with, they
had heavy attack aircraft, like the A-6A, which
could carry more ordnance that the Air Force F-
lOOs or F-4s that composed the majority of their
strike aircraft. Second, 1st MAW's bases were all
located nearby in the ICTZ, allowing the Marines
to carry more ordnance because they did not

need to carry as much fuel on these shorter range
missions. In addition, a significant number of Air
Force tactical missions were not even intended
for Khe Sanh in the first place. Only 30 percent of
the Air Force effort at the time was devoted to the
direct support of ground troops,477 but diversions
from other missions often increased this number.
In January 1968, the Navy and Air Force were us-
ing tactical aircraft to try and isolate Haiphong
in North Vietnam by severing the transportation
lines that lead inland from the port. During this
campaign, the weather was very poor, becoming
prohibitively so in February. Navy and Air Force
aircraft unable to bomb their primary targets in
North Vietnam were diverted to assist with the
massing of air power in Operation Niagara. In
February,Task Force 77 diverted 77 percent of its
strike sorties from North Vietnam, followed by
another 67 percent in March.478 Despite the high
number of FAGs and targets around Khe Sanh,
the Air Force and Marine systems had a hard time
managing the extra sorties that materialized on a
daily basis without warning. Bernard Nalty speci-
fied that Navy aircraft were sometimes forced to
jettison their ordnance and return home when
they ran low on fuel,479 but the Air Force experi-
enced the same problem.

Trends in the Use of GAS During the
Siege: A Free-For-All?

The narrative discussion of the Hill Fights,
siege, and relief of Khe Sanh has already shown
that close air support was an integral and vital

Table 3. Total sortie and ordnance contributions to the defense of Khe Sanh, from Prados and Stubbe, Valley
of Decision, 297.

Sorties Sortie
Percentage Bomb Tonnage Ordnance

Percentage

1st MarineAir Wing 7,078 28.7% 17,015 17.2%

NavyAircraft 5,337 21.6% 7,941 —_8.0%
14.4%7thAirForceTactical

Aircraft
9,691 39.3% 14,223

B-52s 2,548 10.3% 59,542 60.3%
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part of Marine operations. During the Hill Fights
and the prelude to the siege, for example, CAS
was used as a readily available fire support asset
for maneuver units once they located and estab-
lished contact with the enemy. No one, however,
has identified the largest patterns to which close
air support was put in the defense of the com-
bat base and its outposts, despite the fact that so
many authors have written about the siege. It is
easy to overlook the big picture when confronted
with the apparent chaos of daylight operations,
described by the 26th Marines' Target Informa-
tion Officer (TIO) as

a vulgar free-for-all, with air and artillery
under the control of local forward observ-
ers and tactical air controllers, who at-
tacked anything and everything that looked
peculiar. Targets were taken under fire as
they appeared. Repeated checkfires [cease
fires for safety reasons], caused by the pres-
ence of resupply aircraft and helicopters,
prevented a systematic approach to target
reduction.48°

In the nighttime, when darkness prevented
visual observations and visually-directed CAS
missions, the TIO was able to bring B-52s, TPQ-
10 missions, and artillery fires together in care-
fully orchestrated packages to maximize the
firepower directed at a relatively limited number
of high priority targets. In the daytime, on the
other hand, visual observations produced a high
number of "targets of opportunity" which were
dealt with as quickly as possible by the individual
supporting arms in their most responsive modes.
This responsiveness was maximized by engaging
each target separately, eliminating the coordina-
tion time required by integration with other fire
support assets.48' This "free-for-all," which proved
so disturbing to the Target Information Officer
who was responsible for developing a whole pic-
ture of the enemy so that air power could be ap-
plied systematically, was in fact a very effective

decentralized method of employing air power.
The very fact that FACs and FAC(A)s were finding
valuable targets that the TIO had not been aware
of added a new dimension to the air battle by
allowing the Marines to rapidly use responsive
CAS to destroy targets that would otherwise have
gone unharmed. Compared to Captain Baig's tar-
geting of B-52s, this decentralized battle certainly
must have seemed chaotic because it was the
units that were in contact with the enemy, not an
intelligence officer in a bunker far underground,
who were identifying the targets. If the TIO
and other members of the FSCC had attempted
to more carefully orchestrate supporting arms
against these fleeting targets, they could not have
successfully engaged so large a number. Further-
more, it was misleading for Baig to call the effort
a free for all, since the FACs and FAC(A)s had to
coordinate requests for air support through the
DASC, which acted according to the FSCC's tar-
geting priorities. No attacks could be made in the
three zones closest to KSCB without the consent
of the FSCC. Even if a FAC(A) found a promising
target outside these zones, he still had to work
through AECCC to get strike aircraft to prosecute
that target. ABCCC was supposed to be in contact
with the 26th Marines FSCC it was supporting,
and certainly had to coordinate with the Marines
any time it wanted to divert a significant number
of sorties destined for Khe Sanh to more promis-
ing targets in the outer zones. In summary, the
FSCC was managing this decentralized battle by
exercising oversight over what targets were per-
mitted to be attacked, and what air assets were
devoted to their destruction.

An examination of the week-by-week uses to
which CAS was put also shows that the defen-
sive use of CAS was by no means an unmanaged
effort. Instead, over the course of the battle, the
FSCC modulated the locations and targets on
which it concentrated CAS. Early in the cam-
paign, the enemy launched his largest assaults
at night. CAS was sometimes used to break up
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the remnants of these attacks that remained at
daybreak, but on the whole aircraft were kept
looking for targets in the immediate vicinity of
KSCB. While FAC(A)s were controlling fixed-
wing strikes every 5-10 minutes near Khe Sanh
during daylight hours, 1/3/26 was reporting the
presence of large caliber NVA artillery firing at
KSCB over Hill 881S. These reports were not
considered credible by the 26th Marines intelli-
gence section, so CAS and aerial observation mis-
sions by FAG(A)'s remained concentrated around
KSCB for the first two or three weeks.482 When
1/3/26 did find targets of opportunity near the
hill outposts, it didn't even have a radio to direct
air support, and had to call for the services of
a FAC(A) who had been working closer to the
combat base.

On 7 February, the sudden NVA attack on
Lang Vei made that outpost the highest priority
for GAS support. Once the Special Forces camp
was overrun, the tanks that had attacked there re-
mained a threat to KSCB itself. The 26th Marines
reacted by devoting a portion of their sorties to
finding and destroying this threat. The anti-armor
effort quickly paid off when the NVA tank com-
pany was destroyed in less than 10 days. With
the armor threat to KSCB eliminated, the Marines
were free to reconcentrate their GAS first on NVA
troop buildups, then on the artillery, rockets, and
mortars that were causing the base so much dis-
tress on a daily basis. After more than two weeks
of continued bombardment, the FSCC changed
it priorities. As the enemy effort intensified, Hill
881 S was recognized as a vital outpost not only
because it prevented the NVA from setting up an-
ti-aircraft guns directly on the aircraft approach
corridors into KSCB, but also because it provid-
ed early warning for long-range artillery passing
overhead on its way to the combat base. Its loca-
tion eight kilometers from Khe Sanh along the
combat base's long axis also put the hill in the
heart of the region where the NVA wanted to set
up their rocket launchers. Once the Marines on

881S found a number of rocket positions within
two kilometers of the outpost, a radio was sent
out for the terminal control of GAS in early Feb-
ruary. After that, the Marines of 1/3/26 found that
the targets of opportunity they located were nev-
er turned down, and the company employed over
300 air strikes without the aid of a FAC(A).483

The day of peak bombardment was 23 Febru-
ary, and as time wore on, what Marines described
as "A-number one" air support was given the credit
for earning some breaks from the bombardment
up to 48 hours long.484 Even as the FSGG began
to focus on defeating the enemy's artillery, how-
ever, an NVA trench complex was detected ap-
proaching KSGB. General Westmoreland himself,
worried by the precedent established by the NVA
siege trenches at Dien Bien Phu, ordered that GAS
be concentrated on this immediate threat. The
26th Marines FSGG needed no urging, and had
already begun to concentrate GAS on the new
trenches threatening from just a few hundred
meters away. Once the NVA abandoned their at-
tempt to invest KSGB and Operation Pegasus was
initiated in March, the Marines devoted the bulk
of their GAS assets to the westward movement
of the relief force. Each of these changes in the
focus of the GAS effort at Khe Sanh shows that
while GAS was executed through decentralized
targeting, this effort was deliberately managed by
the FSGG according to its changing operational
priorities.

Forward Air Controllers

The Iynchpin that connected air and ground
power in close air support was the Forward Air
Gontroller (FAG). This was the individual who
submitted requests for air support once suitable
targets had been identified, integrated the use of
that air support into the ground unit's scheme of
maneuver, assisted the air crew in locating the
targets they needed to hit, and provided terminal
control for the safe and effective engagement of
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those targets. There were two general types of
FACs employed at Khe Sanh. The first type was the
ground FAGs, who were co-located with the units
they supported on the ground. The second type
was the forward air controllers who flew above
the battlefield directing attack aircraft, which will
collectively be referred to as Forward Air Control-
lers (Airborne), or FAC(A)s. This group included
controllers of various sources, includingAir Force
Airborne FACs (AFACs), Marine Aerial Observers
(AOs), Marine Tactical Air Controllers (TAGs), and
true Marine airborne FACs. Significantly, while
Bernard Nalty described the important contribu-
tion of these controllers, he overlooked the role
of ground FAG's in his Air Force-oriented analysis
of Khe Sanh.

It has already been shown that the Air Force de-

A typical TacticalAir Control Party assigned to a Ma-
rine battalion, which was usually broken up into
several smaller teams supporting the rifle compa-
nies in contact with the enemy. The TACP consisted
of roughly a dozen radiomen, and was ideally led
by several aviators who had been trained as For-
ward Air Controllers. In reality, combat casualties
and a shortage of aviators meant that the radiomen
often had to serve as FACs, sometimes with little or
no formal training for the task. Despite that prob-
lem, many performed admirably under the harshest
combat conditions

veloped the FAC(A) as its primary control agent
for directing attack aircraft in CAS and DAS mis-
sions alike, the Marine Corps started with FACs
on the ground, and later added FAC(A)s as an ex-
tension of the ground Tactical Air Control Parties.
The reason for this was that in the Marine Corps
the FAC was not considered merely a more accu-
rate set of eyes to find targets for aircraft. Instead,
a FAC was the primary agent for coordinating the
synergistic combination of air and ground power
to accomplish objectives on the ground. It there-
fore made the most sense to position the FAC on
the ground where he could be in close communi-
cation with the supported unit commander, and
develop an awareness of that unit's situation and
priorities. He was then able to advise that com-
mander and plan the integration of air power in
the ground scheme of maneuver, and communi-
cate the essential elements to the CAS aircraft,
culminating in an attack under the FACs termi-
nal control. Ideally, FACs were aviation officers
temporarily assigned to duty with ground units,
but combat casualties and an inability to provide
enough FACs to serve with every company, pla-
toon, and patrol out in the field meant that well-
trained ground Marines often had to do the job.
In cases where a fully-qualified FAG was injured,
one of his radio operators would step forward,
and often proved quite capable. On Hill 881S, for
example, the FAG was wounded and evacuated
during the first days of the siege. Since his ra-
dio operator, Corporal Robert J. Arrotta, did such
a fine job, the company commander never asked
for a replacement.485 Ground FACs were especial-
ly critical because tactical aircraft engaged in GAS
could not carry the immense bomb loads of B-
52s, nor could such an indiscriminate weapon be
employed in close proximity to friendly troops.
For both reasons, tactical aircraft engaged in GAS
had to be very precise in the delivery of their
ordnance. This was a problem against carefully
camouflaged positions, some of which could not
even be seen by slow and low-flying FAC(A)s in
0-is. A ground FAG was able to see any target that
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could be identified as a threat by the ground unit
he supported, and mark it for attack by aircraft
with highly visible cues like white smoke rounds
fired by artillery and mortars, and even rounds
fired from recoilless rifles. Without FACs on the
ground, the Air Force was completely dependant
on Marine FAGs to locate and mark such targets
for destruction. Even when FAC(A)s were used to
support ground units, the ground FAC remained a
vital link for integrating the attacks with ground
operations by serving as the FAC(A)s main con-
duit to the supported unit.486

At Khe Sanh, FAC(A)s generally came from a
detachment of Headquarters and Maintenance
Squadron-16 at Quang Tn, or the Air Force's 20th
Tactical Air Support Squadron at Da Nang. These
FAC(A)s flew 0-1 Bird Dogs, and were augmented
by FAC(A)s in UH-ls from Marine Observation
Squadron-6 at Quang Tn airfield. At least five
FAC(A)s roamed the skies over Khe Sanh during
daylight hours, either assisting ground units or
independently searching for targets.487 This ulti-
mately translated to about 30 of them working
the area on a daily basis, for a total of almost 1,600
FAC(A) sorties over the course of the campaign.488
Earlier in the battle some of these light observa-
tion aircraft were based at Khe Sanh itself to max-
imize their responsiveness, and to minimize the
fuel and ifight time wasted in transit to and from
the coastal bases. Although these FAC(A)s had the
added benefit of face-to-face communication with
the ground units at Khe Sanh, the regular bom-
bardment of the airstrip prohibited a continua-
tion of such operations.489

FAC(A)s could locate targets and control tacti-
cal aircraft to attack them independent of maneu-
ver units, but their primary purpose in Marine op-
erations was to control CAS attacks which were
truly integrated into the fire and movement of
friendly units. To do so, they would contact the
unit they were supporting by radio, find out what
that unit's mission, objectives, priorities, and loca-

Corporal Robert jArrotta of I Company 3d Battal-
ion, 26th Marines, dubbed "The Mightiest Corporal
in the Marine Corps" by his company commander
on Hill 881S. CorporalArrotta had been in Vietnam
almost a year when the battle for Khe Sanh began,
and had learned the skills of a ForwardAir Control-
ler through on-the-job training in combat, including
at Con Thien the previous spring. When the officer
FAC was wounded on his first day on Hill 881S, Cor-
poralArrotta took ovei and was so good at his job
that the company commander never asked for a re-
placement. orporalArrotta controlled several hun-
dred air strikes from this critical outpost over the
more than two months he spent there.

tion were. Often working through a ground FAC,
the FAC(A) would then assist with acquiring tar-
gets that could not be seen from the ground, such
as NVA hidden on the reverse slopes of hills.490
The FAC(A) could then facilitate the request and
routing of CAS aircraft, and control them in these
attacks. One example of this occurred near Hill
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881S,where an observerwas posted as part of the
effort to locate and destroy the NVA artillery just
across the Laotian border. After several weeks of
searching with heavy binoculars, he located the
NVA artillery by spotting the muzzle flashes on
a hillside more than six miles away. The artillery
was much too far away for the FAC on Hill 881S to
see attacking aircraft or provide proper control,
so the company contacted a FAC(A) who was in
the area. The target was described to the FAC(A),
who began controlling the delivery of ordnance
in the general vicinity of the earlier spotting. Af
ter the first attack he received a correction from
the observer on 881 S to get the strikes closer to
the observed enemy positions, and the second at-
tack uncovered a hidden artillery emplacement.
Once that occurred, the FAC(A) was able to con-
trol numerous flights of CAS aircraft in the area
to destroy the hidden guns.491 The Marines on
Hill 881S could no longer see what was going on,
but this FAC(A) was obviously conducting attacks
under their guidance according to their tactical
priorities.

It was critical for FAC(A)s to be familiar with
the area in which they were working and the units
operating there if they were to have enough situ-
ational awareness to destroy the enemy without
endangering friendly troops. The Marine Corps
recognized this need for familiarity, and assigned
its FAC(A)s to work in specific areas on a regular
basis. There were two primary FAC(A)s, for exam-
ple,who supported 1/3/26 on Hill 881. According
to Captain Dabney, he regularly worked with Tom
O'Toole operating under the call sign "Southern
Oscar," and Bob Happy, known as "Southern Ho-
tel."492 Both of these men came from the same
squadron, allowing them to share information on
the latest tactical situation between flights. The
fact that the company commander leading the
Marines on Hill 881S knew them on a first-name
basis is a testament to the teamwork and close
relationships inherent in the Marine air-ground
team.

The Air Force's FAC(A)s were equipped
much the same as the Marine FAC(A)s, although
there was no distinction about what portion of
the battle they were truly meant to fight. Like
the Marines, Air Force FAC(A)s ranged as far as
Laos searching for targets and controlling mis-
sions, but they sometimes controlled missions
right outside of friendly lines. Although the Air
Force FACs were often not trained to call in artil-
lery and mortar missions, as a pragmatic matter
of survival they had to learn how to deconflict
aircraft attacks from these fires, most often by
demanding that they cease when air operations
were in progress. This required the monitoring
of radios, and the development of a good deal of
situational awareness when working close to ac-
tive ground operations. At times, the experience
gained in this process paid off. On 8 February
1968, for example, an Air Force FAC(A) was moni-
toring an artillery mission being coordinated on
enemy troops moving toward Lang Vei. Although
only enemy forces were expected to be moving
toward the hamlet after the Americans had lost
Lang Vei, he acted on a hunch and sought permis-
sion to investigate before the mission was fired,
and discovered that the target had been misiden-
tified. He radioed back to the Marines that the
target was actually a column of refugees, thereby
saving them from destruction.493

Regardless of where the FAC(A)s came from
and what their purpose was, Nalty is correct in
his assertion that they were essential to the suc-
cessful defense of Khe Sanh.494 This is because
the conduct of visual CAS procedures under the
control of ground-based and airborne FACs pro-
vided a responsive, accurate, and lethal capabil-
ity to bridge a gap left by strategic bombers and
radar-controlled missions. It has already been
shown that the NVA sought to move as close as
possible to the Marine positions to take advan-
tage of the safety restrictions imposed on B-52
and other radar-controlled air missions. The
fact that they were doing so was dramatically il-
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Two Marines of C Battery, 1st Battalion, 13th Marines, stand near the breech of a 105mm howitzer It ap-
pears that they have just fired a white smoke round to mark a target close to the combat base perimeter
for attack by aircraft. The dark spot at the top of the picture may be the GAS aircraft, just after releasing its
ordnance.

lustrated by the discovery of NVA trenches ap-
proaching the perimeter of KSCB in the last days
of February. Westmoreland himself grew anxious
about the indications, and told General Momyer,
"It is imperative that any opportunity be taken of
weather breaks to obtain FAC coverage and di-
rected. . . strikes against these [emphasis added]
MACV's Deputy for Air Operations was told to
plan a "concentration of maximum controllable
tactical air into the area immediately surrounding
Khe Sanh."495 It is unclear whether this decision
was a defensive move to stop the NVA who had
eluded the bombs of the B-52s, or an offensive
move designed to use air power to capitalize on
the newly-found concentrations of NVA close to
the Marines' lines. Either way, the statement was
an open admission by Westmoreland that the fa-
vored B-52 was unsuitable for conducting this
dangerously close portion of his fight.

GAS Tactics at Khe Sanh

While controlling aircraft in their attacks on

targets in close proximity to ground troops, the
Marines had developed a set of procedures famil-
iar to both their ground forces and the aviators
who supported them. Upon approaching Khe
Sanh, aircraft would contact the FAG to get an
update on the tactical situation and receive in-
structions on how to find the target area. The
FAG would issue those instructions by describing
the desired holding position using a direction and
distance from the TACAN radio navigation station
at KSCB. The aircraft would then proceed to that
location and orbit in a manner which allowed the
aircrew to see the target area described by the
FAG. If directed by a FAC(A) they would wait for
a rocket or smoke grenade to be delivered near
the target, get instructions on the location of the
target relative to that mark, and attack, waiting for
the FAG(A)s "cleared hot" before dropping their
ordnance. With ground FAG's the procedure was
more complicated. The ground FAG would ar-
range for a white phosphorus smoke round, typi-
cally fired by artillery or a mortar, to mark the tar-
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get. This required some measure of trust on the
part of the aviators, since these marking rounds
were often fired through the altitudes where
they were orbiting. Safety was usually assured
by lateral deconfliction, in which the aircraft was
directed to orbit on one side or the other of the
marking round trajectory. Once the mark ap-
peared and the FAC radioed a correction to the
pilot, the actual attack would begin, and the pilot
would get clearance to drop only when he was
pointed at the target. This final authorization to
drop was a vital responsibility of the FAG, since
it assured not only that the bombs would impact
close to that target, but also that they would not
endanger any friendly troops.

On Hill 88 iS, these procedures were refined to
allow the aircraft to attack the target immediately
after the smoke round impacted near the target.
Aircraft orbited in an oblong pattern over the out-
post, and a mark was fired as the aircraft turned
back toward the target, so that the marking round
would fly in front of the aircraft and impact just
as the pilot began his dive to attack. This tech-
nique took skill, and even though the Marines
put a safety observer on each mortar tube to stop
it from firing if an aircraft was in danger of be-
ing hit, they found that the process was just too
complicated to earn pilots' confidence.496 To en-
able the aircraft to continue using the responsive
overhead pattern, the infantry Marines switched
to direct fire weapons to mark the target. Us-

ing equipment like the 3.5-inch rocket, 106mm
recoilless rifle, or 105mm howitzer fired directly
at the target, produced a smaller, less-easily dis-
tinguished grey explosion, but the projectiles did
not conflict with the aircraft's flight path. Aircrew,
however, remained apprehensive about the risk.
As the company commander on Hill 881S said,"it
took some convincing for the Marine pilots, and
some outright arguments for the Navy pilots. The
Air Force pilots would often fly away as soon as
they saw an HE [High Explosivel or WP [white
phosphorus] impact beneath them, and we rarely

could convince them they were in no danger."497
He went on to relate one instance in which an
angry Air Force pilot claimed that he was endan-
gered by artillery, when in fact the Marines were
marking with a recoilless rifle. Dabney explained,
"We told him so, but apparently he didn't know
what a recoilless rifle was."498

It can be seen then,that in an effort to maximize
the effectiveness of GAS support, the Marines at
Khe Sanh innovated techniques to improve those
that had been developed and practiced before the
battle. The Marine aviators proved more flexible
in executing these procedures because of they
had a basic understanding of the ground com-
mander's equipment, and because of the mutual
trust that existed between Marines on the ground
and in the air. These were both by-products of a
service which preached and practiced coopera-
tion between air and ground forces, in direct con-
trast to the Air Force, which was tentative about
applying its air power in support of ground op-
erations.

The Super Gaggle: Innovation in
Marine GAS

The innovative nature of the Marine air-ground

A UH-34 Seahorse from Marine Medium Helicop-
ter Squadron-i 63 that crash-landed just outside the
perimeter on Hill 881S. The helicopter's tail section
broke off and it was abandoned there for the dura-
tion of the i968 battle, a constant reminder of the
lethality of NVA antiaircraft fire.
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ties.50° By mid-February, the situation reached its
worst point. When three helicopters were shot
down in a single day, the Marine leadership de-
cided something innovative had to be done.

A TA-4FSkyhawk ofMarineAircraft Group-li lands
at Da Nang Air Base. As a Tactical Air Controller
(Airborne), the two-seat Skyhawk was used to co-
ordinate the activities of large strike packages, in-
cluding the "Super Gaggles" needed to resupply the
Marines on Hill 881S.

team was manifest in other unique procedures.
Even though the tactical situation at Khe Sanh
was relatively static, Marine aviators' experience
with true close air support—integrating air at-
tacks with the fire and movement of friendly
forces—still paid off. One of the most dramatic
examples was the "Super Gaggle." This technique
was developed in response to the increasing anti-
air threat around Khe Sanh over the course of
the siege. From the start, the NVA had used anti-
aircraft guns and heavy machine guns to try and
shoot down resupply aircraft landing at KSCB,
and helicopters moving supplies to the outposts.
Even when the aircraft survived the descending
approach to the landing zone, they were almost
always hit by mortar fire once on the ground,
and they were subjected to additional machine
gun fire as they lifted off again. For this reason,
antiaircraft weapons identified around Khe Sanh
were prime targets when they could be identi-
fied by ground observers or by FAC(A)s. In Febru-
ary, the NVA took advantage of the concealment
offered by the poor crachin weather to set up
more automatic weapons around the base and its
outposts.499 When the weather broke enough to
allow helicopter resupply missions of Hill 881 S,
almost every attempt resulted in some casual-

It is not clear who came up with the idea, since
several senior officers, including General Cush-
man himself, claimed credit for the concept. The
technique was formally published in 1st MAW Op
Plan 3-68. Informally it came to be known as the
"Super-Gaggle," suggesting a beefed-up version
of a large formation of helicopters, known as a
"gaggle" in Marine slang. The plan was designed
to use aviation assets to put a protective wall of
smoke, fire, and flying steel around the helicop-
ters as they conducted their resupply missions
to Khe Sanh's outposts. The first mission was
flown on 24 February, and with its success the
technique became a regularly scheduled package
of aircraft which could be summoned by the Khe
Sanh DASC whenever a break in the weather was
forecast.501

In the typical Super Gaggle, a flight of two
FAC(A)-qualified TA-4s would take off from Da

Corporal Robe rtj Arrotta, the FAC on Hill 881S, coon
dinates with aircraft. While the "Super Gaggle" was a
flexible package under the control of a 7ACA), and
therefore could have been used on any hilltop out-
post, the first step for the TAC(4) was to coordinate
with the ground unit being supported, and the FAC
was the primary agent of that communication.
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A KC-130 Hercules of Marine Refueler/Transport
Squadron-152 provides in-flight refueling to twoA-4
Skyhawks of Marine Attack Squadron-3 11. The Su-
per Gaggle was a very complex evolution, integrat-
ing large numbers of both fixed-wing aircraft and
helicopters with ground fires, often under tenuous
weather conditions. Dedicated additional support
like in-flight refueling was a costly use of resources,
but it ensured that the package was flexible enough
to be successful for the Marines who depended on it.

Nang and conduct a reconnaissance of the objec-
tive area to determine if the weather was indeed
good enough to allow a resupply attempt. If it
was, the FAC(A) would direct the DASC to launch
of the rest of the package, and would remain on
station as the mission commander to coordinate
the effort. The helicopter formations took off
next, since they flew slower, and had to stop at
Dong Ha to pick up their loads,502 therefore tak-
ing longer to reach Khe Sanh. Finally, the remain-
ing jet aircraft took off, so that all aircraft arrived
at a rendezvous point near Khe Sanh more or less
simultaneously. Once the entire package was
checked in and ready to go, the FAC(A) mission
commander began by directing a flight of two
A-4s in attacking known and suspected antiair-
craft guns along the helicopters' approach path,
while two more A-4s laid down smoke screens on
either side of the helicopter approach corridor.
As the helos entered the corridor and made their
approach, the A-4s would continue to strafe on ei-

ther side of the corridor to keep the heads of en-
emy gunners down, and delivered napalm around
the perimeter of the outpost to be resupplied.
The final approach of the helos was covered not
only by the A-4s,which were ready to react to any
unforeseen threats, but by also a renewed smoke
screen and UH-1 gunships which could provide
more immediate fire support around the landing
zone. The withdrawal of the resupply helicop-
ters was accompanied by similar smoke screens
and suppressive fires. A small group of helicop-
ters was incorporated into the package for im-
mediate combat rescue operations in case any
of the other aircraft was shot down, allowing the
downed aircrew and passengers to be recovered
before the enemy had time to capitalize on the
shoot-down. Each package also contained KC-
130 tankers for in-flight refueling, increasing the
endurance and flexibility of the jet aircraft sup-
porting the package.503

The Super Gaggle was enormously effective.

A division offourA-4 Skyhawks from Marine Attack
Squadron-311 heads for Khe Sanh. Such a division
would provide the heavy firepower for a Super Gag-
gle, delivering its bombs either on preplanned GAS
targets to suppress the enemy antiaircraft gunners
or as on-call GAS, attacking new threats that sud-
denly developed.
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it off. Precision comes from discipline, and in
my experience, both lacked the necessary disci-
pline."507

Perhaps unknown to Dabney, the Air Force
was attempting a similar technique to protect the

The workhorse of the Super Gaggle, a cH-46D Sea
Knight of Marine Medium Helicopter Squaclron-364,
delivers a sling-load of supplies to Hill 881S.

A smoke screen deployed from a low-flying aircraft
as it begins to blossom and shield the landing zones
on Hill 881S from enemy view.

Once the plan was put in regular practice four
times a day, only two CH-46s were lost to enemy
fire, and in both cases the recovery aircraft im-
mediately rescued the aircrews. The hit rate on
resupply helos was cut in half from 10 per 1,000
sorties to less than five.504 Captain Dabney on Hill
881S later described it as "a massive, complex,
well-rehearsed, gutsy, and magnificent perfor-
mance and only the Marines could have pulled
it off,"505 adding,"And do you think the Army and
the Air Force together could have run a super
gaggle?"506 He later elaborated, "If nothing else,
[the Marines] all talked the same lingo! I used
Air Force GAS and Army helos on my second tour,
and my limited observation of the differences
convinced me that they could never have pulled

A smoke screen as it begins to blossom, hiding the
friendly positions from enemy view as seen from a
high-flying aircraft

transports delivering supplies to KSCB, and were
enjoying about as much success as he predicted.
When weather permitted, Air Force FAGs direct-
ed fighters in flak suppression attacks alongside
cargo planes making their final approach to the
combat base. Ideally, a rendezvous was arranged
by ABCCC for the FAG, attack aircraft, and trans-
port aircraft at a higher altitude about 18 miles
from Khe Sanh. As the transport descended in its
approach, a FAG flew on either side, and fighter
aircraft orbited overhead. This enabled the FAGs
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had already been providing suppressive fires
timed to cover aircraft approaches to KSCB at
the airfield manager's request.51° Even if this was
not the idea that germinated the Super Gaggle,
both demonstrate the very effective results that
the culture of close air-ground fire support coop-
eration was yielding.

Balancing Risk and Accuracy

A CH46D Sea Knight of Marine Medium Helicopter
Squadron-364, known as the Purple Foxes, starts to
climb out after dropping its load on Hill 881 South.

to quickly call the fighters in on any antiaircraft
guns which fired and gave their positions away.
This ideal, package, however, was rare. Even
though by the first week of March the danger
of AAA was so great that flak suppression was
deemed vital for all transports going into Khe
Sanh, 7th Air Force failed to schedule such mis-
sions as dedicated, preplanned packages. As a
result, many transports decided to brave the flak
rather than wait for ABCCC to try to coordinate
an ad hoc escort mission from whatever aircraft
might be available.508 This reality contrasts starkly
with the priority, care, and forethought 1st MAW
put into the Super Gaggle. The technique was
published in a Wing operations order, and four
full Super Gaggle packages were scheduled on a
daily basis, just in case the weather permitted an
attempt. The tactic had many supporters among
the senior officers of 1st MAW, and squadron com-
manders personally served as the flight leaders
for many of the missions.509 Clearly, the Marines
were unwiffing to trust the execution of such a
complex and dynamic mission to an ad hoc col-
lection of aircraft hastily scraped together by the
DASC from whatever happened to be airborne in
the area. The Super Gaggle was likely developed
from techniques the Marine air-ground team had
already put in practice. The FSCC, for example,

The Super Gaggle was a superior product of the
Marine culture of close air-ground cooperation.
Another product of this culture was an increased
willingness of aviators and their commanders to

Ordnancemen ready the 500-pound high-drag bombs
hung under the wing of an A-6A Intruder from Ma-
rine All-Weather Attack Squadron-242. The "snake-
eye"fins on the back of each bomb would open once
the bomb was dropped off the aircraft, decelerating
the ordnance enough to allow the aircraft to fly
out of the fragmentation pattern created when the
bomb detonated. Such devices were only necessary
when tactics called for low-altitude deliveries. Ma-
rine aircraft usually carried these bombs because
they got "down in the weeds" where it was easier to
pick out the target designated by the FAC. Such at-
tacks were more precise, but exposed the aircrew to
greater danger of enemy fire, and required greater
deconfliction with other supporting arms, like artil-
lery and mortars. To Marine aviators, the improved
performance in support of their fellow Marines on
the ground was well worth the extra risk and effort.
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Air Force was apparently unwilling to compro-
mise on its tactics, the 26th Marines FSCC sub-
sequently tried to use Air Force aircraft on radar-
guided TPQ missions further from friendlies, and
saved the Marines, with their more effective GAS
ordnance and accurate, low-altitude attacks, for
close-in targets.514

An F-8E Crusader of Marine All-Weather Fighter
Squadron-235 delivers two snake-eye bombs on a
target close to one of Khe Sanb's hilltop outposts.

take risks to improve the support provided to the
ground Marines. At times, individual Air Force
aviators proved willing to take extreme risks.
Two Air Force FAG's, for example, flew beneath
a 1,000 to 1,200-foot cloud layer to guide fight-
ers in the final defense of Lang Vei on 7 February
1968, temporarily reversing the course of the bat-
tle.51' Institutionally, however, the 7th Air Force
was not tempted by such payoffs to allow its air-
crew to take these risks, even though they were
routine for the 1st MAW. The Air Force insisted on
carrying general purpose bombs which could be
dropped from high altitude, rather than napalm
or high-drag snake-eye bombs which were deliv-
ered in more precise low altitude attacks. The
corresponding loss of accuracy meant that point
targets, like the bunkers which provided the NVA
with protection from other air attacks, could rare-
ly be hit. During General Momyer's only visit to
Khe Sanh, the 26th Marines Air Officer told him
that the effectiveness of Air Force tactical aircraft
were limited because they did not carry the ap-
propriate ordnance. Momyer's response to this
Marine concern was bemusement, and a refusal
to risk his planes "down in the weeds." He told
the Marines to depend on their own aviators for
high accuracy high-drag bombing.512 This attitude
is in stark contrast with the can-do approach of
Marine aviators, who often flew in valleys below
Marine positions like Hill 881S.513 Since the 7th

The Marines occasionally had to pay for the
risks they took by flying at such altitudes. One
F-4 was sent to destroy a tenacious .51-caliber
machine gun that had been shooting at transport
aircraft from a position just 200 meters off the
end of the combat base's runway. During the
attack the NVA gunner engaged the aircraft in
a duel and actually shot the Phantom down.515
The loss of aircraft even in such horribly ineffi-
cient exchanges, however, did not persuade the
Marines to change their tactics. Apparently, they
felt that the value of accurate low-altitude attacks
to ground operations justified such losses in the
long run.

Precision

Marine aviation's service-oriented support
also produced superior results in the individual
performance of its aviators. One area in which
superior results were manifest was in precision.
Marine aviators were willing and able to attack
targets in much closer proximity to friendly posi-
tions than their peers in other services. Captain
Dabney, who was supported by approximately
300 GAS missions over the course of the siege,
stated, "Overall, the Marines were the most accu-
rate." He went on to explain that the Marines were
equipped with more appropriate ordnance and
more suitable GAS aircraft like the A-4, "but even
given these factors, the Marines were the most
accurate."516 Dabney was able to make that state-
ment with confidence because he sometimes saw
the other services conduct attacks with identical
aircraft. He observed, for example,"the NavyA-4s
we got were nowhere near as precise."517 Based
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on his observations of the qualitative difference
between the services, Dabney imposed a rule on
how close to his Marines he would allow the dif-
ferent pilots to drop ordnance.

We'd give them targets appropriate for
their ordnance, with the rule (mine) that
any targets closer than 1000 meters were
for USMC birds only. The reasons for the
rule were several; first, that the Navy/AF ord-
nance was generally low-drag, which meant
they had to fly high to drop it, which meant
more chance of error/miss; second, that
they were probably not well-trained for GAS,
if only because they were flying "up north"
missions; third, they were in 'mushy' aircraft
like Phantoms and F-101's which can made
their bombing passes either too fast or too
high for the accuracy we needed to destroy
AA in caves and the like; and fourth, they
were not Marines. [emphasis 518

Here Dabney acknowledged practical limita-
tions, but also revealed a strong belief in the supe-
rior capabilities of Marine aviators. Significantly,
Dabney felt that his judgments on the accuracy
of Marine GAS were widely shared. As he said,

The Army infantry GO's I've talked to
who served in I Gorps or northern II Gorps
in Vietnam, where they could get Marine
GAS, always preferred it to Air Force GAS.
They knew GAS was central to our combat
power, and that TAG [Air Force Tactical Air
Command] has always been a poor cousin
in the Air Force. The difference was obvi-
ous at Khe Sanh, where the grunt's rule
was "Marine GAS for danger close, Navy at
least one click out, and Air Force in the next
country.519

Lieutenant Colonel Wayne C. Andersen, who
commanded the Marine 0-i's detachment at the
time of Khe Sanh but also had extensive expe-
rience flying with Army and Air Force 0-1 and

An F-4 Phantom drops six "snake-eye" bombs. The
aircraft is very low, and the angle at which the pho-
tograp her was holding the camera indicates that the
target was very close to friendly positions.

0-2 crews, agreed. Of his experiences he sum-
marized,

I do not fault the Navy or Air Force pi-
lots in their capability as their training just
didn't provide them the skills to place ord-
nance or napalm in on targets that needed
truly close air support... When it had to be
truly tight support IALWAYS sought out Ma-
rine aircraft because I knew they could lay
it in tight.... The other services were good
at high altitude stuff, and I and my fellow pi-
lots just never felt comfortable laying them
in truly close. While I flew with Air Force
and Army observers that still was true.52°

Anecdotal evidence to support these judg-
ments on the matter of precision is plentiful.
Each of the most dramatic descriptions of suc-
cessful close-in attacks on enemy targets which
can be traced to a particular service turns out to
be the work of Marine aviators. During 1/3/26's
20 January 1968 attack on Hill 881N, for example,
the close air support of two Marine A-4s was criti-
cal to beating off repeated enemy counterattacks.
Napalm was dropped 100 meters from the friend-
lies, so close that the Marines could see the pilots'
heads within their cockpits, and several Marines
had their eyebrows singed.521 Just the next morn-
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ing, a Marine A-6 was credited with finally break-
ing the back of an NVA force that had been at-
tacking Lang Vei all night. The Marines dropped
all 28 of their 500-pound bombs directly on top
of the enemy formation, and the few NVA who
survived rapidly melted into the jungle.522

In the previous two examples, Marine aviators
executed very accurate and effective attacks in
support of relatively dynamic ground situations.
Even in very static situations, Marines proved
more confident in their skills than Air Force avia-
tors. Toward the end of the siege, for example, the
Marines suspected that the NVA were attempting
to dig tunnels under their defenses. Near Hill
861A, a suspected tunnel was located just 15 or
20 meters from E/2/26's defensive perimeter.
This target was particularly risky because it was
located between two Marine positions, Hill 861
and its outpost on 861A, leaving it untouchable
until the right combination of a Marine forward
air controller and four attack pilots from YMFA-
232 arrived on the scene.523 As Prados and Stubbe
tell it,

For almost two weeks they begged the
forward air controllers to direct fixed-wing
strikes at this target. The controllers consis-
tently refused. It happened that virtually all
of these cases involved either Air Force con-
trollers or strike aircraft or both, and the Air
Force rigidly adhered to the restrictions set
on distance from friendly forces at which
various sizes of ordnance could be used.
Then one day a Marine forward air control-
ler was on station with Marine air coming in
and the controller was talking on the radio
with Captain Breeding. Told of the serious-
ness of the tunnel threat, the air controller
agreed to buzz the target himself to judge
whether it could be safely hit. After that
the controller agreed to take on the target,
asked Breeding to get his men under cover,
and sent in a flight of four fighter-bombers

one by one. There were secondary explo-
sions on the very first pass and before it was
over the target was belching yellow smoke
and finally blew up with a tremendous ex-
plosion.524

An even more dramatic example of Marine
aviators' willingness to take on difficult and dan-
gerous targets occurred a year earlier in the same
area. During the Hill Fights a Marine patrol was
ambushed near Hill 861, and the staff sergeant in
charge of the patrol called in a Marine F-4 for sup-
port. He was forced to hand the radio off to his
mortar forward observer, a lance corporal who
had never controlled aircraft before. The extreme
difficulty of the task, especially when the Marines
were in such a dynamic close-contact situation
and lacked an experienced FAC, resulted in two
aborted attacks. On the third pass, however, the
F-4 dropped napalm which impacted just 50 me-
ters away from the patrol, breaking the ambush
when the few remaining NVA ran away.525 The
patience of the Marine pilot, motivated by an
understanding of the urgent situation and con-
fidence honed by frequent work with ground
troops, saved the day.

Fratricide

Attacks so close to friendly forces came at a
cost. At Khe Sanh, dropping bombs closer to
friendly lines reduced the NVA sanctuary from air
attack and helped win close fights, but it also in-
creased the risk of inadvertently injuring friendly
troops. Stories exist of air attacks made so close
that shrapnel landed in Marine trenches, appar-
ently without creating injuries,526 but there were
also a number of cases where the defenders were
not so lucky to avoid the effects of friendly fires.
Here again, the evidence shows a clear difference
in the results obtained by the two services. Ap-
pendix C delineates the fratricide and near-fratri-
cide incidents which occurred in the Khe Sanh
area over the course of the Hill Fights of 1967
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and the events surrounding the siege of 1968.
Of these 18 cases, 9 cannot be positively traced
to one service or another, largely due to the fact
several aircraft types were flown by more than
one service. Of the remaining six cases attribut-
able to aircrew error, two were caused by Marine
helicopters and four were known to involve Air
Force aircraft. At first glance, this data shows that
of the entire period from May 1967 to May 1968,
the Marines were involved in 50 percent fewer
fratricide incidents than theAir Force, despite the
fact that they provided a much higher percentage
of sorties, and despite the fact that the Marines
engaged targets in much closer proximity to
friendly forces. Of note, the two Marine incidents
that occurred took place during the fluid, chaotic
Hill Fights, and were helicopter-related accidents
that occurred while engaging enemy in dynamic
ground combat with the supported Marines. As
a comparative measure of effectiveness, it would
be more appropriate rule these out in order to
compare only "apples to apples": Marine fixed-
wing aircraft to Air Force fixed-wing aircraft. Al-
though four fratricide incidents can be positively
traced to the Air Force, not a single one of the 18
incidents can be tied to aircrew error by Marine
fixed-wing pilots. Furthermore, during the static
situation that surrounded the NVA siege of 1968,
which is the only time that Marine and Air Force
performance can be truly considered side-by-side,
there was not a single documented case of a Ma-
rine fratricide. This was the same period when at
least half the Air Force fratricides occurred.

With respect to CAS, the difference between
the dynamic tactical situation of 1967 and the
static defensive operations of 1968 is important.
The fratricide rate increased dramatically in dy-
namic situations. Fratricides were very rare dur-
ing the siege itself because the Marines were in
static positions whose elaborate trench systems
made them easily visible from the air, as seen in
Figure 9. Twelve of the 18 fratricide incidents
occurred either during the dynamic Hill Fights

of 1967, during the chaotic night when the NVA
overran Lang Vei, or during the "break out" from
Khe Sanh.

A closer look at the fratricide incidents of the
two services is revealing. Two of the four Air
Force incidents involve cases where pilots mis-
identified their targets. In these missions the pi-
lots were operating independently, and were not
under the control of a forward air controller. On
these deep air missions which did not require
FAC(A) control, the pilots failed to properly iden-
tify their targets, and wound up dropping their
ordnance on villages full of civilians. Their er-
rors were significant. In the first incident, the Air
Force pilots attacked the friendly-held hamlet of
Lang Vei, thinking they were attacking a target 20
miles across the border in Laos.527 Although those
missions would be more properly classified as
DAS, the Air Force was the only service to expe-
rience such problems around Khe Sanh, demon-
strating the danger of that service's willingness to
apply air power without careful discrimination.

In the two fratricide cases traced to Air Force
planes in GAS missions, the aircrew were guilty
of overconfidence, and a gross misunderstand-
ing of both GAS procedures and the caution re-
quired when attacking targets in close proximity
to friendly forces. In the first incident, during an
assault on Hill 861 during the Hill Fights, two Ma-
rine jets were called in to attack NVA that were
interfering with a Marine company's withdraw-
al. After bombing and strafing runs by the Ma-
rines, an Air Force jet was brought in, but fired its
rockets less than 100 meters from the Marines,
wounding at least one of them. The Marines
apparently perceived the aircraft to be an even
greater threat than the NVA, and began firing at
it.528 In the second incident, a group of three Air
Force F-lOOs were directed to hold and wait for
control by a FAG working some Marine A-4s close
to the perimeter of Hill 881S, which was clearly
defined and visible from the air. Observing those
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attacks and perhaps mistaking some grass being
burned off on another part of the hill for a target,
one F-100 pilot commenced his attack without
direction from the FAG and without even notify-
ing the FAG of his intentions. The pilot dropped
his bombs 50 meters away from the company
command post, showering the position with dirt,
rocks, shrapnel, and tree stumps. A bunker was
caved in and several Marines required medical
evacuation. Enraged that the pilot would even
attempt to drop in such close proximity without
a "cleared hot," the company commander told the
F-100's to leave the area or risk being shot down
by his Marines. Apparently, he decided that this
was the type of support he could do without.529
In both incidents Air Force aircrews had watched
Marine jets attacking targets in close proximity
to friendlies and tried to replicate the results, but
got in dangerously over their heads. They also
lacked an understanding of the absolute author-
ity a FAG had to have when bombs were dropped
in close proximity to friendly forces. Of the Air
Force's performance in GAS, Dabney stated,

A bird would come wings level oriented
on the wrong target, we would not clear
hot, and he would drop anyway. . .1 do recall
one mission where a bird took fire and his
wingman rolled in and dropped on the gun
position without our clearance. Air Force
mission. We raised hell with the flight lead-
er because the wingman could just as well
have rolled in on us, since we were often fir-
ing machine guns from the hill during GAS.

The Lesson here is simple. If you are exe-
cuting a GAS mission, you do NOTHING that
is not cleared by the ground FAG/TAG(A)
first. 530

The incidents involving Marine fratricides fol-
low a different pattern. Both of these cases in-
volved helicopters intentionally trying to deliver
ordnance in close proximity to friendly forces
they had positively identified. In these extreme

situations, friendly and enemy troops were es-
sentially intermixed so that any fire delivered
to protect the Marines had a danger of hurting
them as well. These two fratricide cases were the
unfortunate costs of preventing the Marine po-
sitions from being completely overrun.53' Again,
not a single case of fratricide can be traced back
to the Marine tactical jet aviators performing vi-
sual close air support missions. The reason for
that is that the Marines understood the danger
implicit in these missions, and were simply too
disciplined and careful to drop unless they ab-
solutely knew friendlies would not be hit. When
queried about fratricides, the commander of the
Marine 0-1 detachment stated that even though
he had controlled Marine jets attacking targets
just 50 meters from defensive perimeters with
napalm,"I never received a complaint from being
too tight on target."532 As Gaptain Dabney put it,
they were guilty only of "being too careful."533

In summary, statistics show that a higher per-
centage of fratricide incidents were committed
by Air Force pilots. In these cases, pilots most
often deliberately conducted attacks on friend-
lies which had been mistakenly identified as en-
emy. This did not happen with Marine aviators,
whose culture of close coordination and fear of
fratricide dictated firing only on targets positively
identified as enemy. Marine fratricides tended to
be the result of intentional attacks under very
exceptional dynamic circumstances when posi-
tively identified enemy forces had approached
too close to the Marines on the ground, and the
situation called for extreme risks to be taken in
order to avoid much greater catastrophes.

Limitations of Close Air Support:
Visual Acquisition

The several fratricide incidents at Khe Sanh
illustrate the first of a number of limitations of
close air support conducted by tactical aircraft in
visually guided and visually controlled attacks—
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the accuracy and danger of conducting such
missions was highly dependant on the skill of
the aircrew conducting the attack. Another fac-
tor which limited effectiveness was the need
to see the target. This was especially important
with tactical aircraft because they did not carry
the huge volume of munitions that a B-52 could,
nor could they drop bombs so indiscriminately
in close proximity to friendly lines. As a result,
bombs had to be placed very close to the target
for the desired effects were to be achieved. The
NVA realized this, and as Robert Pisor pointed
out, the NVA had "truly perfected the art of cam-
ouflaging bunkers and defensive works." In es-
sence, the best way to avoid the hammering of
American air power was to avoid detection, and
this became their primary defense.534 The case of
two NVA 120mm mortars that harassed Hill 881S
throughout the entire siege is illustrative. Crater
analysis and limited observations lead the Marines
to conclude that the mortars were hidden in a
bowl just a mile and a half away. A various times
the target area was worked over with hundreds
of tons of high explosives, including napalm and
1,000-pound bombs, but the mortars could never
be located and silenced.535

Hill 861 was also constantly harassed by a snip-
er ensconced in a cave. This cave was repeatedly
bombed, but the sniper always managed to clear
away the dirt until a Marine FAC(A) was able to
fly an extremely slow approach in the face of NVA
fire to shoot a smoke rocket into the cave mouth.
Once the target was finally marked accurately, an
F-4 made a similar slow approach (with his flaps
halfway down, in the landing configuration), and
put two 500-pound snake eye bombs inside the
cave. The sniper threat was permanently elimi-
nated as a result of that attack.536

Limitations of Close Air Support: Ordnance

Another limitation was the unsuitability of the
various types of aviation ordnance for the targets

engaged. The military-industrial complex of the
United States developed a wide arsenal of mu-
nitions which could be delivered by its aircraft.
The various munitions were developed with dif-
ferent purposes in mind. Some munitions, such
as cluster bombs, were designed to cover large
areas with small fragments of shrapnel in order
to destroy enemy troop formations. Other anti-
personnel munitions, like napalm, were designed
to accomplish a similar purpose with a suffocat-
ing and burning effect. Other weapons were de-
veloped with the intent of destroying the enemy
in well-protected strongpoints, like bunkers and
armored vehicles. General-purpose bombs could
be used for any of these purposes, depending
on how they were fused. Instantaneous fusing
would cause the bombs to burst as soon as they
hit the ground, devastating unprotected troops
with above-ground fragmentation patterns. Put-
ting a delayed fuse on the same bomb would
cause it to penetrate the first object it hit before
exploding. This was ideal for concentrating their
destructive effects inside bunkers and tanks if a
direct hit could be achieved.

The wide variation in ordnance types was not,
however, instantaneously available to the pilot as
he prepared to engage any of the various targets
he encountered on the battlefield. Because muni-
tions had to be loaded before takeoff, and could
not be changed in flight, there were times when
the ordnance carried was not appropriate for
the targets encountered during the flight. This
proved to be a problem several times during the
battle of Khe Sanh. Early in the siege, before the
NVA revealed their presence in force, the 26th
Marines had requested aircraft to support Khe
Sanh by carrying time-delay fused bombs. These
were general-purpose bombs which would be
dropped along likely avenues of approach, and
would sit on the side of the trail for several hours
before exploding. This ordnance was being used
as part of the blind harassment and interdiction
fires, rather than a precisely targeted air effort.
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This created a problem on 21 January when the
enemy finally revealed himself m force. Major Jim
Stanton, a member of the FSCC, was flying an aeri-
al observer mission when he located what he be-
lieved to be an NVA regiment in an open area. He
assembled eight flights of aircraft, including Air
Force, Navy, and Marine planes, but every one of
them was equipped with the time-delay bombs.
As a result, when the enemy regiment was at-
tacked, the bombs hit the ground and did not
explode. It is doubtful that the NVA obligingly
waited in the area until the bombs blew up.537

After the siege began, the American aviators
began carrying antipersonnel cluster bombs to
prevent a repetition of such incidents, which
worked fine until the NVA attack on Lang Vei on 7
February. During that attack the sudden appear-
ance of a company of PT-76 tanks caught the de-
fenders of Khe Sanh completely off guard since
this was the NVA's first use of tanks inside South
Vietnam for the entire war. The cluster bombs
proved ineffective in stopping the tank attacks,
which were decisive in the fall of Lang Vei. In
reaction to that event, some tactical aircraft were
directed to carry anti-tank rockets to meet the
threat when it materialized again.538 Fortunately,
shortly after the fall of Lang Vei, a FAC(A) located
eight of the amphibious PT76's tied up along the
bank of a river in Laos. The contact was reported
to the 26th Marines FSCC,which wisely identified
the tanks as a high priority target and sent a flight
of Marine A-4s to attack. Their attack destroyed
the tanks as well as an ammunition stockpile
which had been camouflaged nearby. Intelligence
analysts assessed that the threat presented by en-
emy armor in the region had been eliminated,539
freeing the CAS aircraft to switch back to a heavy
concentration of antipersonnel ordnance.

In some cases, the targets the Marines want-
ed destroyed proved impossible to reduce. In
discussing the enemy trenching effort that ap-
proached KSCB at the end of February 1968,

Bernard Nalty shows that General Westmoreland
himself ordered the concentration of tactical air-
craft against trenches right outside the Marine pe-
rimeter. Nalty goes on to describe some attacks
by Navy aviators which collapsed 50 meters of
trenchline and killed at least two NVA, noting that
"the enemy soon abandoned the building of as-
sault trenches."54° The reality, however, was that
the Marines experienced considerable frustra-
tion in trying to apply air power against the NVA
trenches. At first, they tried destroying the NVA
trenches using rockets, napalm, and high explo-
sive bombs as large as 2,000 pounds in combina-
tion with artillery. Despite the fact that fighters
and bombers were continually working over the
trenches in the daytime, the NVA kept getting
closer as the digging continued every night.5
Next, the Marines applied the innovation that
yielded several other effective solutions. Aircraft
dropped full fuel tanks on the trenches so the jet
fuel would have a chance to fill the trenches, and
then lighted it off with rocket or cannon fire in
"napalm baths."542 NVA sources show that each
night they had to repair between 40 percent and
70 percent of their siege work,543 but unfortu-
nately for the Americans, the particularly persis-
tent nature of the NVA ultimately did prevent air
power from stopping the approach of the siege
trenches. The joint staff even considered aerial
deliveries of wet concrete to fill the trenches, but
this was far beyond the logistical capabilities of
the already-stressed air bridge. Coming to the final
conclusion that the siege trenches could not be
destroyed by air power, General Cushman decided
that the only way to prevent their use against the
Marines was to request that C-47 "Spooky" gun-
ships remain overhead to continually cover the
trenches with fire.544 The C-47 gunships had the
advantage of much longer loiter times than tacti-
cal jets. As long as the threat of antiaircraft fire to
these vulnerable, slow-flying aircraft was reduced
(as it had by the later stages of the siege), and the
targets could be effectively engaged solely with
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gunfire (as personnel in open trenches could), the
gunships had good potential. The Marines had
already developed a good appreciation for these
weapons, and had placed 55-gallon drums filled
with a mix of gasoline and diesel fuel just outside
their perimeter. The defenders planned to light
these drums on fire in case of an enemy assault
at night, making it easy for "Spooky" to see the
friendly lines. While the expected assault never
materialized and made this necessary,545 the gun-
ships nonetheless proved their worth in counter-
ing NVA trenching efforts. Filling in the gap left
by fast-moving tactical jets, such gunships had
the well-earned respect of Marines in the defense
of Khe Sanh.546

While the unsuitability of the various types of
aviation ordnance could be a distinct limitation
for tactical aircraft engaged in close air support, it
is important to note that this same limitation was
shared by the other air support techniques used
at Khe Sanh, such as strategic bomber strikes and
radar guided tactical attacks. When a Stratofor-
tress formation laid waste to several square kilo-
meters of distant jungle real estate, for example,
little attention was paid to whether or not a par-
ticular bunker was destroyed. Tactical aircraft, on
the other hand, engaged point targets in locations
where the effects of their attacks could be imme-
diately observed. When those effects fell short of
the desired destruction, it was readily observable.
It is important to remember, therefore, that ord-
nance limitations were shared by all aircraft to a
large degree. It was merely more apparent with
tactical aircraft engaged in the precision delivery
of smaller ordnance loads.

The Effectiveness of Massed Close
Air Support

Service distinctions and limitations aside, as a
whole, the conduct of close air support at Khe
Sanh did have a significant effect on the enemy.
In addition to the numerous examples already cit-

ed throughout this work, there are some general
observations demonstrating the NVA's respect for
tactical air. The NVA appreciated and exploited
the limitations of the B-52, stating in the 304 Di-
vision's official history that once the Americans
were "forced" to use B-52s, "Our forces clung to
the enemy's barbed wire, and for that reason, the
enemy didn't dare attack indiscriminately be-
cause many times their bombs and ground fire
caused casualties to their own troops. [emphasis
added]"547 While the enemy clearly understood
the nature of the B-52 as a blunt force weapon,
the NVA also knew that they would find no such
sanctuary from tactical air attacks, observing that
as they dug trenches right up to the Marine pe-
rimeter "There were even [air] strikes into the
third [innermost] fence line."548

Additionally, because the high-altitude B-52
gave no warning to the NVA,549 its deterrent ef-
fects were less direct than those of tactical air-
craft. The NVA learned the presence of a tacti-
cal jet meant death for the soldier who exposed
himself. On Hill 881S, for example, the Marines
found themselves under constant sniping by an
NVA recoilless rifle. Every time they brought in
some tactical aircraft to destroy this point target,
the enemy stopped firing and concealed himself
until the aircraft left.55° Even if the aircraft could
not destroy this hidden position, its deterrent ef-
fect may have prevented casualties, and at a mini-
mum bought the harried Marines some respite.
Another testament to the effectiveness of tacti-
cal jets occurred when an NVA soldier decided
to surrender to the Marines on 881S. There were
no targets being prosecuted at the time the pris-
oner was on the hilltop being interrogated, so a
Marine jet made a low pass over the hill as a ges-
ture of support for the infantrymen. Hearing the
approaching aircraft and finding himself exposed
in the open, the NVA soldier became so terrified
he defecated on himself, standing right in front of
the Marines.55' Clearly, the tactical aviation whose
effects the NVA could observe on a daily basis
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Conclusions
Visual GAS missions played an unquantifiable,

but nonetheless valuable role in the battle for
Khe Sanh by complementing the heavy, blunt
firepower of the B-52. Bernard Natty downplays
the differences in the various services' contribu-
tions to the close air support battle, stating that,
"pilots occasionally complained of unfamiliar

a minor annoyance that did not hamper air sup-
port of the Khe Sanh Marines."552 This statement,
however, overlooks the complications that were
experienced, and it does not reflect the different
results produced by two services with distinct ap-
proaches to close air support. AithoughAir Force
tactical aircraft made great contributions to the
close fight, the culture of the Marine air-ground
team allowed an innovative and more aggressive
employment of GAS with superior results.

struck them with a terror not unlike that inspired procedures used by another service, but this was
by the massive B-52 bombardments.
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CONCLUSIONS

Prior to the 1968 battle of Khe Sanh, the U.S.
Air Force and U.S. Marine Corps were distinct
institutions with distinct approaches to close air
support. The Air Force was responsible for the
application of air power to win wars from the
tactical through the strategic levels, but chose to
focus on strategic missions in the early Cold War,
its formative period as a separate service. As a
result, it viewed tactical ground support missions
as a distraction from its strategic orientation, and
from more vital tactical air missions like air su-
periority. Close air support became a tertiary ca-
pability; which the Air Force chose to maintain
only when threatened in interservice turf battles,
and even then only with multi-role aircraft which
could be put to other uses. When the Vietnam War
erupted, the Air Force found itself ill-prepared for
low intensity conflict. As the war escalated it was
constantly struggling to meet the nation's needs
for tactical air support of ground forces in South-
east Asia. The Marine Corps, by comparison, was
a distinctly infantry-oriented force which had de-
veloped a tactical air arm purely as a tool for sup-
porting ground forces. For this reason, close air
support was central to the Marines' conception
of how to win wars, and the Corps found itself
much better prepared to support ground opera-
tions in Vietnam.

When two NVA divisions surrounded the 26th
Marine Regiment at the remote outpost of Khe
Sanh From January to March 1968, and General
Westmoreland initiated Operation Niagara, the
Air Force and Marine Corps found themselves
united in their operational objectives, even if
their reasons for fighting there and the means by
which they fought were very different. Many his-
torians of the battle have lauded it as a victory of
air power, and they are probably correct to do
so. Although the primary NVA objective at Khe
Sanh and the casualties they suffered in its pur-
suit remains unclear, there can be little doubt that
General Giap would have been pleased by the fall
of Khe Sanh, and that he lost a horrific number of

men in the hills around the combat base. Accept-
ing this, air power, which delivered 96 percent of
the ordnance against the NVA for an average of
about five tons of bombs for every NVA attacker
(by conservative estimates),553 has to be given
the lion's share of the credit. NVA sources con-
firm the conclusion that the Communist troops
feared air power above all else. While historians
have therefore been correct to describe the bat-
tle as a victory of air power, they have not taken
advantage of the opportunity for a comparative
analysis of the U.S.Air Force's and Marine Corps'
contributions to determine what these two very
different institutions brought to the battle.

The Air Force attempted to fight an interdic-
tion battle at Khe Sanh, using a variety of sen-
sors to locate the enemy as the NVA closed in
on the bait offered by the Marines at Khe Sanh
Combat Base. Once located, they sought to an-
nihilate the NVA by the application of massive
air power weapons like the B-52 Stratofortress,
applied against targets identified by a highly so-
phisticated electronic surveillance system. While
Arc Lights undoubtedly demoralized the NVA and
contributed to the American success at Khe Sanh,
it is also clear that participants in the battle were
overawed by its destructive potential, and there is
little definitive evidence to show that this weap-
on was the decisive tool for winning the battle.
Closer examination in fact reveals that the B-52
was subject to a number of limitations, including
very limited responsiveness and an inability to at-
tack targets in close proximity to friendly forces.
Rather than applying innovative solutions to such
problems, General Momyer placed limitations on
the risks to which his aircrews could be exposed,
and focused his efforts on using the battle as jus-
tification to finally win control of Marine air as-
sets, ultimately producing a diluted version of the
single management system which only further
slowed the responsiveness of air forces. By fail-
ing to critically develop these limitations and er-
rors, historians of the battle have not been moti-
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vated to examine the contributions of tactical air
forces, which were more responsive and precise
than the B-52s. These characteristics are exactly
what made such them suitable for the true close
air support of ground forces.

In this matter a clear difference between the
air support provided by the Marine Corps and
Air Force is apparent. The Marine Corps was bet-
ter equipped for the tactical support of ground
forces in Vietnam, with purpose-designed aircraft
like the A-4 Skyhawk and A-6 Intruder, and an
all-weather bombing capability enabled by the
ground-based TPQ-1O radar direction system. The
Marine Corps had an air command and control
system which was more responsive, and specifi-
cally designed to foster close communications
between the air ground team which had been
carefully prepared according to Marine doctrine
for combat deployment to Vietnam. That prepara-
tion included training which yielded superior re-
sults in terms of the quality of support rendered:
it was closer, more accurate, and less deadly to
the Marines who depended on it. If Khe Sanh
was a victory of air power, then this tactical air
power was a vital complement to the heavy fire-
power at which the Air Force excelled.

This conclusion should not be construed as a
postulation that Marine Corps aviation is supe-
rior to that of the Air Force. In fact, they were
different types of air forces, and as a combined
arms team the Marine Corps was merely better
suited for the war the nation faced in the jungles
of South Vietnam. The Air Force, on the other
hand, deserves the lion's share of the credit for
the strategic deterrence provided to the nation
in the Cold War, a service the Marine Corps was
neither suited for nor interested in providing. It
is important, however, to recognize that these

two services are today perhaps just as deeply
entrenched in their own approaches to close air
support as they were during the battle of Khe
Sanh. The Marine Corps has been recognized
as the Department of Defense's senior agency
for the development of close air support doc-
trine, yet Air Force officers have naturally served
as the Joint Force Air Component Command-
ers (JFACC's) for all joint operations in the re-
cent past. As a result, even as the importance
of close air support has increased and deep air
missions have decreased in operations like En-
during Freedom in Afghanistan and Iraqi Free-
dom II, the Air Force is the agency which devel-
ops the procedures and control systems for the
application of air power. To many Marine par-
ticipants in such CAS operations, it seems as if
the U.S. military is reinventing the wheel every
time, only to learn the same lessons. Air force
supporters have responded to such criticism by
predicting that new, hyper-precise joint service
GPS-guided weapons like the Joint Direct Attack
Munition have invalidated the need for such in-
tense close air support training and single-mind-
ed focus as is advocated by Marine doctrine.
This study, however, suggests that even if these
predictions are true, there are many other ben-
efits to the Marine approach, like command and
control structures which are more responsive,
and aviation forces which keep in closer touch
with the objectives of ground commanders. If
the battle of Khe Sanh is considered a single
data point in a longer history of institutional dis-
putes about close air support, it reinforces the
idea that setting aside institutional parochialism
in war planning to incorporate the strengths of
both services will yield superior results, as these
air forces complement each other in pursuit of
joint objectives.
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APPENDIXA: GLOSSARY OF ACRONYMS
AND TERMS

Al—Air Interdiction, air attacks with the mission
of denying enemy forces the resources to win a
battle by attacking those resources or their means
of transportation enroute to the battlefield. Inter-
diction is traditionally viewed as a mission faffing
between CAS and strategic attacks on enemy in-
dustrial resources or morale bases.

AO—Aerial observer, an artillery or infantry of-
ficer trained for aerial observation who flew in
0-is, OV-lOs, and sometimes UH-ls to assist the
pilot in forward air control by coordinating with
ground combat units.

ASRT—Air Support Radar Team, a detachment of
Marines who provided terminal guidance to air-
craft using a ground based TPQ-iO radar to guide
them to the proper release point to drop bombs
on designated target coordinates at night or in
poor weather conditions.

ALO—Air Liaison Officer, an aviation officer on
temporary duty with a ground unit to advise on
the integration of air and ground operations, and
to coordinate such operations.

ASOC—Air Support Operations Center, an Air
Force command and control agency similar to a
Marine Corps DASC. An ASOC was designed to
be attached to an Army corps headquarters, and
to coordinate the application of close air support
within that corps' area of operations.

ATO —Air Tasking Order, the daily listing or air-
craft sorties flown in a theatre published by an
upper command echelon to direct which units
were to provide aircraft to meet various missions,
including specific call signs, mission types, mis-
sion times, and targets and supported units when
appropriate.

BDA—Bomb Damage Assessment, an estimation
of the effectiveness of an air strike based on the
observed destruction of enemy weapons, mate-
rial, and personnel.

CAP—Combined Action Program or Combined
Action Platoon, the U.S. Marine Corps pacifica-
tion effort in the I Corps Tactical Zone.

DAS—Deep Air Support or Direct Air Support
attacks upon the enemy that do not require de-
tailed integration with the fire and movement of
friendly forces. These attacks generally occur at
expended ranges from friendly troops, such as
deep air strikes on the enemy's strategic resourc-
es, or interdiction missions designed to stop en-
emy resources from reaching the battle area.

DASC—Direct Air Support Center, a subordinate
operational component of a tactical air control
system designed for the control and direction of
close air support and other tactical air support
operations. This term was used in the Marine
Air Command and Control System and within
the combined air command and control system
in Vietnam, although Air Force doctrine used the
term Air Support Operations Center (ASOC).

Direct fire—attacks upon the enemy using weap-
ons with very flat trajectories, like rifles and tank
guns. This term is used to distinguish these weap-
ons from indirect fire weapons, like artillery and
mortars. In emergency situations, some artillery
can be used in direct fire modes to engage targets
at close ranges.

Fixed-wing aircraft—Conventional airplane de-
signs consisting of a fuselage and stationary wings
which provide lift, in contrast to a helicopter, or
rotary-wing aircraft.

FSCC—Fire Support Coordination Center, a

group of personnel in a single location with cen-
tralized communication assets required for the
coordination of all forms of fire support a unit
may employ. Located at the command post of
battalion and larger-sized ground combat units,
and FSCC monitors and prioritizes requests for
air, artillery, mortar, and naval gunfire support,
then deconflicts and approves needed missions,
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and facilitates their rapid execution. With regard
to air support, the FSCC works closely with the
DASC, serving as its primary link to supported
ground units.

FSCL—Fire Support Coordination Line, also
known as the "bombline" during the Vietnam War.
This fire support coordination measure is a line
drawn in enemy or disputed territory beyond the
region where friendly forces are operating. Be-
yond the FSCL there are no friendly forces, so air
power can be applied permissively in air inter-
diction. Short of this line friendly forces are in
danger of inadvertent attack by aircraft, so a for-
ward air controller's permission is generally re-
quired to employ ordnance, typically in the form
of close air support.

FAC—Forward Air Controller, a person who co-
ordinates and directs the attacks of strike aircraft.
Although a FAC may be airborne or on the ground,
in this paper the term "FAC" will generally be used
to indicate ground-based controllers, while air-
borne controllers will be referred to as FAC(A)s.
FAC's are vital to close air support because they
have a much closer perspective of events on the
ground, and can identify targets which might not
be visible to attacking aircraft. Because of the
danger of fratricide when engaging in close air
support, an aircraft may not drop its bombs until
given a "cleared hot" by the FAC.

FAC(A)—Forward Air Controller (Airborne), a
specifically trained and qualified aviator or aerial
observer who performs the dual duties of visual
reconnaissance/surveillance and controlling air-
craft involved in close air support and deep air
support missions. The U.S. Air Force tended to
use FAC(A)s independent of ground operations,
while Marine Corps doctrine specified that the
FAC(A) was an extension of the ground unit's tac-
tical air control party, assisting its FACs be provid-
ing control to strike aircraft as required by the
ground commander.

FO—Forward Observer, a person who serves as
a spotter to direct artillery and mortar missions,
submitting calls for fire and observing their ef-
fects to correct the fire mission for better results.

Frag—A warning order, or preparatory order giv-
en in advance of an official operations order. In
aviation units. Higher echelon commands gener-
ated a daily Air Tasking Order (ATO) with specific
information on each sortie flown by its subordi-
nate units. A Frag Order was issued roughly one
day in advance so that plans and preparations
could begin before the specific mission details
were finalized.

Friendly—forces of one's own military or its al-
lies. The opposite of enemy forces.

H&I Fires—Harassment and Interdiction Fires, ar-
tillery, mortars, or other supporting arms blindly
targeted on probably enemy locations when the
enemy's actual location is unknown. This "shot in
the dark" method of targeting was largely recog-
nized as a waste of ammunition.

ICTZ—I Corps Tactical Zone, the northernmost
of South Vietnam's four zones of military author-
ity each organized around a combined South
Vietnamese Corps headquarters and U.S. military
command echelon.

Indirect fire—attacks upon the enemy using
weapons with a very high trajectory, generally ar-
tillery or mortars.

KBA—KiJled ByAir, an estimate of enemy deaths
inflicted by enemy air attacks.

KIA—Killed In Action, an estimate of friendly or
enemy deaths resulting from a combat engage-
ment.

KSCB—Khe Sanh Combat Base, the main combat
base at Khe Sanh, consisting of everything within
the perimeter protecting the runway, but not the
hill outposts.
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MAG—Marine Aircraft Group, the Marine avia-
tion command echelon composed of two or more
squadrons. Typically, a MAG operates a single
type aircraft, or a collection of aircraft with simi-
lar missions operating from a single airfield. Dur-
ing the period covered by this paper MAG-1 1 was
a group composed of fighter and attack jet squad-
rons operating from Da Nang. An additional jet
group focused more closely on close air support
was MAG-12, operating A-4 and A-6 aircraft from
Chu Lai. That base was also shared by MAG-13,
composed of three fighter/attack F-4 squadrons.
MAG-16 was a rotary wing, or helicopter group,
operating H-34, CH-46, and UH-1 aircraft from
Marble Mountain. Further to the north at Phu Bai
was another rotary wing group, MAG-36 which
operated a similar collection of aircraft. These
five aircraft groups, combined with a Marine Air
Control Group, made up flying units of the 1st
Marine Aircraft Wing.

MAW—Marine Aircraft Wing, or Marine Air Wing,
the highest aviation-specific command echelon
within the Marine Corps. Commanded by a ma-
jor general and designed to support the aviation
demands of a single Marine division, a MAW typi-
cally contained the full spectrum of aircraft types
and mission capabilities within the Marine Corps
arsenal, as well as the tactical air control, air traf-
fic control, and air defense units needed for self
sufficient operations. During the period covered
by this paper the 1St Marine Aircraft Wing was
deployed to Vietnam, where it supported the 1st
Marine Division, 3d Marine Division, and at times
the army units attached to III MAF in the I Corps
area of operations.

MSQ-77 Combat Skyspot—The Air Force ground-
based radar system used to guide aircraft in at-
tacks on targets at night or in poor weather
conditions. A less accurate system similar to the
Marine TPQ-1 0.

PAYN—People's Army of Vietnam, the North Viet-

namese title for the NVA.

Rotary-wing aircraft—helicopters.

SAC—Strategic Air Command, the U.S. Air Force
major command responsible for the employment
of B-52s, primarily in nuclear deterrence mis-
sions.

Sortie—a single flight of an aircraft

TAC(A)—Tactical Air Controller (Airborne), an
aviation officer similar to a FAC(A) who coordi-
nated air attacks in high risk missions. Although
TAC(A)s were trained to perform FAC duties in
support of ground units, they typically operated
in air interdiction missions over enemy-held terri-
tory. In this role they did not have to coordinate
with ground forces, and flew more survivable jet
aircraft.

TACP—Tactical Air Control Party, a group of For-
ward Air Controllers and radiomen assigned to
support a ground battalion or similar sized unit
by controlling the attacks of aircraft engaged in
CAS.

Targeting—the process by accurately locating
and identifying possible and definite enemy
forces and things that might be of value to them,
prioritizing them for attack, allocating support-
ing arms for this purpose, and directing assets for
their neutralization or destruction.

TASE—Tactical Air Support Element, a group of
army personnel assigned to an Air Force or com-
bined DASC in order to verify and prioritize air
requests in accordance with the ground unit's
needs before the DASC assigned aircraft to this
mission. In the Marine Crops, these function
was carried out by frequent contact between the
DASC and the supported unit's FSCC.

TOT—Time on Target—the desired time for an
air attack to deliver ordnance on a target.
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TPQ-1O—The Marine ground-based radar sys- WIA—Wounded In Action, an estimate of surviv-
tern used by an Air Support Radar Team (ASRT) ing friendly casualties resulting from a combat
to guide aircraft in attacks on targets at night or engagement.
under poor weather conditions.
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APPENDIX B:AIR ORDERS OF BATTLE

1st Marine Air Wing

15,000 Marines, 199 fixed-wing aircraft, 273 helicopters

7th Air Force
58,000 airmen, 1,085 aircraft
Note: 7th Air Force could also exercise operational control of 13th Air Force units in
Thailand (35,000 airmen, 523 aircraft), which it began to employ in South Vietnam in the
last week of January 1968.

413d Strategic Wing
Anderson AFB, Guam

8-520

4258th Strategic Wing
U Tapao AB, Thailand

B-520

151

4252d Strategic Wing
Kadena AFB. Okinawa

8-520

* U.S. Army Surveillance Aircraft Company
Redesignated MAG-39 (Provisional) on Apnii 15, 1968.

Regional Strategic Air Command Assets

• Additlonai detachment te Uben, Thailand

3dAirDiv



U.S. Navy

The number of personnel and aircraft varied with the constant rotation of carriers into the
carrier task groups on Yankee Station.

Land Based Air Assets

MACV

NAVFORV

TF-115 TF-117
Coastal Surv. Force Rivenne Force

F—i UM-1B

Ii VP-17
Rain Bay

[1 SP-2H

[——-i
VP-26

RTNB U-lapse
I P-3B

152

JTF728

Operation
Muscle Shoals

VO-67
STAB tAphon PlnenOrn

OP-2E

Task Group Force Providers

CVW-15
(CvA-43)

CVW-2 CVW-11
Ranger (CVA-Bi) Coy Hark CVA-03)

VF-151
F-4B

VF-154
F-4B

VF-213
F-4B

VF-161
F-4B

VF.21
F-4B

VF-114
F-4B

VA-I53
A-4E

VA-22
A-4C

VA-75
A-BA & A-6B

VA-155
A-4E

VA-165

A-BA
VA-112

A-4C

VA-25
A-i H/J

VA-147
A-7A

VA-144
A-4E

VFP-63 Dat 43
RF-5G

RVAH.6
RA-BC

RVAH-1l
RA-5C

VAH-2Det43
KA-3B

yAW-uS
E-2A

VAW-114
E-2A

yAW-us
E-2A

VAII-2 Oct61
KA-3B

VAH-4 Dat 63
KA-3B

HC-1 Oct43
UH-2A

HC-l Oct61
UH-2A & UH-2C

VAW-13 Oct63
BA-i F

VAW-13 Oct
BA-IF

VAW-13 Dee 61
EKA-3B

HC-I Oct63
UH-2C

VAP-61 Oct
RA-3B

yAP-SI Oct
RA-36

CVW-19 CVW-9 CVW-5
CAn-UI EAta,p,lae ICVOM-051 0.0. RAyard ICVU-nt)

VF-191

F-BE

VF-92

F-4B

VF-51

F-8II

VF-194

F-BE

VF-96

F-4B

VF.53

F-BE

VA-23

A-4F

VA-35

A-BA & A-Ba

VA-93

A-4F

VA-192

A-4F

VA-56

A-4E

VA.94

A-4E

VA-ItS

A-4C
VA-113

A-4F

VA.212

A-4F

VAH-4 Oct14

KA-3B
RVAH.1

RA-5C
VFP-63 Oct31

RF-SG

yAW-Ill Oct14
E-IB

VAW-112

E-2A

VAW.130et31
EKA-3B

VFP-63 Oct14

RF-BG
VAII-2 Oat 65

KA-3B
yAW-ill Det 31

6-lB

VAQ-33 Oct14
EA-1F

HC-1 Oct65 HC-l Oct31
UH-2C UH-2C

HC-I Oct14

UH-2A& IJII-2B
VAW-13 Oct65

EKA-3B

IIC-7 Oct III
SH-3A

VS-23
S-2E

VS-25

S-2E

tlS-4
SH-3D

yAW-Ill Oct lB
6-lB

HC-7 Del Ill



APPENDIX C: FRATICIDE AND NEAR FRATICIDE
AVIATION INCIDENTS AT KHE SANH

Date Aircraft Location Incident Cause Results Source

2-Mar-i 967 2 USAF F-4C Lang Vei

Laos

Bombs, cluster bombs, and rockets dropped on Bru
.

civilians
Misidentified target

112 civilians killed

213 civilians wounded

Murphy, 20, Tefer, 33, Prados and

5tubbe, 73; 5tubbe,BaOalion of

6ngs,28-29.

8-Mar-i 967
USAF C-123

flareship
Laotian village strafed during DAS mission Misidentified target No casualties Prados and Stubbe, 74.

24-Apr-1967 USMC UH-iE Hill 861
Madne hi by stray machine gun round fired by UH-1

providing suppression br CH-46 medical evacuation

Pnor fire discipline in close proximfty to fnendly

forces
1 Maine killed

Murphy, 59; Stubbe,

Baffalion of Kings, 35.

24-Apr-1967 F-4 Hill 86i
Madnes bombed wih two 250-pound bombs by aircraft

under FAC(A) control dudng 3/B/i/O wihdrawal
Unknown

6 Maines killed, more

than 12 wounded

Prados and Stubby, 06; Murphy, 61;

Stubbe, OaK/lion of Mngs, 35.

26-Apr-i967 USAF tactical jet Hill 861
Marine position hi by fragments from stray rocket

duing CAS aback

Poor fire discipline in close proximity to fiendly

torces

At least 1 Marine

wounded
Murphy, 93.

2-May-i967 USMC UH-i Hill 88iN Maine posftion hi by rockets duing CAS aback
Pilot tailed to follow saftey restdction imposed on

aback in close proolmity to hiendlies

1 Maine killed

2 Moines wounded
Murphy, 201.

Summer 1967 UH-1 Unknown
Madne reconnaissance patrol fired upon wih rockets

when pursued to evacuation she by NVA
Misidentified target No casualties Prados and Stubbe, 182.

7-Feb-1968 Unknown Lang Vei Bomb dropped inside Laotian posiion Unspecified mistake No casualties Prados and Stubbe, 325.

7-Feb-i 968 A-i Lang Vei Napalm canister landed 'iust teet" hum U.S. soldier
Pilot dropped on large group of NVA sunounding

hiendly forces

Soldier survived,

otheiwise unknown
Prados and Stubbe, 335.

7-Feb-i968 Unknown Lang Vei
4 U.S. soldiers and 40 CIDG caught in cluster bomb

allack while allenipting to flee U.S. compound
Unknown Unknown Pisor, 194.

10-Feb-i 968 A-i E KSCB
"Gravel" antipersonnel mines dropped on Marine

pus'lion
Unknown 1 Madne wounded

Nalty, 94-95, but not in 1/26

Coinnnand Chronology aa cited.

26-Feb-i968 Navy F-4 KSCB
Two rockets fired into FOB-3 compound doing CAS

ahacks on enemy in close prooimiy
Unknown 1 Madne killed

Stubbe,FinalFonnabon, 70-il,

stubbe,uaftavon of Kings 221;

Stubbe, to Callahan, 12 Dec 2006.

Feb/Mar 1968 USAF F-lao Hill 881S
Four 500-pound bombs dropped on Maine peirneter

duing CAS aback

Pilot misidentified target and dropped wihout

clearance

Several Maines

injured
Dabney, to Callahan, Pad 2.

Feb/Mar 1968 F-4 Hill O8iS
Four 258-pound bombs dropped on Madne perimeter

dudng CAS aback

Pilot mistook smoke on the hill for a mark and

abacked wihout clearance
2 Madnes wounded

Dabney, to Colandreo;

Arroba, 2.

Feb/Mar 1968 A-4 Hill 8OiS
Following successful CAS rocket aback, pilot strafed

Madne poshion wihout clearance to aback

Pilot violated FAC's instructions by using

inaccurate guns on a close target.
Unknown

Dabney, to Colandreo, and

to Callahan, Pad 2; Arrotta.

7-Mar-i968 Unknown KSCB
'Second incident of bomb dropping inside ARVN

peimeter'
Unknown Unknown

Donaghy, to Callahan, Pad

6.

5-Apr-i 968 Madne F-4 Hill 471
Twenty-six unarmed 500-pound bombs dropped on 1/9

by aircraft under TPQ-i 0 control

Target cancellation not received by TPQ-i0 crew,

due to delays in new single management system.
1 Madne wounded

Prados and Stubbe, 434-435;

Donaghy, to Callahan, Pad 2; 5tubbe

BaOelion 01K/figs, 276.

Apnl 1968 NavyA-4 Unknown
Ordnance dropped onan advancing 1st Air Cavalry

Division uni by aircraft under TPQ-iO control

Target cancellation nut received by TPQ-iO crew

due to Army uni unfamiliar wih MACCS.
No casuafties Shulinison, 479.
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